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ABSTRACT 

Low computational accuracy is an important obstacle for optical processors which 

blocks their way to becoming a practical reality and a serious chaUenger for classical 

computing paradigms. This research presents a comprehensive solution approach to the 

problem of accuracy enhancement in discrete analog optical information processing 

systems. Statistical analysis of a generic three-plane optical processor is carried out first, 

taking into account the effects of diffraction, interchannel crosstalk, and background 

radiation. Noise sources included in the analysis are photon, excitation, and emission 

fluctuations in the source array, transmission and polarization fluctuations in the 

modulator, and photoelectron, gain, dark, shot, and thermal noise in the detector array. 

Means and mutual coherence and probability density functions are derived for both optical 

and electrical output signals. Next, statistical models for a number of popular 

optoelectronic devices are studied. Specific devices considered here are light-emitting and 

laser diode sources, an ideal noiseless modulator and a Gaussian random-amplitude-

transmittance modulator, p-f-n and avalanche photodiode detectors foUowed by electronic 

post-processing, and ideal free-space geometrical-optics propagation and single-lens 

imaging systems. Output signal statistics are determined for various interesting device 

combinations by inserting these models into the general formalism. Finally, based on 

these special-case output statistics, results on accuracy Hmitations and enhancement in 

optical processors are presented. Here, starting with the formulation of the accuracy 

enhancement problem as (1) an optimal detection problem, and (2) as a parameter 

estimation problem, the potential accuracy improvements achievable via the classical 

multiple-hypothesis testing and maximum likelihood and Bayesian parameter estimation 

methods are demonstrated. Merits of using proper normalizing transforms which can 

potentially stabilize high-order signal moments are also discussed in connection with the 

signal dependence of the noise at the processor output. A formal framework for complete 

statistical characterization and performance evaluation of a wide class of optical 

processors is thus provided. 
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PREFACE 

This dissertation is the culmination of my comprehensive research on the problem 

of accuracy in optical information processing systems. Low computational accuracy is 

an important obstacle for these systems which hinders their widespread application to 

real-world problems. It is also a theoretically interesting problem since it originates from 

the individual device physics and manifests itself, through the processor architecture, as 

a system limitation. In my definition and solution of the problem, therefore, I made use 

of ideas and tools from the fields of physical, statistical, quantum, and Fourier optics and 

system, communication, and detection and estimation theories. I hope that this approach 

will also help make my work accessible to researchers from all of these diverse areas. 

In attempting to maintain some degree of analytical tractability, it quickly became 

clear that a number of assumptions and approximations were going to be needed. It was 

with the pride and glory of an engineer, rather than the disdain and defeat of a physicist 

or a mathematician, that I made these compromises. Extreme care was taken, however, 

to point out the conditions under which each assumption and approximation would be 

valid, and to assure that these conditions are legitimate and realistic, at least in the context 

of optical information processing. 

Since the subject matter of this dissertation falls into the domains of both physics 

and electrical engineering, some dilemmas conceming mathematical conventions were 

faced. In most cases, I favored the optics convention in order to conform to the existing 

body of literature in this area. Thus, for instance, F, instead of R, was used to denote 

mutual coherence (autocorrelation) functions, and G was preferred over S for power 

spectral densities; the temporal frequency was denoted v, rather than /, throughout. 

However, on the matter of the representation of the time dependence of harmonic fields 

(signals), the chief conventional disagreement between the two disciplines, I adhered to 

the electrical engineering convention e^"^', as opposed to the physics convention e'" '̂. 

Although an optical system should be studied in a quantum-physical formalism, 

I have found it sufficient to employ a semiclassical approach whereby only the field-

matter interactions are treated quantum-mechanically and the rest of the system is 

xi 



analyzed classically. This approach not only simplifies the associated mathematics, but 

hopefuUy leads to a more intuitive discussion as well. I have also found it convenient 

to represent optical waves by only one polarization component of their electric or 

magnetic fields, in accord with the scalar electromagnetic theory. This simplifying 

assumption may be difficult to justify in conjunction with certain devices; however, 

polarization fluctuations can be accounted for by suitably altering the statistics of the 

intensity fluctuations, and hence this particular simplification does not hinder the 

generality of our discussion. 

As in any document of formidable analytical content, I have found it difficult to 

ascribe proper symbols to the many constants and variables involved in the work. Lideed, 

even though I have nearly exhausted the letters in both the Latin and the Greek alphabets, 

duplicate use of certain characters stiU proved unavoidable. I have tried to minimize the 

associated possibility of confusion by conforming to the standard nomenclature as much 

as I could and by making sure that multiple use of the same characters occurred in 

disjoint parts of the document 

I have strived to make this dissertation as self-contained as possible by providing 

rigorous derivations for aU the results in this document as weU as for some that were 

borrowed from other sources. In the interest of not unnecessarily repeating others' work 

and to keep this document at a reasonable size, however, I did use some results and made 

some claims without rigorously justifying them. Therefore, I have included a rather 

extensive Ust of references to acknowledge the sources of these information as weU as to 

direct the reader to more elaborate discussions of matters on which I have been somewhat 

brief. 

Overall, this has been, and continues to be, a very interesting problem to work on, 

and I hope that my enthusiasm is adequately reflected on these pages. If the 

achievements and ramifications of this work in any way contribute to the understanding, 

advancement, and acceptance of optical information processing systems, my efforts wiU 

have been worthwhile. 

xu 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Definition 

Optical information processing, conceived almost five decades ago and for long 

remaining mostly a neat idea, has graduaUy emerged as a practical reaUty, and has 

become a strong chaUenger to the classical computing paradigms. A few obstacles, 

however, stiU block the way to successful appUcation of this approach to real-world 

problems, the most important of which is low computational accuracy. This dissertation 

aims to address this problem in a rigorous analytical fashion, establishing the fundamental 

bounds on, and proposing techniques for enhancing, the accuracy of a wide class of 

analog optical processors. 

As the current technology of preference, namely electronics, approaches its 

fundamental physical limits of speed and density, optics offers a powerful altemative for 

the implementation of many of the information-processing tasks that have traditionally 

been performed with electronic hardware. The clear speed and paraUelism advantages 

that optics enjoys over electronics are both physical and algorithmic in nature. Electrical 

signals are slowed down, whUe propagating along electrical transmission Unes, by the 

need to charge up the capacitances of these pathways. This delay in signal transmission 

is proportional to the propagation distance since the capacitance of a transmission Une 

grows with its length. Optical signals, on the other hand, can propagate, in free space or 

through optical fiber waveguides, at least an order of magnitude faster than electrical 

signals do over conductors. This is due to the fact that, in optics the distributed 

capacitive effects of the propagation medium appear as a constant, c = I/V(}ie), which is 

independent of the distance. Furthermore, capacitive loading effects of electrical receivers 

are also avoided in optics, where the detection of a photon occurs at atomic transition 

rates. The superiority of optics over electronics with respect to paraUeUsm, meanwhUe, 

can be traced back to the PauU exclusion principle. More precisely, electrons, being 

fermions, cannot share a quantum state with other electrons whUe photons, being bosons, 

can infinitely populate a given quantum state. Furthermore, electrons interact strongly 

1 



with each other whUe photons, having no mass or charge, can only interact with other 

photons indirectly inside a (possibly nonlinear) material. We note parentheticaUy that this 

has been a mixed blessing in the sense that whUe it enables optical beams to pass through 

each other without interference, it also makes the design of an optical switch extremely 

difficult. These speed and paraUeUsm capabiUties also make optics an exceUent choice 

for the implementation of inherently parallel algorithms such as the computation of 

matrix-vector and matrix-matrix products. 

These strengths, however, have come at the cost of one important weakness, 

namely low computational accuracy. The accuracy problem is central not only because 

accuracy is an important system attribute in its own right, but also because it is intimately 

related to the two other critical performance measures mentioned above, namely speed, 

or throughput, and parallelism. From a physical perspective, this relationship can be 

appreciated by noting that the faster the processor is operated, the fewer photons the 

decisions at the output will have to be based upon. Similarly, the more parallel (in a fan-

in fan-out sense) the processor is designed, the more channels wiU contribute 

(independently) to the processor output Both of these situations wUl clearly lead to a 

higher uncertainty in the output signal level, thus reducing the overaU processor accuracy. 

Due to this cmcial interplay between these various performance measures, and the 

tradeoffs thereof, a mastery of the accuracy Umitations and enhancement in an optical 

processor wiU lead to a soUd understanding of the throughput and paraUeUsm potentials 

of the system as weU. 

On a different note, accuracy is a theoreticaUy interesting problem as well, since 

it originates from the individual device physics and manifests itself, through the processor 

architecture, as a system Umitation. Previous solution attempts, however, neglected this 

fact, leading to their limited approach, methodology, and results. In fact, very few 

researchers in optical information processing have sought to explore the realm of 

problems which require a hybrid approach involving both physics and systems concepts, 

and tried to capitalize on the unique insights offered by solutions that capture the essence 

of both of these aspects. This scarcity has been due in part to the relative complexity of 

such problems as weU as a lack of researchers who are wiUing to commit to such 



demanding long-term interests. However, given the nature and importance of the 

problems that remain to be solved, and the pressure on the research community to address 

these problems, it is imperative that we approach these questions from a broader 

viewpoint and with a higher analytical rigor than has generaUy been done to date. 

1.2 Solution Approach 

As in any computing system, the accuracy of optical processors is Umited by the 

noise processes inherent to the information-bearing signals as weU as those interfering 

with our interpretation of these signals. Therefore, a rigorous approach to the solution 

of this problem should adopt a probability-theoretic formalism, making fuU use of the 

machinery of the theory of stochastic processes, toward establishing the fundamental 

limits on, and suggesting schemes for the enhancement of, the accuracy of optical 

processors. 

Accordingly, our first step toward the solution wUl be to carry out a general 

statistical analysis of the propagation, modulation, and detection of optical waves in a 

prototype optical processor that wUI provide us with a formal relationship between the 

statistics of the input and output signals. We shall not commit ourselves to a specific set 

of devices in this analysis since we aim to arrive at conclusions that are generally 

applicable to a wide collection of optical information processing systems. The second 

step in our solution approach wUl then be the insertion of specific device models into this 

general analysis. We shaU include in this modeUng step all optoelectronic devices that 

are widely used in optical processors, and attempt to derive the output signal statistics for 

a variety of device combinations. The avaUabiUty of such an exemplary assortment of 

signal statistics wUl thus enable us to consider, as the last solution step, the use of 

detection- and estimation-theoretic tools both to establish the fundamental limits on the 

processor accuracy and, where possible, to improve the system performance beyond these 

Umits. 

We should mention at this point that we shaU not concem ourselves with 

deterministic effects in the system that may also have detrimental consequences on the 

overaU accuracy. By deterministic effects we mean such imperfections as geometrical 



misalignment errors among the processor planes, device parameter mismatches across the 

source and detector arrays, inoperative pixels in the spatial Ught modulator, extemal 

electromagnetic interference, and so forth. In a practical system, these effects can indeed 

be of significant consequence, usuaUy to the point of dominating over the stochastic noise 

sources in the processor. However, these engineering issues are out of the scope of this 

dissertation, and hence wiU not be mentioned in the sequel. 

Obviously, there are a large number of different processor architectures and 

optoelectronic devices that are avaUable for the design of an optical processor. However, 

four basic phenomena, namely the generation, propagation, modulation, and detection of 

optical waves, are common to all processors. Hence, we choose in our study to 

concentrate on a three-plane ceUular processor, which embodies aU the features that are 

essential for our investigation while being simple enough so as not to obscure the basics 

of the analysis. In particular, this processor consists of a source array, a spatial Ught 

modulator, a detector array, and propagation stmctures that carry information in the form 

of optical waves among these three processor planes. It has become traditional to design 

optical processors in such a planar fashion, and extension of our work to two, four, or 

more planes should be straightforward. 

The four major phases of our modular solution approach are presented in block-

diagram form in Figure (1-1), which also shows how these phases are interrelated. 

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation 

The outline of the dissertation wiU closely foUow the solution strategy proposed 

above, and is also indicated parenthetically in Figure (1-1). We shall begin in Chapter 

2 with a comprehensive statistical analysis of a generic three-plane optical processor. 

After taking a deterministic look at the propagation and modulation of the optical waves 

in the processor, we shaU turn to evaluate the field statistics, including the effects of 

interchannel crosstalk and background radiation in our derivations. Noise associated with 

the source and modulator arrays wiU be incoiporated into the stochastic processes 

representing these system components, thus making provision for later incorporation of 

the photon, excitation, and emission fluctuations in the sources and the transmission and 



Compiehensive statistical 
analysis of a generíc 
three-plane hybrid analog 
optical processor 
(Chap. 2, App. A) 

Derívation of statistical 
and deterministic 
characteristics of popular 
pptoelectronic devices 
(Chap. 3, Apps. B, C, D) 

4) 

Insertion of device models 
into the general analysis; 
calculation of output 
statistics for special cases 
(Chap. 4, App. E) 

Application of detection 
and estimation theory to 
the output statistics to 
enhance system accuracy 
(Chap. 5, App. F) 

Figure (1-1) Major phases of the solution approach and the organization of the 
dissertation. 



polarization fluctuations in the modulator. We shaU then investigate how these incident 

field statistics evolve into output voltage statistics as we trace the signals through the 

photodetection process. At this stage, we shaU expUcitiy account for the photoelectron, 

gain, dark, shot, and thermal noise in the detector array. 

Statistical and deterministic models for individual optoelectronic devices wUl be 

introduced in Chapter 3. Our goal here wiU be to develop those properties that play 

important roles in the determination of the overaU processor performance. Specific 

devices of interest wUI be (1) semiconductor thermal and laser Ught sources, such as Ught-

emitting and laser diodes, (2) an ideal noiseless screen and a reaUstic spatial Ught 

modulator with random complex ampUtude transmittance characteristics, (3) an ideal 

photon counter as weU as semiconductor photodetectors, such as p-i-n and avalanche 

diodes, and (4) an ideal free-space propagation scenario and a simple single-Iens imaging 

system. For each device, we shall derive the pertinent deterministic properties and 

statistical characteristics from basic phenomenological models. 

Derivation of the system output signal statistics for important special cases wiU 

be done in Chapter 4. Here the task wiU be to insert the device models developed in 

Chapter 3 in various combinations into the general framework constmcted in Chapter 2. 

We shaU start with the simplest possible situation where only the sources are reaUstic, and 

investigate this case in considerable detail for both thermal and laser light. Based on 

these results, we shall then proceed to remove the idealizations regarding the spatial Ught 

modulator, the detectors, and the propagation stmctures from the system, gradually 

approaching the most complicated situation where all the processor components are 

reaUstic. Output signal statistics wiU be given for each case, thus providing insight into 

the effects of each component on the overaU system performance. 

We shaU finally tum our attention in Chapter 5 to the problem of accuracy 

enhancement. We shall start here with a definition for the accuracy of a computing 

system in terms of the number of signal levels distinguishable at the processor output for 

a given value of maximum tolerable probabiUty of error. The problem wiU then be 

formulated as (1) an optimal detection problem, and (2) as a parameter estimation 

problem. Due to the signal dependence of the noise at the output of our processor, we 



shall also elaborate on the use of proper normalizing transforms which can potentiaUy 

stabiUze high-order signal moments. Based on the special-case output signal statistics 

obtained in Chapter 4, we shaU then examine the potential accuracy improvement 

achievable via the classical methods, as weU as the normaUzing transforms, in the context 

of optical information processing. 

Lastiy, in Chapter 6 we shall give an overview of the results and accompUshments 

of our work, and briefly mention a number of interesting directions along which further 

research in this area can, and should, be conducted within the framework estabUshed in 

this dissertation. Although the work presented in this document is self-contained and 

complete, we feel that investigating these related problems wiU further increase our 

understanding, and hence our exploitation, of various intricacies of optical processors. 

In order to avoid veering too far astray from our main objectives, we wUl save 

some of the more detailed derivations, which we feel are important enough to deserve 

being included, to the appendices at the very end. Some of these derivations wUI be 

original while others, mostly known results revisited in the present context, wiU be 

included primarily to unveil some of the more subtie approximations and assumptions or, 

in some cases, merely for completeness and easy reference. 

1.4 Contributions of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is the first comprehensive and rigorous analytical attempt at 

understanding the statistical characteristics of optical information processing systems in 

general, and at estabUshing and enhancing the accuracy limitations of these processors in 

particular. A significant number of new results wUl be reported; in addition, a large 

number of results originaUy obtained in connection with other problems wiU be rederived 

here in the context of optical information processing. The main phUosophical 

contributions we shaU present in each chapter are described below; the technical nature 

of our individual contributions wiU be summarized in Chapter 6. 

In Chapter 2, our goal wiU be to construct an analytical framework within which 

the statistical characteristics of any planar optical processor can be studied. Our interest 

in conducting such a generic analysis is to subsequently examine a number of interesting 



device combinations in a three-plane processor in a unified manner. However, since this 

general framework is not wedded to any of these special cases considered later, it has the 

power to accommodate other fundamentally different devices and architectures that are 

outside the scope of this dissertation. The avaUabiUty of such an aU-encompassing 

formalism should, then, enable other researchers to study their own particular processors 

within this framework. This, therefore, is one of the most important contributions made. 

There is nothing fundamentaUy new in Chapter 3 since here we shall basically 

review the existing body of knowledge on the statistical and deterministic characteristics 

of optoelectronic devices. Although our approach, as weU as some of our results, wUl be 

uniquely distinct from previously published ones, these differences wUl merely be 

variations on the same basic theme. Therefore, the primary contribution of this chapter 

is bringing together, in a unified notation and a tutorial style, the results on popular 

devices that are scattered over many books and articles in the literature. 

In Chapter 4, we shall report on mostiy new results pertaining to the output signal 

statistics of two- and three-plane optical processors. This work wUI be in the form of a 

series of case studies organized in the order of sophistication. The results obtained here 

wiU have a wide appUcabiUty in a number of areas besides optical information processing, 

which is a testimony to the power of the general formalism estabUshed at the beginning 

as well as the elegance of the modular approach adopted in this dissertation. 

Finally, in Chapter 5, we shall apply detection- and estimation-theoretic methods 

toward assessing the accuracy potentials of optical processors. We shall, once again, 

make extensive use of techniques developed and results obtained in other contexts, 

namely within communication and control theories and statistical signal processing. 

However, the unique contribution here wiU be the first rigorous application of these 

concepts and methods in the context of optical information processing. Consequently, the 

results obtained here wiU be original in their impUcations. 

Having made these points, it is important to reaUze that it is our solution approach, 

and not the specific results obtained thereby, that we would like to emphasize. It would 

not be practical, or inteUigent, to attempt to study aU conceivable architectures and 

devices in a single document. Our chief goal, therefore, is to present a powerful, 
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rigorous, and comprehensive approach toward investigating optical processors with respect 

to certain performance attributes. The special cases examined within this framework are 

meant primarily to demonstrate the power of this approach and to help, by way of 

example, those who may be interested in applying this methodology to their own systems. 

The cases we consider do have connections to real-world situations, and hence the 

corresponding results we obtain do convey significant engineering impUcations. 

Ultimately, however, it is the unique perspective and approach we bring to the problem 

that we feel is the most profound contribution of this work. 



CHAPTER 2 

STATISTICAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

2.1 Introduction 

It is important that an attempt to improve the accuracy of optical processors start 

with a statistical system analysis that is reasonably detaUed to provide a clear 

understanding of the fundamental system noise processes, and sufficientiy general to 

faciUtate the analysis of systems with different architectures and components within the 

same framework. Such an analysis can then be foUowed by the insertion of appropriate 

statistical device models and the evaluation of the overall system statistics for particular 

architectures. Based on this foundation, one can then proceed to apply optimal decision 

and estimation techniques at the system output to improve the processor accuracy. 

With this overaU plan of attack in mind, we shall start our analysis in Section 2.2 

by investigating the propagation and modulation of optical waves in a generic processor, 

paying special attention in Section 2.3 to the consequences of diffraction, crosstaUc, and 

background. We shall then tum, in Section 2.4, to evaluate the statistics of the complex 

amplitude and the intensity of the field incident on the detectors, which wiU conclude the 

optical part of our analysis. We shall proceed in Section 2.5 by examining the process 

of photodetection from a statistical viewpoint. We shall fîrst derive the statistics of the 

rate process, and then consider those of the detector output voltage, and relate these 

expressions to the statistics of the incident light intensity, which wiU complete the 

electrical part of our analysis. 

The three-plane processor architecture we shall be working on has played a 

significant role in optical computing and signal processing research,̂ ~^ with particular 

relevance to optical linear algebra processors (OLAPs).̂ "*"̂  Although much work has been 

done on these systems, few researchers have studied the statistical properties of these 

processors. Among the notable contributions are those of Psaltis and Athale,̂ ^ and 

Downie and Goodman,^^ who studied the accuracy requirements for analog optical 

processors used for digital computing and adaptive imaging, respectively; Casasent et 

al.,^^'^ who developed a heuristic model for the frequency-multiplexed OLAP utiUzing 
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acoustooptic ceUs, and foUowed this initial work with some modifîcations, simulations, 

and problem appUcations; BatseU et Û /.,^^'^^ who constmcted a more rigorous first-order 

statistical model for optical matrix-vector multipUers, and used this model to investigate 

the fundamental accuracy Umitations in OLAPs; Gary,̂ ^ who compared optics and 

electronics in the context of matrix processing; and EUett et al.,^^ who approached the 

problem from a fundamentaUy different direction by applying error-correcting codes to 

optical matrix-vector multipUers in order to improve their accuracy. The issue of 

crosstalk has also received some attention due to its critical role in optical intercon-

nects.^^"^ Our method of analysis, and hence our results, however, wiU be remarkably 

different and relatively more general than those of these previous efforts.̂ ^ On the other 

hand, the physical and engineering aspects of the photoelectric detection of Ught have 

been thoroughly studied, and accurate statistical models have been developed to study 

problems involving this phenomenon.^^^^ The mathematical facets of stochastic point 

processes and shot noise have also been rigorously investigated.̂ ^~'̂  We shall make 

extensive use of the results of these studies. 

2.2 Propagation and Modulation 

Our aim, in this section and the next two, is to carry out a general statistical 

analysis of optical processors without making any assumptions pertaining to the specifics 

of the individual system components. In order to soUdify our discussion, we shaU confine 

our analysis to the generic three-plane processor architecture sketched in Figure (2-1). 

Although this confinement might appear to restrict the scope of our discussion, our 

approach wiU be general enough to insure its appUcabiUty to optical processors with 

fundamentally different architectures and components as weU. Likewise, the various 

assumptions we shaU make throughout the course of our analysis wiU not seriously 

restrict the generaUty of our results. 

We begin our investigation by analyzing the propagation and modulation of the 

optical waves in the processor with the ultimate goal of deriving the field ampUtude 

incident on a single detector ceU in the output plane. For this purpose, the system of 

Figure (2-1) is shown in block-diagram form in Figure (2-2). The processor comprises 
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Figure (2-1) A generic three-plane optical processor architecture. 
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M channels, arranged in the form ofãnNxN square array, disttibuted over three planes, 

and interconnected by first- and second-stage propagation stioicttires. The complex field 

ampUtude distribution in the (a, p) source plane, the ampUtude tt-ansmittance disttibution 

in the (^, Tj) spatial Ught modulator (SLM) plane, and the field detection efficiency 

distribution in the (x, y) detector plane can thus be expressed as 

N N 

sia,P;t) = Y: E KM-«»^P-P.;t)P,(a-a^,p-p„;t), (2-1) 
m = l n = l 

N N 

'(í,»/;0 = E E '*;(f -ít,V-V,;t)PjiS-í„r,-r,,;t), (2-2) 
k=\ 1 = 1 

and 

N N 

d(x,y;t) = J2E dij(x-x,,y-yj;t)Pj,(x-x,,y-yj;t), (2-3) 
i = 1 y = 1 

where s^„(a, p; 0, 4/(5» % t), and d,fx, y\ t) denote the mnth source ceU field ampUtude, 

the khh SLM cell amplitude ttansmittance, and the ij\h detector ceU fîeld efficiency 

distributions, respectively, and (a^, p j , (^^ ri,), and (jĉ , y^ refer to the center coordinates 

of these ceUs. 

In our analysis, we shall allow s^^, t^i, and ífy to be sample functions of mutually 

statisticaUy independent stochastic processes S^„, T^i, and D-, respectively, thus assuring 

maximum flexibUity in our fînal results. Furthermore, deterministic spatiotemporal 

modulation effects, such as the beam profiles of the source ceUs, the pixel patterns of the 

SLM ceUs, fînite-extent cell apertures, and the time dependencies of the device drive 

signals, wiU be incorporated into the generaUzed pupU functions P(.)(-, •; t). By definition, 

if (•, •; t) is not within the spatiotemporal window, or aperture, of operation of (•), then 

we have P^.^i; •; t) = 0. 
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Figure (2-2) Block diagram of the optical part of the system. 
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Under a one-to-one mapping of the ceUs from the source plane to the SLM plane, 

and then to the detector plane, the propagation geometry is clearly identical for every 

channel in the processor. Therefore, we shaU carry out our analysis for a single channel, 

with the understanding that the results for another channel can be obtained merely by 

changing the channel indices. In particular, we shaU consider the channel that is centered 

along the optical axis of the system, that is, one whose center coordinates are (0, 0), and 

label it with the indices ij. Assuming, without loss of generaUty, that N is odd, and 

denoting the (horizontal and vertical) separations of the ceU centers in aU three planes by 

d^, we have / = 7 = ^Á(N +1), and the center coordinates for an arbittary channel with 

indices kl thus become [(k - i)d^, (/ - j)dj. Passing to the more general geometries 

involving fan-in and fan-out should be sttaightforward. 

We finally consider the fîrst- and second-stage propagation stmctures. We 

characterize these system components by their ampUtude point-spread functions (PSFs), 

rather than specifying their actual physical designs, thus making provision for the fact that 

such sttuctures can be consttucted in several different ways, such as by using cylindrical 

and/or spherical lenslet arrays, holographic and/or diffractive optical elements, optical 

fîber waveguides, or simply free space.'*"' Hence, we shall tteat the first- and second-

stage propagation sttuctures as two-dimensional systems with the PSFsy(^, Tj; a, p) and 

k(x, y; ^, ri), respectively. It is thus possible to accommodate a number of different 

systems, such as correlators, interconnects, and Unear-algebra processors, in the scope of 

this study by specifying the number of channels in each plane and the interplane 

propagation PSFs of the processor. 

With these definitions, and estabUshing the convention that single limits on 

multiple integrals apply to aU integrations, we can now express the complex field 

ampUtude disttibution across the detector plane in the z/th channel as 

Uij(x, y; t) = ul(x, y; t) + u^j(x, y; t), (2-4) 

where the signal portion of the field ampUtude is given by the superposition integral 
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u^j(x. y; t) = jjjf k(x, y; ,̂ r/)/(^, 77; a, P) t.j(^, t); t - rjc) s^j(a, P; t-(r,+ r^)lc) 
—00 

X PT^^. 1; t - rjc) Ps(a, p; t-(r^+ r^)/c) áa áp á^ái), 

(2-5) 

with ri = y/id"- + (^ - a)" + (TI - p)'] and r̂  = y/{^ + (;c - ^)" + (y - Ti)']. Here, d 

denotes the interplane separation, and c the speed of Ught. The quantities rjc and rjc 

are thus the time delays suffered by the optical wave upon propagation from the source 

plane to the SLM plane, and from the SLM plane to the detector plane, respectively. 

Strictiy speaking, these time delays should be calculated on the basis of the 

propagation sttucture in use, which may not necessarUy be free space as impUed here. 

However, the benefit of doing this does not justify the associated compUcations. We note 

in passing that these time delays can be neglected if both the source and the SLM satisfy 

the conditions for quasimonochromaticity.^ '̂̂ ^ Also impUcit in Eq. (2-5) is the assumption 

that the SLM behaves as an optically thin screen such that the time delay suffered by the 

incident wave upon ttaversing the SLM is much less than the coherence time of the wave. 

Although this is a rather resttictive assumption that may be difficult to justify in many 

practical situations, it serves here as another useful idealization. 

Meanwhile, the noise portion of the field in Eq. (2-4) is 

u-j(x, y; t) = Cij(x, y; t) + b^j(x, y; t), (2-6) 

where the terms c^fx, y; t) and hipc, y, t) represent, respectively, the undesired 

conttibutions from the neighboring channels of the processor in both the SLM and the 

detector planes and the ever-present ambient Ught field, and are referred to as interchannel 

crosstalk and background. Background radiation can be viewed as a uniform Ught field 

b{x, y; t) incident on the detector plane, and thus independent of the channel indices. On 

the other hand, with 5(. .)(. .) denoting Kronecker's delta, crosstalk has the channel-

dependent form 
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N N N N 

•i;(*.y;o = E E E E [i - <5(M(W V-XW] / / / / (̂̂ .y; f. -/̂ /íf. m «, P) 
ik= 1 / = 1 m = 1 n = 1 1 

— 00 

^ ^it/(^ - îk> »7 - »?/; í - Ví^) ««n(û^ - Û̂ m' ^ - ^ni í - ('•l + ''2)/^) 

X PpC^ -^k.^-r j i l t - rjc)Ps(a - a^, P - p^;t - (r,+ r^)lc)áaápd^dr;. 
(2-7) 

2.3 Diffraction and CrosstaUc 

Examining Eqs. (2-4)-(2-7) closely, we observe that the output fîeld ampUtude is 

a linear ttansformation of the product ti^-, which is the desired output signal, with 

additional contributions from crosstalk and background fields. Obviously, these alter-

ations of the desired outcome tend to decrease the accuracy of the processor, and 

therefore deserve special attention. In this subsection, we shaU consider the deterministic 

aspects of these degradations. 

Assuming free-space propagation, quasimonochromatic conditions for both the 

source and the SLM, and diffraction in the Fresnel regime, the signal portion of the field 

takes tiie form''̂ ^* 

U^^,,y;t)-.^m^íJfíc.V 7 7 ^ { ( ^ - A : ) ' + (ri -yf ^(a-^"- ^ (P- r)f} 
2a 

X í/,(í, n; t - d/c) Sij(a, P; t - 2d/c) Pj,(f, r;; t - d/c) P^(a, p; t - 2d/c) áaáp á^áj], 

(2-8) 

where X is the mean wavelength of the incident Ught, and k = 27C/A.. 

Tuming to the noise portion of the detector field, we concenttate only on the 

crosstalk term since background fîelds are purely stochastic in nature. As evidenced by 

Eq. (2-7), crosstaUc in the channel consists of signal fields spiUing over from neighboring 

channels as well as sttay fields resulting from purely off-axis propagation. Since Fresnel 

conditions do not hold for the latter contributions, we instead use proper approximations 
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diagonal propagation.̂ ^^^ Thus, the PSFs to be used in the evaluation of Eq. (2-7) take 

the form 

mma^P) = -4 
jXd 

cxpUkd) exp|7 A [ ( ^ - )̂2 + (^rj - pf] 

exp jksld^H^-af^rj-pf 
1 ^ (djdf[(k - mf Hl - nf] ' 

k = m and / = /i 

k * m or l * n 

(2-9) 

and 

k(x,y; f, rj) = -^^ ^ 
jAd 

cxpO'kd) exp|7 A[(;f - a^ + (y - T;)̂ ] 

exp jksJd^Hx-tí'^(y-r)f 
1 +(í/c/û^)'[(í-^)'^ (/•-/)'] 

i = k and 7 = / 

Í * k OT j * l 

(2-10) 

With the help of these approximations, then, it is possible, at least in theory, to 

obtain a fairly accurate expression for crosstalk. Such a program, however, is 

computationally quite ambitious even if we consider only the first and second nearest-

neighbor channels. Moreover, the exact form of crosstaUc is highly dependent on the 

processor architecture, and therefore the results of such an effort wUl be irrelevant for 

almost any other processor. In fact, processors that utiUze optical waveguide 

interconnects and those that are designed to operate in the geomettical optics Umit wiU 

not suffer from crosstaUc at aU. Hence, it is pmdent, in a general context such as this 

one, to approach crosstaUc from a statistical, rather than a deterministic, viewpoint, as wiU 

be done in the next section. 

FinaUy, we shall define two parameters that quantify the severity of the 

degradations infUcted by diffraction and crosstaUc. The signal power coUected by the 

detector is given by 
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detector is given by 

^^' ̂  / / / l^iÁ^^y^ ^^ ^D(X.y; t) ulix,y; t)f áxáydt, (2-11) 

and simUarly, the detected noise power is 

eo 

'̂̂  ^ / / / \^ij<^''^y'^^^PD(x^y>^''[H(x,y;t)f 
—oo 

(2-12) 

With the desired detected power given by 
oo 

Pu = / / / h(x^y'>^)Sij(x,y;t)d^j(x,y;t)Pj,(x,y;t)Ps(x,y;t)Pj,(x,y;t)fdxáydt, 
—oo 

(2-13) 

the power efficiency of the channel can be defined as 

E^j â lOlog (dB), (2-14) 

and a possible measure for the crosstalk immunity of the channel can be specified as 

C^j å lOIog 
P.. 

ij 

P\ 
\ vj 

(dB) (2-15) 

Eqs. (2-ll)-(2-15) provide a set of tools that can be used to analyze and design 

optical processors with optimum power efficiencies and crosstalk immunities regardless 
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as nonlinear coupUng between channels, optical aberrations, and scattering from the SLM 

stmcture, can be tteated in a similar fashion by using properly chosen propagation PSFs 

that faithfuUy model these effects. 

2.4 Field Statistics 

Having completed the deterministic analysis, we are now ready to examine the 

statistical aspects of our processor. Since direct detection is the commonly employed 

scheme in optical information processing systems, the statistics of the real fîeld intensity 

I(x, y; t) â \u{x, y; 0|^, which is the physical entity responded to by detectors, wiU be 

the focus of attention in our consideration. As a consequence of neglecting the 

deterministic aspects of crosstaUc, the statistics wUl prove to be identical for aU the 

channels in the processor, and therefore we shall drop the channel indices from our 

notation for simpUcity. AIso, we shall not account for any geometrical errors, such as 

mispositioning of the devices and misalignment of polarizers and analyzers, that may be 

present in the system. The development can be somewhat simplifîed by invoking a 

common assumption regarding physical signals and systems, namely ergodicity, and hence 

homogeneity in space and stationarity in time, for the stochastic processes representing 

the source and the SLM ceU amplitude disttibutions; however, we defer this assumption 

to Chapter 4 where we shall consider special cases, and maintain the generality for now. 

Background radiation commonly manifests itself as a zero-mean, unpolarized 

thermal light field. Since only one of its two orthogonal polarization components wUI 

reach the detector through the channel analyzers, we shaU model the background field as 

a statistically independent, homogeneous, stationary, cross-specttally piure, circular 

complex Gaussian stochastic process. 

We now contemplate the same statistical model for crosstalk. Specifically, since 

crosstalk is produced exclusively by optical waves propagating in the processor, it wiU 

be fuUy polarized and, by the same argument, cross-specttally pure, provided that we 

ascribe this property to the amplitude processes of both the source and the SLM cells. 

Based on Eq. (2-7), we argue that, in the absence of any a priori knowledge of the values 

of tki and s^n, it is plausible to assume that their real and imaginary parts are equally 
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likely to be positive as they are to be negative, hence producing a mean crosstalk 

amplitude that is identically zero. It is not unrealistic to assume, also, that the number 

N* - 1 of terms comprising crosstalk wiU be large enough in any practical system for us 

to be able to invoke the centtal limit theorem, and thereby claim that crosstalk will obey 

complex Gaussian statistics. We shaU also presume homogeneity and stationarity for 

crosstalk, which are rather unrealistic, yet convenient, assumptions. In view of Eq. (2-7), 

the signal independence of crosstalk is probably the most difficult assumption to justify, 

since terms that contain either t^j or s,̂  wiU inevitably contribute to crosstalk. However, 

as mentioned earUer, the degree to which this dependence wiU manifest itself is clearly 

a function of the architecture, and therefore we may expect that over an ensemble of 

different designs this assumption wiU hold. In Ught of these arguments, coupled with the 

anticipation of significant simplifications, we thus decide to model crosstalk also as a 

statisticaUy independent, homogeneous, stationary, cross-specttally pure, circular complex 

Gaussian stochastic process. 

Under these assumptions, we can evaluate the statistics of the field amplitude and 

intensity using Eqs. (2-4)-(2-6). SpecificaUy, we have for the field amplitude the mean 

mu(x,yyt) & E[u(x,y;t)] 

00 

= / / / / *(^' 3̂ ; >̂ rj)f(^, Tj; a, P) m^^(^, r/; t - d/c) m^^(a, P; t - 2d/c) 
—oo 

X Pj.(^y rj; t - d/c)Ps(a, P; t - 2d/c)dadpd^dij, 
(2-16) 

where m is the ampUttide mean of (•), and £{-) is the expectation operator. The muttial 

coherence function (MCF) of the field ampUtude is also found easily to be 

r^(Xy,y,,x^.y2,t,,t2) ^ E[u\x,,y{,t{)u(x^,y^J^)] 

= r^s(x,,y,,x^,y2,t,J2) + r^J.Ax,Ay;T) + r^J,Ax,Ay;T), 

(2-17) 
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where r̂ ^̂ ^ â FJÎ/^ is the MCF, or the second-order ampUttide coherence function, of (•), 

and we used the defînitions Ax A x̂  - x^, Ay ^y^- y^, and x å t^ - t^. Here, the MCF of 

the signal portion of the field ampUtude is given by 

I'u'(x,.y,,x^,yi; t„ t^) = / / / / / / / / r̂ ^̂ Ĉ p rj,, (^, rj^; t, - d/c, Í2 - d/c) 
— 00 

X PT(^V rji;ti-d/c)Pj,((2, rj^J2'd/c)k\x^,y{, (,, rj{)k(x^,y^, (^, rj^) 

X ̂ uS^v Pv «2» fe î - ^d/c, Í2 - 2d/c) 

X Ps((fv Pv h - 2d/c)P,(a^, p^; t^ - 2d/c)r((,, TJ,; a,, p,)í((^, rj^, a^, p^) 

X da^ dpy da^ dp^ df̂  dT;̂  d(^ drj^, 

(2-18) 

It is evident from Eq. (2-18) that the optical output signal is neither homogeneous nor 

stationary, and it is cross-specttaUy pure if and only if both the source and the SLM 

ampUtude processes are cross-specttaUy pure and their deterministic spatiotemporal 

modulations are separable. In a similar fashion, we find the field intensity mean 

mi(x,y;t) = E[I(x,y;t)] = rjj(x,y,x,y;t,t) 

ea 

= fíjfffjí ÍV/fi. »71. ív 1v t - dlc t - dlO 
—00 

X PÍCfi, rj{,t-d/c)Pj((2. rj^,t-d/c)k*(Xyy; ^p rj{)k(x,y; (^, rj^) 

X Fjj («1, p^, «2, P2; t - 2d/c, t -2d/c) 
S 

X Ps(ai, P,; t - 2d/c)Ps^a^, fe^"2d/c)r((„ rj^, a,, P.^m^. rj^; a^, P^) 

X daidPyda^dp^dí^d j^dí^drj^ + I^ ^ h^ 
(2-19) 
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where, with y ^ denoting the complex degree of ampUtude coherence of (•), the MCFs of 

crosstalk and background fîeld ampUtudes were respectively expressed in the forms 

Tjj {Ax, Ay;z) - I^y u (^ ' ^ ) ' ' ^) ^^^ ^u ( ^ ' ^)'' '̂ ) = ̂ c^u (^'^y^ '^)• MeanwhUe, 

the fîeld intensity MCF comprises eighty-one individual terms, and can be reduced to 

rj(x^,yi,x2,y2;tiJ2) = ^J(Xiyyi;ti)i(x2,y2;t2)] 

= rjs(x,,y,,X2,y2;ti,t2) + /c[l + \Yu,(^x,Ay; T)|^] + /^[l + |y^ /̂̂ ljc, 213̂ ; r)f] 

+ 2/^/5 + (ic + iB)[^u'(^vyv^vyvhh) -̂  i^u'^^vy^^vy^^hh)] 

+ ^ICIB'RGÍ^YUC^AX, Ay; r) Yu,(^x, Ay; r)} 

+ 2Re|[/c Yuc(^x, Ay; r) + /^ y /̂̂ f̂, Ay; r^^rjjs^x^.y^^x^^y^; ípí^)} 
(2-20) 

by using the identities E[U] = E^u^] = £:[M^M*] = 0 for circular complex Gaussian 

processes. Here, the MCF of the signal portion of the fîeld intensity is given by 

00 

rjs(x,,y,,X2,y2; hh) = j " ' f ^i^^v "Iv ̂ v "Iv ̂ v "Iv ^A^ "^V h - d/c, Í2 - d/c) 
—00 

X foci,}',; f„ Vi)HXi,yii Í2' '?2)**('^.y2; ii' '?3)*(^.y2; f*. ')*) 

X r, (a„ /3„ a^, P^, a„ p^, a„ p,; t, - 2dlc, t^ - 2dlc) 

X r(^V ^V ^V Pl)S(Ív ^V ^2^ P2)r(^V 13^ % ^3)/(^4' ^A^ 4̂» ^4) 

X P;(^i, rj,; t, - d/c) Pj(^2^ rj^; t, - d/c) ^^(^3, rj^; t^ - d/c) Pj.(^„ rj,; t^ - d/c) 

X p;(a,,Pi;t,-2d/c)Ps(a2.P2;t,-2d/c)P;(a^,P,;t2-2d/c)P,(a,,p,;t2-2d/c) 

X da,dp,díydrj,da^dp^dí^^rj^da^dp^df^drj^da^dp^dí^drj^, 
(2-21) 
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involving sixteen mtegrals, where m^ , Tj å Tfl^\ and l'{î) â \u'{t)\^ denote the 
(•) '(•) 

intensity mean and the fourth-order ampUtude coherence function of (•) and the intensity 

of the signal portion of the incident field, respectively. In arriving at Eq. (2-20), we made 

use of the weU-known factorization theorem, also known as the Siegert relation,̂ '̂̂ ^ 

rj(Ax,Ay;T) = m/[l + \Yu(Ax,Ay; r^l^]. (2-22) 

The expression of primary significance to us, of course, is the first-order 

probabiUty density function (PDF) of the field intensity. Conditioning on the signal 

portion u^{t) of the field, we find that the real and imaginary parts of the field amplitude 

are jointly Gaussian, that is. 

Pu\u^(^^^\^r^^i) = 
1 

^dc ^ ^B) 
exp 

^^2 (r - u;f + (i - ul) (2-23) 

where the subscripts r and i refer to real and imaginary parts. Now, first using r + ji = 

flexpO'Q), then integrating out the phase, and finally substituting in a^ - l, we obtain 

^C ^B 

I + P 

Jc - h, 

( I ^ 

'VC^IB] 
(2-24) 

vaUd for / > 0, for the conditional PDF of the field intensity, where IQ{-) is the modified 

Bessel function of tfie fîrst kind of order zero. This PDF is known as the Bessel, or 

noncenttal xl, density, and corresponds to the conditional characteristic function (CF)'' \70 

Mj>js(o)) = 
1 

1 -Jo>(Ic^I^) 
exp 1 -ja>(Ic + I,) 

(2-25) 
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The unconditional PDF of the intensity is, in ttirn, found by averaging over r{t) as 

Pid) = / Pi\r(J\nPis(ndI\ (2-26) 

These results conclude the statistical analysis of the optical part of our processor, 

and are passed on to the next section, where we proceed with the analysis of the electtical 

part. 

2.5 Rate Statistics 

The fînal stage in any hybrid optical processor is the photodetection of light. 

Accordingly, we shaU devote the remaining sections of this chapter to a detailed 

examination of this process. The fundamental steps involved are Ulusttated in block-

diagram form in Figure (2-3). We shall consider the statistical evolution of the process 

from a systems viewpoint, and in particular, we shall attempt to relate the statistics of the 

detector output voltage to those of the incident Ught intensity. We shaU divide our efforts 

into two phases to simpUfy the analysis. Specifîcally, we examine the statistics of the 

rate process in this section, and then derive the output signal statistics in the next one. 

The first step in the photodetection process is the integration of the incident light 

intensity over the surface area Aj^ of the detector, yielding the stochastic process 

00 

r(t) = / / \d(x,y;t)Pj,(x,y;t)u(x,y;t)\'dxdy = / / I(x,y;t)dxdy, (2-27) 
-OO AjJ 

where we made the common assumptions that over the spatiotemporal detection volume 

the field detection efficiency is unity and the generaUzed detector pupil function exhibits 

only spatial variations that are strictiy confined to phase (dc bias). In addition to this 

field-induced rate process, we also have the rate r^(0 at which thermally agitated dark 

excitations occur. We shall assume that this rate is equal to a random variable p, having 
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Figure (2-3) Block diagram of the electrical part of the system. 
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a PDF Pp(p), thus obtaining the total rate process r{t) + p. Since decisions at the detector 

output cannot be based on infinitely long observations, we are actually interested only in 

a finite-Iength portion of this process. This fact is incorporated into our analysis by 

defining the integrated intensity^ '̂̂ ^ 

w(t) å / r(OdC = r(í)Ørect 
t-To 

U - V2Tj,'^ 

T 
(2-28) 

where ® denotes the convolution operation, rect(jc) Ã 1 if |jc | < Vi and 0 otherwise, and 

Tj) is the detector integration time. Conveniently choosing the decision instant to coincide 

with the end of the detector integration period, we can confine our interest to the random 

variable w ã w{Tj)), thus obtaining the total integrated rate z = w + Tj^^ driving the 

Poisson impulse generator. 

The mean, autocorrelation function (ACF), power specttal density (PSD), and 

variance of r{t) can be calculated in a sttaightforward manner as 

m̂ CO k E[r{f)] = / / mj(x,y;t)dxdy. 
^D 

r^(íj,Í2) ^ E[r(t,)r(t2)] = jjfj rj(x,,yi,X2.y2:,t,J2)^x,dy,dx2dy2 
^D 

G^Cvj, v^) â .^[r^Cípís)] = / / / / <^/(^p3'p^2»>'2; ^i' v^)d^id^'id^2dy^» 
^D 

(^l(t) = rj,(t,t) - ml(t) 

= jjjj[rj(x^,y,,X2,y2;t.t) - mj(x,,yi;t)mj(x2yy2;t)]dx^dyidx2dy2, 
^D 

(2-29) 

where ^^) is the Fourier ttansform operator and G/Xi, y^, x^, y^, v ,̂ v^) is the cross-PSD 

of tiie incident field intensity. Evaluation of the mean and the variance of w also 
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proceeds smoothly, yielding 

^w^ í '̂ (̂Odí, 

(2-30) 

2 
^W = / / ^R(^V h) díi dÍ2 -

12 

/ mj,(t)dt 

sl and consequentiy, for the total rate we have m^ = m^ + Tj/rip and c^ = a^ + T^cl 

We finaUy concem ourselves with the PDFs of r{t) and w. The exact PDFS can be 

found by conditioning on the signal portion of the incident field and expanding u{x, y; t) 

into a Karhunen-Loêve series.''̂ '̂ *̂̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ Starting with r{t), we write 

u(x,y;t) = 5^ Uj^(t)^j^(Xyy), 
k = 0 

(2-31) 

(x, y) e X ,̂ where {^i,{x, y), k = 0, 1, ...} is a set of complex basis functions that are 

orthonormal over the detector aperture X ,̂, and 

w^(0 = / / u'(x,y;t)t;(x,y)dxdy + / / u''(x,y;t)ip;(x,y)dxdy å ul(t) + ul(t), 

(2-32) 

Since c{x, y; t) and b{x, y; t) are both circular complex Gaussian processes, it foUows that 

the ul{t) have the same property. Furthermore, by choosing the basis functions <S},,{x, y) 

to satisfy the equation 

/ / [^ í / /^2-^P>'2-> 'p0)^J^i / , (^2-^P>'2-3 ' i ;0)]*A'3 ' i )d^id> ' i = |Í^ | '* , ( : Í2 '> '2) 

^D 

(2-33) 
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we have E ul (t) u]{t)] = p î ô^,, that is, the líî(í) are uncorrelated, and therefore, by 

virtue of their Gaussianity, independent Now, from tiie orthonormality of the basis 

functions, we have 

ao 

r(t) = / / \u(x,y;t)\^dxdy = ^ \u\(t) + ul(t)f, (2-34) 
* = o 

where each term in the sum has a Bessel density, and is independent of the other terms. 

Thus, the conditional CF for r{t) becomes 

^R\A(^) = n n , »,2®''p 
L n 1 • 1 " l ^ 

*-o 1 - j w aj 

Jo> 

.^-j 

< 

(û\ 

2 

n2 
(2-35) 

which is then to be averaged over the joint PDF of |Mjt(0| ô remove the conditioning 

on the signal. 

In order to derive the PDF of w, we now expand w (̂0 over another complex 

orthonormal function set {\\rj^t), m = 0, 1, ...} over the detector integration period as 

^k(0 = E «Jtm*^m(0, 
m = 0 

(2-36) 

t G [0, Tj)]. The coefficients of expansion are 

u km 
= / ui(t) f:(t)dt + / ui(t) f:(t)dt â 4^ + «;„, (2-37) 

where the basis functions \\f„{t) are now chosen to satisfy the eigenvalue-eigenfunction 

equation 
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/ / / / / [^vS^^ " î'̂ 2 -y^ h - h) + ^uS^2 -^vy^ -yv h - h)] 
0 Á (2-38) 

>< •it(^i>>'i)**(^2>>'2)^m(íi)d^id>'idj:2d>'2díi = | a ; „ V „ ( Í 2 ) 

such that £[ií̂ ^*W;tnJ = \^km S^„. Thus, the integrated intensity becomes 

ea ao 

w = / / / \u{x,y,t)\'åxáyât = J] J ] 1»L ^ «;„f, (2-39) 
0 Å, ifc = O m = 0 

and consequentiy, its conditional CF has the form 

oo oo 

^w\A^) - n n 
* = om = o 1 - j a > | a ; , | 

exp 
I^\Ukm 

1 • I ' t I 

1 -Jíi>|oikm| 

(2-40) 

As before, conditioning on the signal is removed by averaging this expression over the 

joint PDF of \ulJ^t) l̂ . Finally, the CF of z is given in terms of those of w and p as A/̂ ĉo) 

= M^̂ Cû) + Mp(r^Cû). 

2.6 Signal Statistics 

With the statistical analysis of the rate process complete, we now tum our 

attention to the detector output signal resulting from the photoevents ttiggered by the 

incident photons and the dark excitations, and attempt to relate the statistics of the 

detector output voltage to those of the rate process. Referring to Figure (2-3), the 

photodetector output voltage v(0 can be expressed as 

E 
it = i 

L 

1 
/ = 1 

v(í) = e Y; qj(t-t,) + e "£ qif(t-t,) + / ÍT(T)g(t - r^dr, (2-41) 
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0 <t <Tj), where K and í̂  and L and í, denote the numbers and the times of occurrence 

of the charge carriers generated by the incident intensity and the dark excitations, 

respectively. AIso, e is the electtonic charge, q,^ and ^, are independent and identicaUy 

distributed random variables with PDF p^^q) modeling the random gain mechanism in tiie 

photodiode structure, h{t, q) = eqh{t) and g{t) are the (causal) impulse responses of tiie 

photodiode and the succeeding /îC-Ioad/ampIifier/filter combination, and/(0 â g{t) ® h{t). 

FinaUy, ij{t) represents the equivalent noise current modeUng the (stationary) thermal 

noise generated by the photodetector and the post-processing electtonics, having a 

Gaussian PDF with zero mean and a PSD given by Nyquist's theorem as 

G,v(v) = ^ - G,_(v) . 
eq 

1 ^ 

'1 

G^v), (2-42) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, R,^ and C.^ are the equivalent 

resistance and capacitance seen by the charge carriers and the dark excitations, and i„ and 

v„ refer to the equivalent noise current and noise voltage of the amplifier, which 

themselves obey Gaussian probabUity laws. 

From the theory of point processes, we have for the occurrence times the PDFs''̂  

P(tk\r) = 
K O r(t,) 

^D w (2-43) 
/ r(t,)dt, 

and 

P(ti\p) = 
'•z)(í/) 

û̂ TDP TJ^' (2-44) 
/ '•z)(í/)dí/ 

0 < t^, ti < Tj), whUe the count PDFs are given by the Poisson ttansform aŝ "'̂ ^ 
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P(K) - / (awy 
K\ 

exp(- aw)p^r(w) dw (2-45) 

and 

P(L) - / ^^""^ 
0 L\ 

cxp(-TjjP)Pp(p)dp, (2-46) 

for K, L = 0, I, 2 , . . . , where a = r[/hv, with r| = ri(v) denoting the quantum efficiency 

of the detector, h Planck's constant, and v"the mean frequency of the incident light. We 

point out that the quantum efficiency of the detector, which represents the randomness in 

the conversion of incident photons to charge carriers, does not influence the dark counts. 

Before tuming our attention to the output signal, we shaU define a parameter that is 

helpful in developing an intuitive understanding of the dominant noise sources. Using 

Eqs. (2-45) and (2-46), we relate the total count mean and variance as 

= a,^ + GT = f^ '*' ^ 
'w 

m 
— + mj^ + mj 
W 

2 Op = w ri + (5J , (2-47) 

w. 

where 

<5, * 
^K "*" ^L 

mi 

SNR w 

m, 

SNR; 
(2-48) 

is known as the count degeneracy parameter,^^ and SNR̂ .) å m .̂/a .̂) is the (root-mean-

square) signal-to-noise ratio of (•). Clearly, when ô̂  < 1, the randomness of the 

photodetection process wiU dominate the count noise, leading to almost Poisson statistics. 

This wiU be the case if the dark excitations occur exttemely regularly and many modes 
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of the incident field are captured by the detector, yielding SNRp > 1 and SNRŷ  > 1. On 

the other extteme, when ô̂  > I, which wUl be the case if SNRp and/or SNRŷ  are at most 

of the order of unity, the classical noise associated with the field fluctuations and the dark 

excitations wiU govern the count statistics. 

With these preliminaries, we are now in position to evaluate tiie statistics of v{t). 

Using Eqs. (2-43)-(2-46) with Eq. (2-41), we obtain by mechanical calculation the results 

my(t) & E[v(t)] = em^ / [amjf(r) + mp\f(t - r)dT, 
0 

TD 

ry(t„t2) ^ E[v(t,)v(t2)] = eHml + a^) / [amj,(T) + mp]f(t, - T)f(t2-T)dT 
0 

TD 

+ e^ml fj [ûT^r^^Ti, Tj) + amp{mj^(T^) + w^^r^)} + mp + ap] 
0 

00 

X f(t, - T,)f(t2 - T^) dr^ dT2 + / r.^(Í2 -t,-T) T^^T) d r , 
—oo 

Gy(v„V2) ^ ^[ry(t,J2)] = e^P(^,)P(^2){('^l ^ ^^) 

TD 

X / [am^(T) + mp]t7ii^[-j2n(v^ + V2)T]dT 
0 

TD 

+ ml / / [c^rj,(T,, T2) + amp{m^(T,) + ^^(T^)] + ml + ol] 
0 

X exp[-;2;r(viri + v^T^^^dT.dT^) + G^^(v^) \G(v{)\^ Ô(v^ + v^), 

TD 

Ov(t) = T'y^tJ) - my(t) = eHml + a^) / [ûrw (̂r) + mp]fHt-T)dT 
0 

TD 

+ CWQ jj {i^[rj,(T,,T2) - m^(T,)mj,(T2)] + ol) 

f(t-T,)f(t-T2)dT,dT2 + / r.^(r)r/r)dr 

(2-49) 
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0 < í, /i, Í2 ^ Tj), where F(v) and G(v) are tiie Fourier ttansforms of f{t) and g{t), 

respectively, and 5(-) is Dirac's delta function. An important observation is the signal 

dependence of the noise at the processor output as evidenced, though rather indirectiy, by 

the variance expression given in Eq. (2-49). The analytical form of this dependence is 

centtal to any effort that involves an optimal detection- and estimation-theoretic approach, 

such as tiie one we shaU take up in Chapter 5, toward enhancing the processor accuracy. 

As before, our ultimate goal is to derive the PDF of the signal of interest, which, 

in the present context, is v{t). Rewriting tiie output voltage in tiie form 

v(t) = g(t)<S>[i(t) + ij,(t)] ^ v,(t) + v^(0, (2-50) 

we have the CF 

M((ú) = My((ú)My((ú) = My((û)tX^\ 1 2 2^ 
-— Oy (ú'' 

2 ^ 

(2-51) 

where the thermal noise voltage variance is given by 

< = / r , ^ ( T ) r / r ) d r = / G,/v) |G(v)pdv (2-52) 

The task thus remains to evaluate M^(cû). Noting that the occurrence times and 
i 

the associated gains are statisticaUy independent, we obtain the conditional CF 

MyAK,L.R,pi<^)-W,io>)f[M^{o>)] L _ r{r) 
/PQÍq) / -^exp[jv>eqf{t - x)]âråq 

ÍPQ(^)J -;fr^^P[J(^eqf(t-T)]dTdq 

(2-53) 

0 ^D 
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where Mi(cû) and M^̂ cû) are the conditional CFs of tiie random variables eqj{t -1^) and 

eqj{t -1^). Averaging Eq. (2-53) over the conditional PDFs of K and L gives 

^v,\R,p(^) = ^^P / PQ(q) / [ar(T) + p]{exp[7 6>e^( í - r ) ] - l}drd^ 

(2-54) 

Two distinct routes can now be taken toward obtaining the conditional PDF of v^{t) 

fi"om Eq. (2-54). First, differentiating this expression and taking Fourier ttansforms yield 

the integral equation"*̂ '̂ ^ 

^iPv,\R,p(^M^ P) = / eqpQ(q) / [ar(T) + p]f(t-T) 
0 0 

^ Pv,\R,p[^i - eqf(t -T)\r, pjdrd^ 

(2-55) 

Analytical solutions to this equation are impossible, or at best exttemely difficult, to 

obtain for most practical cases of interest. However, a series solution can be easily 

constructed by inserting the Taylor series expansion 

PyM^>-e9f(t-r)\r,p]=J:^ L : £ £ j ^ p C » . ) ^ ^ ( v , . | . , ^ ) , (2-56) 

into Eq. (2-55), thus obtaining an infinite-order linear differential equation, for which we 

propose a formal series solution of the form 

Pv,\R.p(^i\''*P^ = E «n(Vi -^V,Y 
n=0 

(2-57) 

Inserting the mth derivative of this expression. 
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< l W v , l r , p ) = E a,-^^(v, - » . , ) ' - " , (2-58) 
n = m 

into Eq. (2-56) yields 

/ ' , | « , p h - « 9 / ( í - r ) | r , p ] = X; aívrmy-eqfit-T)]". (2-59) 
B = 0 '• ' •' 

Substituting this expression into Eq. (2-55), interchanging orders of summations, and 

using the binomial expansion on the right-hand side, we finally obtain 

T 
oo a> D 

E ^n^iÍ^i - ^v)" = E n̂ / e[ar(r) + p]f(t-T) 
n=0 n=0 0 (2-60) 

X / g[v, - my^ - eqf(t- T)'^''pQ(q)dqdT 

The coefficients a^ can now be evaluated as functions of r{t) and p for 0 < í < T̂ , by 

expanding both sides of Eq. (2-60) and equating the coefficients pf lUce powers of v-. 

These coefficients can then be used in Eq. (2-57) to acquire a solution that is accurate up 

to any desired order. This solution approach is particularly fraitful when the rate process 

ar{t) + p is, on the average, much larger than the time constants of/(í) (high intensity), 

which expedites the evaluation of the x integral in Eq. (2-60). 

An alternate expression for the PDF of the detector output voltage, which is more 

useful when the rate process ar{t) + p is, on tiie average, much smaUer than the time 

constants of/(0 (low intensity), can be arrived at by expanding the integrand in Eq. (2-

54), thus obtaining 

M^.,^p(íy) = exp[-(írw + Tj^p)]txp[awM^(o))]cxp[Tj^pM2((û)], (2-61) 
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Expanding the second and titird exponentials into Maclaurin series and taking Fourier 

ttansforms, we obtam the conditional PDF* -̂̂ ^ 

Pv,\R,p(^i\r. P) = cxp[-(aw + Tj,p)] ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
m = on=o m\ n\ (2-62) 

^Py(v.\r) 
m 

0 ^ ^ / ' ^ ( V / I P ) 

where the conditional PDFs;?i(v.|r) andp^^v.lp) are found by taking Fourier ttansforms 

of Mi(cû) and M^̂ Cû), which were impUcitly defíned in Eq. (2-53), and using the weU-

known properties of the delta function to be 

,,C.^r) - 1 î ±f^ (. 

0 eq\f[f-'(v,leq)]\ 
rect 

t-f-'(vJeq)-V2Tj, 
PQ(q)dq (2-63) 

and 

P2(^i\P)=^ J 
^D Í eq\f[f-\v./eq)]\ 

rect 
't-f-'(v,/eq)-V2Tj, 

PQ(q)dqÁ2-64) 

Clearly, for aw and T^p much smaller than unity, excellent approximations can be 

obtained by evaluating only the first few terms of the series in Eq. (2-62). Moreover, 

analytical elegance can be maintained by expanding Pi(vjr) and p^^v.lp) over 0 < í < Jp 

in terms of functions whose k-folá convolutions can be expressed in closed form for all 

lCy such as impulse, binomial, or Poisson for discrete and Cauchy, Gauss, or gamma for 

continuous approximations.^^ We note in passing that the unconditional PDF of v,(0 is to 

be obtained by a final averaging over pj^^r) and ;?p(p). 

These results conclude the statistical analysis of the electrical part of our 

processor. The signal statistics are conditioned on the rate process r{t), whose statistics 
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are, in tum, conditioned on tiie incident field intensity I{x, y, t). Therefore, combined 

witii the field statistics given m Section 2.4 and tiie rate statistics given m Section 2.5, 

tiiese expressions reveal the relationship between the statistics of the processor input 

signals s{a, P; t) and /(^, ri; t) and tiie processor output signal v{t). 

2.7 Approach to Gaussianitv 

As a final step in our analysis, we shaU now examine the conditions under which 

the detector output voltage attains an approximately Gaussian disttibution. The 

importance of the avaUabiUty of such an approximation can be appreciated upon the 

anticipation of the technical difficulties that may arise in the actual consttuction of the 

integral-equation and convolutional-series solutions developed in the previous section. 

Furthermore, the potential simpUfications that would result from the use of Gaussian PDFS, 

which can hardly be overemphasized, makes such an approximation exttemely atttactive. 

The most sttaightforward way to estabUsh the Gaussianity of the output voltage 

is to expand the expression exp[Ja)eqf{t -x)] in Eq. (2-54) into a Maclaurin series and 

retain only the first three terms. The resulting conditional CF is then seen to correspond 

to the conditional Gaussian PDF 

Pv,\R,p(^i\''^ P) = exp 
2^ '^ .|/î,p(''>P) 

{^i - ^v,\R,p(r^ P)f 

^ ^V,\R,p(r^ P) 
(2-65) 

where the mean and the variance are given, in conformity with CampbeU's theorem,̂ ^ by 

m Vi\R.P 
(r,p) = em^ / [ar(T) + p ] / ( í - r ) d r , 

(2-66) 

Ov,\R,p(r^P) = eHml + o^) / [ar(T) + p]f\t-T)dT. 

It can be readUy verified, by averaging the first and second conditional moments of v^O 
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over r(í) and p, that the statistics of Eq. (2-66) agree with those given m Eq. (2-49). 

We now elaborate on the circumstances in which this approximation can be 

invoked. Not surprisingly, these circumstances lead to an inequality condition on the rate 

process r{t), whose validity wiU later be criticaUy examined in Chapter 4 for a number 

of special cases. Toward this end, we start by considering Eq. (2-54) with the expanded 

exponential, leading to the form 

^v,\R,p(^) = exp / [^r(T) + p] 53 E[q'^][j(oef(t-T)YdT 
n n = l 

(2-67) 

Since in our approximation we retain only the first two terms of the sum in Eq. (2-67), 

we can test the vaUdity, or the goodness, of the Gaussian approximation by considering 

the ratio of the third term to the second term of this sum. A more elegant, albeit 

equivalent, way of approaching this issue is to minimize the coefficient of skewnesŝ ^ 

yVi\R,p -
'[(V/ - ^V,\R,pf] 

'Vi\R,P 

(2-68) 

In terms of the cumulants 75 

^n 
d" 

d(û 
-hiM^^,^p(6>) 

J 0) = 0 

= e'E[q"] / [^r(r) + p]f\t-T)dT (2-69) 

e''E[q'^][ar(Tj,) + p] / f'(t)dt, 

tfiis condition becomes 
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yv,\R,p 3/2 
X2 

< 1. (2-70) 

Note that in Eq. (2-69), we assumed tfiat the coherence tmie of the rate process r{t) is 

much larger tiian tfie trnie constants of the impulse response/(0, and made use of tfie fact 

tíiat we are interested in the signal statistics at the time mstant t = Tj^. It is also 

worthwhUe to point out that the ratio in Eq. (2-70) is precisely tiie one mentioned above 

in conjunction witii the series of Eq. (2-67). FinaUy, we rewrite Eq. (2-70) m the form 

a 

E[q'] / /'(í-r)dr 
z_ -

E[q^] / f\t-T)dT 

^ ât 1] (2-71) 

which is the kind of condition we have been seeking. A probabilistic measure of how 

weU this condition is obeyed on the average can be quantified in terms of tfie Chernoff 

bound'^''' 

P{r > km^] ^ 1 - exp(-km^s) ^j^^s), (2-72) 

where kis a. suitably large positive integer, 5 is a negative real number found by solving 

^[rexp(jr)] - km E[cxp(sr)] = 0 (2-73) 

for s, and ^j^^s) denotes the moment-generating function of r{t). 

In summary, the requirements for the validity of the Gaussian approximation for 

the detector output voltage are that (1) tiie coherence time of r{t) is much larger than the 

time constant of/(0, and (2) r{t) satisfies, in an average sense, the condition (2-71) or, 
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more rigorously, the condition (2-72). In Appendix A, we show how the Gaussian 

approximation can also be reached via the formal solutions of the preceding section, 

which serves to check the self-consistency of our analysis. A discussion of this subject 

in a sUghtiy different vein can be found in PapouUs.*^ 

2.8 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we have presented a rigorous statistical analysis of a generic three-

plane optical processor, deriving the statistics of the output signal in terms of those of the 

input signals and estabUshing the analytical form of the signal dependence of tiie noise. 

The analysis accounted for optical noise due to crosstalk and background, photon noise 

associated with the fluctuations in the source fields and the SLM ttansmittances, 

photoelectton noise due to the random conversion of incident photons to charge carriers, 

dark noise due to thermal excitations, gain noise due to the randomness in the number of 

charge carriers generated by each excitation, photocurrent (shot) noise generated by the 

random-impulse-ttain excitation of the detector, and thermal noise generated by the post-

processing electtonics, thus embracing practicaUy aU of the physical processes that 

potentially degrade the system performance by causing a reduction in the processor 

accuracy. 

Indeed, the only major noise source that was left out from the analysis is the 

ubiquitous ly/noise exhibited at metal-semiconductor junctions due to charge ttapping.^^ 

Although extensive research has been devoted to the study of this phenomenon, an 

analytical model has not yet been agreed on, hence our inabUity to include l/f noise in 

our present formaUsm. Recently, Lowen and Teich have developed a phenomenological 

model for l//"noise in terms of fractal shot noise processes,^^^ which may alleviate this 

difficulty and enable us to account for this noise source as weU. In any case, the effects 

of \/f noise can be reduced to negUgible levels by usmg heterodyne detection 

techniques;'̂ '̂'*^ therefore, its exclusion here is not such a grievous omission after aU. 

The deUberate generality witfi which the analysis was performed here wUl 

facilitate the subsequent examination of specific processors in the ensuing chapters. In 

particular, we shaU be able to insert particular source, SLM, detector, and propagation 
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models into the general set of formulas obtained here, and thus evaluate the processor 

output signal statistics for a number of practically interesting device combinations in 

Chapter 4. The knowledge of signal and noise statistics thus acquired wiU then enable 

us to taUor optimal detection- and estimation-theoretic schemes in Chapter 5, and assess 

their potentials toward achieving our ultimate goal of accuracy enhancement in analog 

optical processors. 
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CHAPTER 3 

STATISTICAL DEVICE MODELING 

3.1 Inttoduction 

In the preceding chapter, we have presented a comprehensive statistical analysis 

of a generic three-plane optical processor, where we sttidied the effects of propagation, 

modulation, and detection on the information-bearing signals. The effects of diffraction, 

interchannel crosstalk, background radiation, nonideal detector characteristics, and 

electtonic post-processing were taken into account, and the output signal statistics were 

derived. The statistical characteristics of the individual devices were left unspecified in 

this analysis in order to maintain a certain degree of generality. 

The next natural step in our solution approach is to insert statistical models of 

popular devices in various combinations into this general framework with the goal of 

obtaining the processor output signal statistics for certain cases of particular interest. 

Before proceeding along that direction, however, we need to develop the analytical forms 

of these deterministic and stochastic device models. In this chapter, we shall, therefore, 

briefly digress fiom our main course and compile the relevant characteristics of various 

devices that are popular in optical information processing applications. Specifically, we 

shall catalog for each device those stochastic and deterministic atttibutes that are pertinent 

to our general analysis. We shall seek to give fairly detailed derivations for most of the 

expressions presented here. No attempt at rigor and completeness wUl be made, however, 

since we simply aim to bring these, mostly weU-known, results together in a tutorial 

manner and with a unified notation to create a concise and consistent reference which wiU 

aid in our work in the foUowing chapter. It is important to realize that the statistics given 

here pertaining to the processes s{a, p; 0 and í(^, T|; t), which respectively represent the 

source field ampUtude and the SLM ampUtude ttansmittance, are based on the assumption 

that these processes are of infinite extent in space and time. The finite spatiotemporal 

extent of these signals are then to be brought into the formaUsm by deterministicaUy 

modulatmg these processes with the respective generaUzed pupU functions Ps{a, p; t) and 

PA^. îi; t). 
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We shaU start our discussion in Section 3.2 with tfiermal and laser sources. After 

mttoducing a hypothetical model for SLMs in Section 3.3, we shaU consider the gain and 

impulse-response characteristics of p-i-n and avalanche photodiodes as weU as the 

associated electtonic post-processing circuitty in Section 3.4. Finally, in Section 3.5, we 

shaU give the point-spread function for a single-lens imaging system, which wiU serve as 

our interplane propagation structure. With the exception of sources, we shaU also include 

among our models the characteristics of ideaUzed components for each type of device, 

namely an ideal noiseless SLM, an ideal photon-counting detector, and an ideal propagation 

scenario, for use in the hierarchical development of Chapter 4. 

The stochastic and deterministic device models we shaU use in conjunction with 

the general system analysis of Chapter 2 have been summarized in Timu^in et al^^ The 

statistical properties of optical sources and detectors have been thoroughly examined over 

the last few decades, and systems incorporating these devices have been studied in the 

past, most notably in the context of optical communication.'* '̂'̂ ^ '̂̂ ^^ Likewise, it is 

usuaUy a simple exercise in Fourier optics to derive the point-spread function of any kind 

of imaging system;̂ '̂̂ ^^ '̂̂ ^ the rudimentary system we have chosen to consider here is 

only meant as an iUusttative example. The statistical characteristics of many of the 

currentiy popular SLMs are little understood, however, forcing us to consider hypothetical 

models instead.̂ '̂ '̂ ^^^ 

3.2 Optical Sources 

We shaU start our compilation with the sources. The two prevalent semiconductor 

optical sources are Ught-emitting diodes (LEDS) and laser diodes (LDs), both of which can 

be arranged in tiie form of surface-emitting arrays in the (a, p) plane to inttoduce the 

desired information-bearing signals into the processor. The proper Ught ampUtudes or 

intensities, which represent the numerical values associated witfi the processor operation, 

are then achieved by conttolling the chive signals of the individual diodes in each ceU of 

the array. Both devices are fabricated using dttect-band-gap materials, which are typically 

binary m - V compounds, such as GaAs and InP, or more complex temary and quatemary 

systems, such as AI^Gai _ ^ s and In^ _;,Ga>Si _^^, for increased optical efficiency.̂ ^ 
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An alternative operation scenario for laser sources is where a He-Ne or Ar'^-ion 

gas laser, driven far above threshold, is expanded onto a (secondary) SLM placed in the 

(a, p) plane. In tfiis case, the proper numerical values are achieved by conttoIUng the 

ampUtude or intensity ttansmittances of the individual ceUs of this SLM. Obviously, noise 

problems arising from the interference effects due to high interchannel coherence must 

be resolved for satisfactory performance with this configuration. 

WhUe LEDs can be modeled as thermal sources emitting chaotic radiation, Ught 

from laser sources is a superposition of coherent and chaotic radiation, and can be 

formally modeled as the output of a nonUnear van der Pol osciUator. Below, we consider 

both situations and give the corresponding source statistics. In both cases, the fields are 

assumed to be linearly polarized. 

3.2.1 Thermal light 

It is weU known that thermal Ught obeys circular complex Gaussian statistics.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ 

We can readUy convince ourselves of this fact by simply reaUzing that thermal sources 

comprise an exttemely large number of independent radiators. The Gaussian nature of 

the fluctuations in the thermal Ught amplitude is, then, nothing but a consequence of the 

centtal Umit theorem. In order to make this description more precise, we start by 

modeling the source as a coUection of a practically infinite number of independent point 

radiators. Under the assumption of cross-specttal purity, each radiator emits an 

elementary wave of the form 

e„(«, P; t) = A , Cia - «„, |8 - j8„) ((t - í„), (3-1) 

where A„ are independent circular complex Gaussian random variables representing the 

fluctuations in the complex ampUtudes of various emissions, and (a„, p„; t^) denote the 

spatiotemporal instants of emission. As a result of our point-emission assumption, 

aa.P) = ô(a,P). (3-2) 
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Furthermore, assuming a weakly absorbing medium, each wave has a temporal profUe of 

the f orm 

f(í) = 
^ 

2 -
— exp( - r/r^) expO'2 n vt), (3-3) 

with V, Av, and x̂  = (TCAV)"̂  denoting the mean frequency, bandwidth, and coherence 

time of the emissions, respectively. The total field emitted by the source is then 

s(a, p; t) = A,(a, p; t) expO^ Trvt) = "£ €„(a - a^, p - p„;t-t^), (3-4) 
n = l 

where As{a, p; t) is the complex envelope of the source ampUtude. Now, assuming that 

{a„, p„} are independent and uniformly distributed over the source aperture, and that {tj 

constitute a homogeneous Poisson point process with rate p, the fírst-, second-, and 

fourth-order moments of the source field distribution are found by sttaightforward 

averaging to be 

E[s(^;t)] = 0, 

12 
^ .. ^ . . , ^ . . . . -.\P s*(^,;t,)sifr;t^)] = J - ^ P ( ^ ^ ) ( 5 ( ^ - ^ ^ ) 

X exp( - IÍ2 - î l/^c) ^^P[/2 ^ (̂̂ 2 - ^ ) ] ' 

E[s\^^;t,)s*(^;t^)s(p^;t,)s(^;,t,)] = -i^lL^P(^^)P(^) ^̂ "̂ ^ 

X [Ôip^-M^) <5(̂ ^ - ^ ) e x p ( - |Í3 - t, l/r^ - \t^ - t^ |/r^) 

+ ô(p^-^^) ô(p^ - ^ ) e x p ( - \t^ -1, l/r^ - |Í3 -Í2 l/^c)] 

X exp[727tv(Í3 -t^+t^-1^)], 

where V and /'(ø) denote the volume and the surface aperture of the active region of the 
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72 semiconductor source material, respectively, and we used the identity 

E[A:A]A„A„] - E[AlA„]E[A]A„] . £ [ A ; A , ] £ [ A ; A „ ] ^̂ _̂ ^ 

for independent circular complex Gaussian random variables. With the aid of Eq. (3-5), 

we now readUy find the statistics of the source ampUtude and intensity to be 

r (Aa,AP;T) = \os\^ô(Aa,AP)cxp(-\T\/T^), 

|2 
mj^ = \Os\ , 

(3-7) 
rj^(Aa,AP;T) = |a^|*[l + (5(4ír, 4/3)exp(-2 | r | / r^)] , 

ksl [ \^s\ ) 

Mj (o)) = î . 

£[/«] = n ! | a , r « . 

where, as before, m̂ .), 0(.), T^.y p^.y and M(.) denote the mean, variance, MCF, PDF, and CF 

of (•), respectively. Here,, la^l^ Å |a^|V^' where |a^|^ denotes the variance of the 

random variables A„. We observe that the intensity MCF obeys the Siegert relation (2-22), 

as we would expect from a Gaussian process. We also see that the temporal specttiim 

of the source ampUtude is Lorentzian, which is characteristic of a medium that has 

undergone homogeneous broadening, as explained in Appendix B.̂ '̂̂ -̂̂ '̂̂  However, the 

flat spatial specttiim impUed in Eq. (3-7), which is a direct consequence of Eq. (3-2), is 

unreaUstic since it corresponds to an evanescent field that does not propagate.̂ ^ It has 

been shown that the field that is closest to being perfectiy incoherent, and yet stiU able 
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to propagate, has a complex coherence factor of the form^̂ -̂ ^ 

kyl(Aaf + (Apf 
(3-8) 

where J^{') is the Bessel function of the first kind of order one, and k is the mean wave 

number. In our future calculations, we shaU use both Eq. (3-8) and the (approximate) 

delta-function form of Eq. (3-7). We note in passing that the results in Eq. (3-7) can 

also be deduced as a special (classical) case of the more general results of Teich et al^^ 

The intensity PDF of thermal Ught is shown in Figure (3-1). 

FinaUy, we shaU attempt to connect our phenomenological results to practical 

devices. An LED is nothing but a forward-biased p-n junction with a large radiative 

recombination rate, excited by a constant or modulated current source. The injected 

electton-hole pairs (pumping) recombine radiatively to produce photons, which comprise 

the Ught emanating from the source. For an LED with an external quantum efficiency r\^^ 

and drive current i, we thus have the mean optical output power, or intensity. 

(3-9) 

This relation is valid, of course, only in the linear dynamic operating range of the device. 

Here, the extemal quantum efficiency for a surface-emitting LED can be shown to have the 

form^^ 

'ex 
= —^cxp(-al) 

4n 

(n + If 
1 

\ i 
1 - 1 

. . 2 

n ) 

(3-10) 

where the fírst term accounts for the fact that not aU electton-hole recombinations are 

radiative in nature (x, and x, are the total and radiative carrier Ufetimes, respectively), the 
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Figure (3-1) PDFs for thermal Ught intensity. 
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second term takes care of the possible photon absorption inside the diode material (a and 

/ are the material absorption coefficient and the normal distance from the junction to the 

surface, respectively), the third term represents the fraction of photons that are ttansmitted 

across the semiconductor-air boundary, and the fourtii term accounts for the photon losses 

due to total intemal reflection at this boundary {n denotes the refractive index of the 

semiconductor material). As a fmal note, we remark tiiat the far-field pattern of an LED, 

which essentiaUy acts as a Lambertian radiator with a cos"(0)-type azimuthal dependence, 

is usuaUy reshaped by a suitably chosen (paraboUc or spherical) epoxy lens.̂ ^ 

3.2.2 Laser Ught 

The most satisfying statistical model for laser Ught is afforded by a nonlinear van 

der Pol osciUator representation.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ '̂ ^"^^^ For purposes of discussion, we consider a 

single-mode cavity enclosing a two-Ievel homogeneously broadened medium. The electric 

field £ in the cavity and the polarization P of the atoms, or molecules, of tiie medium are 

then related by the nonhomogeneous vector wave equation^ 

_ dE d E d P /o 11\ 
Y^EiaJ) - po-^ - pe— = p-—, (3-11) 

dt dt^ dt^ 

where e, p, and c are the permittivity, permeability, and conductivity of the medium, 

respectively. Expanding both E and P, into eigenmodes aŝ ^ 

£tø t) = Re 
l,n 

E«,„(£)/',.(0[ (3-12) 
/,n 

and inserting into Eq. (3-11), the spatial sttucttire of the field is seen to obey the 

Helmholtz equation 

Y^M^̂ C )̂ + oyf.peuj^ = 0 , (3-13) 
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which, for a spherical-mirror cavity, leads to Hermite-Gaussian modes. Due to our 

single-mode assumption, we shaU only have the TEMQO mode^^ 

U(a, P) = A, 
Wr 

w(z) 
exp 

2((^ + p^) 

wHz) 
exp -jh-jki^^+jaz) 

2r(z) 
"a* 

(3-14) 

where we assumed linear polarization along the a axis and propagation along the z axis. 

Here, the beam parameters AQ (amplitude), WQ (waist), w{z) (width), r{z) (radius of 

curvature), and ^(z) are aU given in terms of the mean wavelength k and the Rayleigh 

range ZQ. We thus see tiiat the field has perfect spatial coherence. For compactness, we 

shall imbed this spatial profUe into tiie generaUzed pupU function of the source ceU in our 

subsequent expressions. 

Meanwhile, retuming to Eq. (3-11), the temporal stmcture of the field evolves as 

Í!£ . ^ ^ +(2nv)'e= - l ^ 
dí^ e dí € dt^ 

(3-15) 

At this point, we can proceed either (1) classically by using the dipole approximation p(í) 

= -EXe{t) + pjif), where % is the susceptibUity of the medium and p„(í) is the random 

polarization component due to spontaneous emissions,^^ or (2) semiclassicaUy by 

expressing the polarization, as weU as the total dipole moment and tiie inversion, in the 

medium in terms of the elements of the density operator mattix for tiie two-level atoms, 

writing the optical Bloch equations, and subsequently eliminating the atomic variables 

adiabaticaUy.̂ ^^ After neglecting terms that vary slower or faster than (27cv)'̂  (rotating-

wave approximation), the semiclassical approach leads us to the van der Pol equation 

dA, 

dí 
- P[d- |A,p]A, =A^, (3-16) 
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where As{t) is the complex envelope of e{t), p and d are parameters related to the 

characteristic constants of the medium and the pumping, and A^t) is the complex 

envelope of a cUcuIar complex white Gaussian process w{t) known as the Langevin force. 

A fuUy quantum-mechanical approach, where tiie fields are quantized as weU, also yields 

to Eq. (3-16), albeit with sUghtly different coefficients.̂ ^-^^^ 

At this point, derivation of the signal statistics from Eq. (3-16) generaUy requires 

solving a Fokker-PIanck equation, which yields a tinncated Gaussian PDF for the intensity 

as a function of the pump parameter d.'^^''^^ This model is capable of representing the 

fluctuations in the laser intensity for pump levels below, at, as weU as above threshold, 

that is, as d varies from large negative to large positive values. AmpUtude and intensity 

MCFs can also be found by constmcting the Green's function of the Fokker-Planck 

equation.̂ ^^ We give a brief synopsis of this approach in Appendix C. 

For our purposes, however, we shaU assume that the dynamic operating range of 

the laser Ues entirely above its threshold, that is, d>0 at all times, and possibly even d 

> 0. This assumption can be justified by noting that the desirable characteristics of laser 

sources can be utiUzed only when they are driven above threshold; otiierwise they simply 

degenerate into thermal sources. We thus resort to the quasilinear theory, as opposed to 

the more general nonlinear theory, where the temporal sttucture of the source field can 

be expressed as an independent polarized superposition of a phase-diffused coherent part 

due to stimulated emissions and a narrowband thermal part due to spontaneous emissions 

in the form 

s(t) = As(t)cxpU2 7rvt) = 5oexp{j[2;r ví + 0(t)]} + n(t) 

= {S^txp^j e(t)] + Aj^(t)]cxp(j2 7:vt), 

where 5*0 is a constant, 0{t) is a Wiener-Lévy process, and A^(0, the complex envelope 

of n{t), is a circular complex lowpass Gaussian noise process, as discussed in Appendix 

Q 10&-110 rpĵ g fjgj^ statistics can now be derived in a sttaightforward manner based on Eq. 

(3-17), taking the form 
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^AÁt) = S,cxp(--S.-i 
45; 

r (Aa,AP;T) = S^cxp . 5 e x p ( - | | . 

m, = s'^2 

r,^(Aa,AP;T) SÍ*2S'Q} 1 + exp ^*!] 
4So' 2 

\r 

+ - ^ [ 1 + e x p ( - y | r | ) ] , 
r 

P,SJ) = ;^exp -^( /^si »t»(^^) 
Mj((o) = 

£[/«] = 

1 
1 -ja>Q/Y 

exp 
7û>5í 

1 -JcoQ/y]' 

(3-18) 

where L„(-) is the Laguerre polynomial of order n, Q is the specttal height of the white 

noise process A^t), and the ampUtude of the coherent part and the linewidth of the 

chaotic part are given in terms of the pump parameter as 5*0 = 2d and y = 2ftd, as shown 

in Appendix C. We see from Eq. (3-18) that here, too, the temporal specttum of the field 

is Lorentzian, consistent with our homogeneous-broadening assumption at the outset."^ 

We also note that the Unewidth of the coherent part is reduced with pumping while that 

of the chaotic part increases. The intensities also exhibit an inverse ttend; whUe the 

coherent part gains sttength with pumping, tiie intensity of the chaotic part diminishes 

rapidly, as one would expect. Finally, it is also intuitively satisfying to observe that the 

spectmm of the coherent part obeys the moment factorization theorem for phase-diffused 

Ught fields."^ The intensity PDF of laser Ught is shown in Figure (3-2). 
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We shaU close this section by once again estabUshing the connection between our 

phenomenological results and practical devices. An LD is simUar, in sttucture as weU as 

operation, to the LED described in the preceding subsection. A forward-biased p-n 

junction with two parallel cleaved surfaces that act as reflectors is pumped by a constant 

or modulated current source. The only difference here is that the Ught emitted from an 

LD is generated by stimulated, rather than spontaneous, emissions. For an LD with an 

extemal differential quantum efficiency rj^, drive current /, and threshold current i„ we 

have the mean optical output power, or intensity. 

mj = r]^hv 
-i - h (3-19) 

which is vaUd in the linear dynamic operating range of the device (above threshold). The 

extemal differential quantum efficiency for a surface-emitting LD is seen here to take the 

form^^ 

"Id -^r 1 + 
ad 

hil n + V 
n - l j 

-1 

(3-20) 

where the first term accounts for the nonradiative electton-hole recombinations (x, and 

x̂  are, as before, the total and radiative carrier Ufetimes, respectively), the second term 

takes care of the fraction of the optical energy (mode) that Ues outside the active region 

(F is the confinement factor of the cavity), and the third term represents the ratio of 

useful loss, which is the Ught coupled to the outside of the cavity, to the useless loss, 

which is the Ught lost to free-carrier absorption and scattering from optical 

nonhomogeneities in the semiconductor crystal (a and n are the absorption coefficient and 

the refractive index of the semiconductor, and d is the length of the cavity). As a final 

note, we mention tiiat the Gaussian spatial profile of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting LD 

can be easily colUmated by a suitably chosen (paraboUc or spherical) epoxy lens.̂ ^ 
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3.3 Spatial Light Modulators 

From a statistical perspective, SLMs are probably the least studied and understood 

devices in our coUection. Due largely to the great emphasis placed on the investigation 

of theU deterministic performance characteristics, Uttie effort has gone into consttncting 

phenomenological models for the statistical behaviors of popular SLMs, such as the Uquid-

crystal (LC), the ferroelecttic LC, magnetooptic, and acoustooptic SLMs. Recently, 

tiieoretical and experimental efforts toward the analysis and understanding of the 

statistical characteristics of SLMs, and particularly polarization-based devices, have been 

initiated, and fiiiitful results are expected to be available soon. At this point, however, 

we shall consider two hypothetical SLMs for the purpose of elucidation, noting that more 

realistic SLM statistics can be readily incorporated into our general framework when they 

become avaUable in the future. 

For our purposes, we shaU divide SLMs into two categories as (1) static SLMs, and 

(2) dynamic SLMs, which clearly has to do with the material and operational principles of 

the devices. Static devices are those which act like fixed uniform masks on the optical 

waves, that is, their ampUtude ttansmittances, after having reached steady state, do not 

exhibit any classical fluctuations. As such, neuttal-density filters and magnetooptic and 

ferroelectric LC SLMs fall into this category. Variations in the device parameters between 

different experiments can, then, be accounted for by considering the device as belonging 

to an ensemble of similarly prepared devices, and averaging the final results over the 

statistics of this ensemble. 

Dynamic devices, on the other hand, are tiiose whose ttansmittances, by virtue of 

their principle of operation, fluctuate in a nontrivial fashion over spatiotemporal scales 

of interest. Acoustooptic SLMs and LC Ught valves are clearly in this category. The lack 

of a precise analytical understanding of tiiese fluctuations, and the interplay of 

deterministic and stochastic effects in this regard, prohibits the study of processors that 

mcorporate SLMs of tiiis category m the present context. 

3.3.1 Ideal modulator: static screen 

The fírst model we shaU use for the SLM is an ideaUzed static device with no 
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statistical fluctuations in the ampUtude ttansmittance and/or the polarization rotation it 

imparts upon a ttaversmg optical wave, such as a neuttal-density fUter. The device 

ttansmittance statistics thus take tiie simple form 

r^^(A^,Arj;T) = \t,\\ 

rj^(A^,Ar];T) = | í j S (3-21) 

Pj^d) = Ô[I- | í j2 ) , 

MjJ,(ú) = exp(7á> IÍQP), 

where ÍQ is the constant complex ampUtude ttansmittance of the SLM. 

3.3.2 Real modulator: Gaussian screen 

In an effort to study the effects of SLM fluctuations on the processor performance, 

as well as to demonsttate how more realistic SLM statistics can be worked into the 

formalism, we shall also use a Gaussian random amplitude/phase screen in our system 

modeling efforts. Specifically, here the ampUtude ttansmittance of the SLM wiU be tteated 

as a circular complex Gaussian stochastic process. There is no concrete theoretical or 

experimental evidence suggesting that any of the existing SLMs indeed obey this model, 

however, and this choice is favored merely because the Gaussian PDF is an atttactor 

disttibutíon for coUectíve physical propertíes of systems consistíng of large numbers of 

identícal elements. 

In our case, then, the LC molecules, for example, can be thought of as the 

individual elements conttibuting to the overaU optícal characteristícs of the SLM, thus 

leading to the ampUtude ttansmittance statístícs 
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r^J.^S,Ari;T) = \a^\^txp[-n[(A^^ + (Ar)f]/2a^]txp[-7:i:'/2Tl], 

m, = layp, 

r,^(4^,2l;/;r) = | a j* [ l + exp{-;r[(4a2 ^ (4T;)2]/ír^}exp(-;rî^/r',)], 

/'/.(^) = -—::; e^P 
l^'rl' l l^r ^ 1^12 "I \„ \2 

1 
A^J^) = 

1 - j(o\aj,\' 

E[r] = «! |aj2«, 

(3-22) 

where we have assumed Gaussian spectta for both spatíal and temporal fluctuations, as 

discussed in Appendix B. The parameters a^ and x̂  denote the coherence area and 

coherence time of the ampUtude ttansmission process, respectively. We note in passing 

that, for passive SLMs that are incapable of optícal amplificatíon, a class that includes most 

of the currently used devices, the intensity ttansmittance is unavoidably limited to the 

interval [0, 1]. The PDF of Eq. (3-22) should, therefore, be properly normaUzed. We shaU 

not, however, concem ourselves with these kinds of inconsequentíal technicalitíes here. 

The intensity ttansmittance PDF of the Gaussian random screen is shown in Figure (3-3). 

3.4 Qptícal Detectors 

We now tum our attentíon to the various propertíes of optícal detectors as they 

relate to our analysis. The two most popular detectors in optícal processing appUcatíons 

are the p-i-n photodiodes (PlNPDs) and the avalanche photodiodes (APDs). While the 

former is favored for its linearity and low-noise characteristics, the latter is preferred in 

low-Ught-level appUcatíons due to its gain propertíes. In order to achieve a fast response 

as weU as a large Unear dynamic range, both PINPDS and APDS are commonly operated in 
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the photoconductíve mode. Both devices are typicaUy foUowed by operatíonal-amplifier 

(op-amp) stages for further conditíoning of the signal prior to presentíng it to the system 

output. In both cases, the detector current is given by 

h(t) = -íz)(0 -i(t), (3-23) 

where ij){t) is the dark current and i{t) is the photocurrent shown in Figure (2-3). Below, 

we separately consider both detectors and give the corresponding gain statístícs, dark 

excitatíon rates, capacitances, impulse responses, and thermal noise statistics. We shaU 

start, however, by considering an ideal photon-counting detector briefly. 

3.4.1 Ideal photon counter 

As the name implies, an ideal photon counter is a detector whose output at some 

prespecified instant of time is proportional to the number of photons registered up to that 

time. It is also understood implicitly that this detector is free of any physical noise 

sources which may cause its characteristics to fluctuate randomly. Arbittarily, and 

without loss of generality, choosing the gain of the detector to be unity, the overaU 

impulse response of the photodiode and post-processing electtonics combination is 

f(t) = ± rect 
(t-y2Tj^\ 

T 
(3-24) 

where Tj^ denotes the detector integration, or counting, time. The absence of any 

statistical fluctuations can be insured by sufficient optical shielding and thermal cooling 

of the detector. Thus, crosstaUí, background, dark excitations and gain fluctuations inside 

the photodetector, and thermal noise generated by electtonic post-processing stages can 

be safely neglected by setting 7 ,̂ 4 , and Cy^ identically equal to zero, pp(p) = ô(p), and 

^^ _ g(^ _ 1) These rather stringent requirements can usually be met closely enough 

in actual designs to make this somewhat hypothetical device of practical interest for us. 
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3.4.2 p-i-n photodiode 

Movmg on to more reaUstic detector stmctures, we now consider the PINPD 

operated in the photoconductive mode, as shown m Figure (3-4). The detaUed stt^cture 

of the diode is shown separately in Figure (3-5). With tiie detaUs presented in Appendix 

j) 52.5445 ^g maintain tiiat tfie photon-to-current impulse response h{t, q) of the diode is 

given by Eq. (D-3) as 

v^ / V. \ 

h(t,q) = -e-^\l - -^t 
>^a ^d 

- e 
^d 

1 - -^t 

[u(t) - u(t-wjv^)] 

(3-25) 

[u(t) - u(t-wJVf)], 

which is repeated here for convenience. Here, w^ is the width of the depletion region, v̂  

and V;, denote the electton and hole velocities, respectively, and w(-) is the unit step 

function. The minus signs are due to the fact that the direction of positive current flow, 

as shown in Figure (3-4), is opposite to the direction of physical charge flow, as indicated 

in Figure (3-5). Since every absorbed photon creates only a single electton-hole pair, 

there is no fluctuation in the gain of PINPDs, and hence 

PQ(q) = ô(q-l), (3-26) 

The PINPD impulse response is depicted in Figure (3-6). 

MeanwhUe, from well-known diode characteristics, we have for the mean dark 

current the expression 51 

en.A^w^ 
^ÍD(^ = ' " {1 - txp[e(v,-V^)/kT]], (3-27) 

^t 

where n is the inttinsic carrier concenttation, A^ is the cross-sectional area of the diode, 
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Figure (3-4) Circuit diagram of a photoconductive PINPD detector. 
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Figure (3-6) Impulse-response functions for a PINPD. 
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T, is the excess carrier recombination rate, vj^t) is the voltage across the diode terminals, 

and VQ is the buUd-up potential within the diode. Referring to Figure (3-4), we observe 

that vjt) - -Vfi, which then leads, under stable operating conditions, to 

Pp(p) = ô(p- PQ), (3-28) 

where 

Po 
^i'^d^d ^ { 1 -cxp[-e(Vs + V,)/kT]] (3-29) 

Finally, the capacitance of the diode is, under parallel-plate approximation, simply 

^D 
^i ^Q^d 

Wj 

(3-30) 

where ê  is the relative permittivity of the intrinsic region of the diode. 

Our final task pertains to the post-processing electtonic circuitty. Specifically, we 

now consider the ttansimpedance amplifier configuration foUowing the PINPD in Figure 

(3-4). Assuming a first-order Butterworth lowpass frequency response for the op-amp 

with dc gain AQ and cutoff frequency v̂  in the form 

A(v) = 
1 + J ( v / v j 

(3-31) 

and performing an ac signal-noise analysis of the circuit, we find tiiat the current-to-

voltage impulse response of the post-processing electtonics is given by 

^ o ^ ^(í) = L_f [exp(-2;rvií) - exp(-2;r V^O^M^O-

^ o ( ^ l ~ ^2f 

(3-32) 
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Substituting this expression, along with Eq. (2-42), into Eq. (2-49), we can also calculate 

the ACF of the (Gaussian) output thermal noise voltage, yielding 

r-y/r) = 
J.2 2 

4;rViV2(v2 - V\)CQ 

^ ^ 2 ^ 

(2kT ^i, 
+ — - + 

«0 2 

2RÍ 

2R^ 

'-[l-(2,:v,R^C,f] 

[1 - (2,:v^R^C,f] 

Vjexp(-2jrVj|T|) (3-33) 

v ,exp(-2;rv , I r | ) 

Here, ViN. and ViN^ aie the spectral heights of the equivalent noise current and noise 

voltage of the op-amp, R„ and €„ are the equivalent resistance and capacitance seen at the 

diode terminals with A(y) = 0, and Vj and v^ denote the overall cutoff frequencies of the 

circuitry, corresponding to the roots of the denominator polynomial of the frequency 

response G(v), as given in Appendix D. The variance is then simply Oy = F^ (0). 

3.4.3 Avalanche photodiode 

In applications where the Ught levels are potentially low, it may be more desirable 

to use a photodiode with an inherent gain capabiUty. For this purpose, a wide variety of 

APD structures have been conceived over the past few decades which utilize the avalanche 

breakdown effect in semiconductors to produce prescribed gains. As depicted in Figure 

(3-7), the diode is invariably operated in the photoconductive mode with a large negative 

bias. Among a variety of possible device structures,"^"^ we choose here to concenttate 

onthe single-carrier-injection single-carrier-multipUcation separate-absorption-multiplica-

tion reach-through APD sttucture shown in Figure (3-8), which embodies aU the desUable 

properties for our application.^^ Once again leavmg the detaUs to Appendix D,̂ ^̂  we have 

the photon-to-current impulse response h{t, q) 
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*('•«) = :;7^{'''[('-'^m/v.)«(t-*»->,) - (í-ív/v,)«(t-wv.)] 

(*'e •̂  V j ) e x p ( - « W„) 
• . 4 1 - e x p ( - . ^ w J ] f c ^ P ^ - - - - ^ n / ^ e ( 0 - / ^ . ( ^ - > v J ^ 

- ^^P(-a^w,){P^(t-wJv^)-p^(t-w/v^)]] ^̂ '̂ '̂ ^ 

- exp[ûr,v^ (t - wjv,)][p^(t - wjv,) - p^(t - wjv, - wjv^) 

- exp(- a^w^v^/v,){)5/í - wjv^) - p^(t - w/vj]])], 

obtained from Eq. (D-9) under the high-gain approximation ^ > 1, where w^ and w^ 

denote the depletion and muItipUcation region widths, respectively, w ^w^ + w^, a^ is the 

electton ionization coefficient, and v̂ , and p(.)(0 are defined in Eqs. (D-10) and (D-11). 

We observe that this form of the impulse response obeys the (desirable) gain-response 

factorization h{t, q) = eqh{t), as does the one for PlNPDs given in Eq. (3-25). Since the 

charge carrier ionizations in the multiplication region can be modeled as a pure 

homogeneous linear birth process with time rate a^wjv^, the gain has the Yule-Furry 
pT-vp61,62,67,71.75,120-123 

OO 

PQ(q) = exp(-ûr,wj J^ [1 - cxp(-a^wj]'-'ô(q-k). (3-35) 

Higher-order moments of the impulse response can also be found by mechanical 

calculation. For instance, the ACF of h{t, q) can be found simply as 

Rh(ti, t^) = EQ(^E^^E^{h(t,, q, ô, í)Ã(Í2, q, x^, í)}]), (3-36) 

where £(.) denotes expectation with respect to (•). It is obvious, however, that performing 

these calculations can be prohibitively tedious and lengthy even for second order. 
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Therefore, it may be tempting to settle for an approximation whereby q is tteated as the 

only random variable in the impulse response, and the randomness in the ionization 

positions and times is represented only to first order. In this case, the calculations can 

be carried out quite readily using 

^r „1 ^ 1 ( d" cxpO-6>)exp(-tf^w^) 

j"l^d6>'' 1-expO*6>)[l-exp(-íy^>v„)]^ 
(3-37) 

û)=0 

The APD impulse response is depicted in Figure (3-9). 

On the other hand, the dark excitation rate is almost identical in form to that of 

the PINPD. In particular, with v/í) = -VQ, we now have, along with Eq. (3-28), the rate 

í>o = "^^^{l * exp[-e(K3 + FJ / iT ]} , (3-38) 

where n^ and V̂  denote the equiUbrium carrier concenttation in the 7t region and the 

avalanche breakdown voltage of the APD, respectively. Although the excitation rates have 

identical forms for both detectors, the resulting dark current is much larger, due to the 

avalanche mechanism, for APDs than it is for PlNPDs. Also, the capacitance of the diode 

can be written as the series combination of two paraUel plates, which here are the 

depletion and muItipUcation regions, yielding 

r . ^n^p^^'^d ^ (3.39) 

where e„ and e denote the relative permittivites of tfie % and p regions of the diode. 

FinaUy, we perform an ac signal-noise analysis of the circuit in Figure (3-7), 

which yields the current-to-voltage post-processmg electtonics mipulse response 

^(í) = ^ y ^ ^ ^ „ \ [exp(-f//g,,C,p - exp(-2;rv,í)]«(í), (3-40) 
1 -2; rv , j ; . ,C. , 
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Figure (3-9) Impulse-response functions for an APD. 
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and the ACF of tfie (Gaussian) output tiiermal noise voltage is readily found to have the 

form 

^v.(^) = 
2(^o^VcV^ 2kT N: 

eq 

^e,C,,exp(-|r|//?,^C,p 

/ M 
±£ + _^ + _ J ^ [ 1 _ (2nv R C f] 

2 /^«2 1 ^ c eq^eqf J eq 2R eq 

exp(-2;rv | T | ) 
2;rv_ 

(3-41) 

where R^^ and Q^ are the equivalent resistance and capacitance seen at the diode 

terminals. Once again, a^ = F ,̂ (0). 

Before concluding our coverage of photodiodes, we should also mention an 

important device parameter, the quantum efficiency, which accounts for the fact that not 

every incident photon is converted into an electton-hole pair. Specifically, for a 

photodiode with refractive index n, absorption coefficient a, and ttaversal depth d, we 

have for both PINPDS and APDs the quantum efficiency^^ 

^ = 1 - n - V 
n + l^ 

[1 - exp(-írûO], (3-42) 

where the first term represents the fraction of the optical power coupled from the air to 

the semiconductor material, and the second term is the fraction of the photons which are 

unable to penettate, and hence end up getting absorbed in, the diode. The first factor can 

be maximized by a suitably chosen antireflection coating while the second term can be 

increased by using a reflective end surface. 

In closing this section, we point out tiiat tiie particular shape of the impulse 

response of the photodiode may be inconsequential if the ensuing electtonic circuitry is 

not fast enough to resolve the diode response. In other words, x ^ < (T^^, Z^^} should 
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be satisfied for the impulse response of the photodiode to play a significant role in the 

determination of the overaU response of the optical detector. Here, the time constants 

PIN 
^c = max APD W ^ RC 

— , and T. = max 
1 1 1 

^^^^« ' 2 7 r v / 2 ; r v / 2nv^ 

(3-43) 

denote the impulse-response widths for PINPD, APD, and the post-processing electtonic 

circuitty, respectively. In the current state of our technology, this is a rather sttingent 

condition to meet. 

3.5 Propagation Structures 

We finaUy consider the first- and second-stage propagation structures, which are 

uniquely characterized by their ampUtude PSFs/(^, r|; a, p) and k{x, y; ^, rO, respectively, 

as indicated in Figure (2-2). The choice of these PSFs is the point of departure between 

various processor architectures, such as correlators, interconnects, and linear-algebra 

processors, which faU into the scope of this study. These PSFs can be implemented in a 

number of different ways, such as with cylindrical and spherical lenses, lenslet arrays, 

holographic or diffractive optical elements, optical fibers, prisms, or simply free space. 

In the present context, however, we are concemed witii a single channel; therefore, we 

shaU consider two relatively simple propagation scenarios here with the understanding that 

more sophisticated situations can also be handled without much difficulty. We note that 

the use of time-independent forms for the PSFs rules out the possibUity of using optical 

fiber interconnections, which is not a substantial setback since, in any case, this approach 

becomes unacceptable, for even moderately high Â , due to increasing wiring complexities. 

3.5.1 Ideal propagation: free-space geometrical-optics 

The fu-st case of interest wUI be that of free-space propagation, where the 

relationship between the input and output fields is given by the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld 

diffraction formula^^^^ 
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Uo(x.y; t) = / / u.(a, P; t) S^MJSll cos(â^, f)dadp, (3-44) 
s jXr 

vaUd under tiie quasmionochromatic conditions r > X, Av < v", and r/c < 1/Av, where X 

denotes tiie source aperttire. Since we are interested here m the ideal situation of the 

geometrical-optics Umit, we need to evaluate the kemel in Eq. (3-44) in the Umit Ã^^ 0. 

This task can be accompUshed best through the use of the method of stationary 

phase, '̂"'̂ -^^ which provides an elegant way for evaluating integrals of tiie form 

m = / / f(a, P) exp [jkg(a, p)] da dp (3-45) 

asymptoticaUy as 

r rn.^ ^^Jf(^o^Po) . . , , „ ., 
hm I(k) = —&xv\lks(a^.Ø^)]. (3-46) 

k - <*> 1 I 2 •" 

where (CXQ, PO) is the unique stationary point of the function ^ in the region R, and (̂.) 

refers to the partial derivative of g with respect to (•)• Sttaightforward appUcation of this 

formula to the propagation integral (3-44) yields the free-space geomettical-optics PSFs 

m,ri;a,P) = ô(^-a,r)-p), 
(3-47) 

k(x,y;^,r]) = ô(x- ^,y-ri). 

where we omitted insignifîcant constant phase factors. These delta-function PSFs indicate 

that the ceUs in the processor are imaged perfectly onto each other in this special case. 

Such would be the case, for example, in integrated optoelecttonic processors where the 

source, modulator, and detector planes Ue within the near-field regions of each other. 
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3.5.2 Real propagation: single-lens imaging system 

The second, and less perfect, example of a propagation sttucture wiU be the simple 

single-lens imaging system shown in Figure (3-10). In order to render the system shift-

invariant, we also included spherical lenses against the object and image planes, inverted 

the axes of the lens plane, and placed the lens halfway between the object and the image 

for unity magnification.̂ '̂̂ ^ Under the conditions of Fresnel diffiraction, the PSF of this 

elementary system can be shown to have the form 

h(x.y;a,P)-^^^cxp J-M'-y') 
h /2) 

exp jíC^ - P') <L-1 
î fi) 

X jj P (̂«,v)exp j4 («^+v^) 
X 

'l^l-l' 
^Zi Z2 J2j 

X exp 
.2 ; r 

j^{[x-(z2/z,)a]u + [y-(z2/z{)P]v] dwdv 

(3-48) 

where we used the fact that z^+ z^^ d. Unity magnification then impUes î = ẑ  = dl'^-

Thus, in order to eliminate the quadratic phase factors m Eq. (3-48), we must choose/i 

= /2 = d/2 and/3 = d/A. Consequently, we obtam the (shift-invariant) PSF 

hix-a,y-P) - —Sr{P,(u,y)}\^^_^^^^_^. 
Xd Xd 

(3-49) 

Finally, assuming a square aperture stop of side L m tiie lens plane, that is. 

P , ( w , v ) = r e c t ( | , 0 (3-50) 

we obtain the propagation stt^cture PSFs 
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Figure (3-10) A single-lens imaging system. 
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m,rj;a.P) = 1 ^ 
Xd) 

smc 

Xd) 

\ 2 

smc 

2 L . - .21, „. 
-=- (^ - ÛT), -^(r]-p) 
Xd Xd 

^'(x-^.^iy-rj) 
Xd Xd 

(3-51) 

where smc(jc) â sin(7uc)/(7u:). This type of PSF is shown in Figure (3-11). In particular, 

we observe that titis is a very narrow function of its arguments, whose mam-lobe width 

is of the order of the mean wavelength X. This observation is ttiie m general, regardless 

of the specific shape of the lens aperture stop. For instance, for a chcular aperture stop 

of diameter D, it can be shown directiy from Eq. (3-49) tiiat the PSFs take the form 

m.ma^P) =2n\^ 
Xd 

k(Xyy;^,r]) =2JT\£-
Xd 

\ 2 

JC 

jc 

^^/(i-af + (ri-pf 
Xd 

^sl(x-ff ^(y-rjf 
Xd 

(3-52) 

where jc(x) L J^{TÍX)/{IÍX), too, is narrow function of its arguments with width proportional 

to X, as shown in Figure (3-11) for one dimension. 

3.6 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we have presented an extensive compilation of statistical and 

deterministic models for popular optoelecttonic devices. Specifically, we derived 

amplitude and intensity statistics in the form of means, MCFs, PDFs, CFs, and moments for 

thermal and laser Ught, and amplitude and intensity ttansmittance statistics for an ideal 

and a realistic SLM. We also reviewed the impulse-response, gain, and dark and thermal 

noise characteristics of PlNPDs and APDS as weU as an ideal photon counter. Finally, we 

considered free-space propagation in the ideal geomettical-optics limit and a single-Iens 

imaging system as two possibiUties for interplane propagation scenarios, deriving the PSFs 
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Figure (3-11) Point-spread functions for a single-lens imaging system. 
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for both situations. These device models are summarized in Table (3-1) for easy 

reference. 

With these device models at our disposal, we are now in position to proceed with 

our system modeling efforts in the next chapter. SpecificaUy, by inserting the device 

models developed here into the general analysis of Chapter 2 in various combinations, we 

shaU be able to obtain processor output signal statistics for certain special cases of 

interest These special-case output statistics wiU then constitute the basis of our accuracy 

enhancement efforts in Chapter 5. 
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Table (3-1) Summary of models for the statistical and deterministic characteristics 
of popular optoelecttonic devices. 

COMPONENT 

Sources 

Spatial Ught 
modulator 

Detectors 

Propagation 
structures 

DEVICE 

Light-emitting 
diodes 

Laser diodes 

Static screen 

Random screen 

Ideal photon 
counter 

p-i-n diodes 

Avalanche 
diodes 

Near-field free 
space 

Single-Iens 
imaging system 

MODEL 

Circular complex Gaussian random process 
due to independent, spatially uniform, 
temporally Poisson, homogeneously broad-
ened point emissions; Lorentzian temporal 
spectrum, narrow circular spatial spectrum 
(almost perfectly incoherent) 

Phase-diffused coherent and narrowband 
chaotic superposition as the output of a 
nonlinear van der Pol osciUator in the quasi-
linear regime; Lorentzian temporal spectrum, 
constant spatial spectrum (perfectiy coherent) 

Constant ttansmittance due to lack of spatio-
temporal material fluctuations (ideal) 

Circular complex Gaussian random process 
due to inhomogeneously broadened ttans-
mittance/polarization fluctuations; Gaussian 
temporal and spatial spectta 

Unity gain, rectangular impulse response, no 
dark or thermal noise (ideal) 

Unity gain, exponential (op-amp) impulse 
response, constant dark excitation rate, 
Gaussian thermal noise 

Yule-Furry random gain, exponential (op-
amp) impulse response, constant dark 
excitation rate, Gaussian thermal noise 

Dirac-delta type point-spread functions via 
geomettical-optics regime propagation (ideal) 

sin(7D:)/(7u:) or JI{TÍX)/{KX) type point-spread 
functions whose main-lobe widths are 
proportional to the mean wavelength 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM OUTPUT STATISTICS 

4.1 Inttoduction 

In this chapter, we shall speciaUze our work by considering a number of 

theoreticaUy and practically interesting cases in conjunction with our general formalism. 

In particular, we shall insert tiie statistical device models of Chapter 3 into the statistical 

system analysis of Chapter 2 in various combinations, thus obtaining the output signal 

statistics for a variety of special cases. The goal here, of course, is to generate a 

coUection of system output statistics on which we shaU base our accuracy studies in 

Chapter 5. Therefore, it is important for this ensemble of special cases to provide a fair 

representation of the overaU statistical characteristics of analog optical processors. 

In view of the number of devices whose models were studied in the preceding 

chapter, we observe that twenty-four distinct device combinations can be conceived. It 

is important to remember that we are not aiming to be exhaustive here since we cannot 

possibly cover all conceivable optoelecttonic devices and processor architectures. Even 

though we wUl have considered all twenty-four possibilities by the end of this chapter, 

we stUl wiU not be able to claim to have been complete since our Ust of devices is only 

a partial one to begin with. Our goal here, then, is to study a few iUusttative cases which 

highUght all the important features of the processor. We shaU approach tiiis task in a 

progressive fashion, which wUl not only help identify the effects of individual components 

of the system, but wiU also produce intermediate results germane to other problem areas 

such as photon counting, Unaging, specttoscopy, and optical communication. 

We shaU start our system modeUng efforts in Section 4.2 by considering an ideal 

processor in which only the sources are reaUstic. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we shaU 

consider realistic source-modulator and source-detector combinations. The degree of 

complexity wUI be furtíier increased in Section 4.5, where we shaU investigate the 

realistic source-modulator-detector combination. FinaUy, in Section 4.6, we shaU study 

a real processor where tiie additional aspect of reaUstic propagation wUl complete the 

picture. 
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The work in this chapter wiU, for the most part, explore uncharted territory.^^ 

Indeed, results obtained for most of the special cases wiU be new, and although some of 

the intermediate steps wiU reproduce previously known results, these cases, too, wiU be 

the fírst time these issues are looked at in the context of optical information processing. 

As usual, we shaU need to resort to a number of approximations along the way in an 

effort to keep the mathematics ttactable as weU as to produce results that wiU be useful 

for the purposes of Chapter 5; these instances wiU be clearly pointed out. 

4.2 Ideal Processor 

We shaU start by considering an ideal processor that employs a noiseless SLM and 

a photon-counting detector with free-space propagation in the geomettical-optics limit. 

Thus, the only reaUstic system component here is the source. This simpUfied situation 

wiU aUow us to develop many intuitive concepts and obtain some fundamental results, 

which we wiU then propagate with relative ease through the rest of the chapter.̂ ^ 

Substituting directly from Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 into Sections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, 

we readUy obtain the field coupled to the detectors in this highly ideaUzed situation to be 

of the f orm 

u(x,y;t) = &xpU2kd)t(x,y;t - d/c)s(x,y;t -2d/c)Pj,(x,y;t - d/c)Ps(x,y;t -2d/c), 

(4-1) 

or in terms of intensities, 

I(x, y; t) = IT(X, y; t - d/c) I^^x, y;t-2 d/c) Pj(x, y) P^^x, y), (4-2) 

where we impUcitly assumed, as we did earUer for the detector ceU, tiiat the generaUzed 

pupU functions of tiie source and the SLM ceUs exhibit only spatial phase variations, that 

is, P ){x, y) = \P(.){x, y;t)\ = 1 if (x, y) e X(.) and 0 otherwise. This assumption rules out 

possible deterministic spatiotemporal modulations of source and modulator signals. 

Obviously, the distance d m this case is too short for the waves to diffract noticeably, and 
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hence the resulting ampUtude and intensity pattems are, up to a constant phase factor, 

simply the products of the signal ampUtude and intensity distributions. In this sense, the 

outcome represents the ideal form of system operation for both coherent (ampUtude-

based) and incoherent (intensity-based) processors. As a result of this assumption, the 

PDF of the intensity wiU be given bŷ ^ 

oo 

0 ^ \ W 

With the additional assumptions of homogeneity and stationarity for the source and 

the SLM ceU amplitude processes, the field intensity statistics become 

mj(x,y) = nij nij Pj,(x,y)Ps(x,y), 

^/(^p yv 2̂» 3̂2» íp 9 = ^i^(^2 - ^v y^ - yv h - h) ^/,(^2 - ^v y^ - y^ h - h) (^'^'^ 

X Pj(Xi,yi)PT^x^y^)^s(^vyi)^s^^vy^) • 

Substituting these expressions into Eqs. (2-29) and (2-30), we in tum find 

rj,(T) = Aj, jj rj^(Ax, Ay; T)rj^(úx, Ay; T) YD(^X, Ay)dAxdAy, 
—oo 

oo 

Gjf(v) = Aj) jjj Gj^(Ax, Ay; v - v) Gj^(Ax, Ay; v) jj^^Ax, l̂̂ ^̂ d̂ l̂ cd̂ '̂du 

2 2 
o\ = Aj, jj \rj^(Ax, Ay; 0) Fj^^Ax, Ay; 0) - /n̂ ŵ̂ Ĵ YD(^X, Ay) dAxdAy, 

(4-5) 

and 
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^W = ^D'^D^IJ^IS^ 

ol = Aj, Tj, jjj [rj^(Ax, Ay; T) FJJ^AX, Ay; T) - mf^mf^ (4-6) 

X YD(^x^^y)^ 
T 

T 
d^j^d^^'dr. 

where y£,(Ax, Ly) is the normaUzed ACF of the detector pupU function P£,(x, y), A(jc) â 1 

- |jc 1 for |jc I < 1 and 0 otherwise, and we have assumed, without loss of generaUty, that 

Y.QfZ^HrjD E5. AIso of interest is SNR̂ ,̂ which is given in terms of the parameter 

M ^Aj^Tj, jjj (Ax, Ay; T) /^(^:r, Ay)A 
( \ 

T 
d^jcd^^'dr 

-1 

(4-7) 

as SNR̂ y = VM, where we used the definition 

(Ax, Ay; T) k — i — Tj (Ax, Ay; T) TJ(AX, Ay; r) - 1. 
2 2 7 5 

mj mi 
• » T •».« 

(4-8) 

'T ^S 

The count degeneracy parameter can also be determined now from Eq. (2-48) to be 

<5c = 
m 

SNR 
= a 

w 

^D^D 

M 
/Wr /Wr 

• Í T •'.' T ^S 
(4-9) 

Some reflection on the impUcations of Eqs. (4-7)-(4-9) is now in order. The MCF 

of the intensity of any Ught field can be written in the form 

rj(Ax,Ay;T) = mf[l + (Ax,Ay;T)], (4-10) 

where {Ax, Ay; x) is given, in our case, by Eq. (4-8). If (Ax, Ay; x) can be expressed 
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in terms of tiie MCFs ofs{a, p; t) and /(^, Ti; 0, possibly under the assumption of cross-

specttal purity, then M can be related to the coherence areas and the coherence times of 

these processes. Thus, this parameter can be given its weU-known mteipretation as the 

number of spatiotemporal degrees of freedom,"^'^"-^^ whence M = MJid,, with M, and M, 

representing, respectively, the numbers of spatial and temporal coherence ceUs of the 

incident field that are captured by the detector, given by 

M. = - A 
/ / ^s^'^x, Ay) YD(^X, Ay) d l̂jcd^ '̂ 

(4-11) 

and 

M, = 
T 
^D 

î '^M)Mi 
\ 

T 
^D 

dr 
(4-12) 

Here, ;(Ax, Ay) and K,(T) denote the spatial and temporal factors of (Ax, Ay; x), that 

is, we have the separable form (Ac, Ay; x) = /Ax, Ay)Ki{z). 

For perfectly coherent fields, (Ac, Aj; x) is identically zero, yielding M = oo, and 

consequentiy ô̂  = 0, which reflects the fact that a deterministic field gives rise to a 

constant rate, producing a homogeneous Poisson point process. MeanwhUe, for classical 

fields, (Ac, Ay; x) is a positive semidefinite function of its arguments. This yields 0 < 

M < oo and 0 < ô̂  < ©o, thus leading to super-Poisson statistics. Obviously, for low M, 

degeneracy in the incident field is rather high, and therefore photon noise associated with 

the field fluctuations dominates over shot noise, whUe for high M, photon noise becomes 

negUgible, leading to near-Poisson statistics. The degeneracy parameter thus clearly 

quantifies the interplay between these two fundamental noise sources. It is interesting to 

note that these expressions are consistent for nonclassical Ught fields as weU, even though 
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M and 5̂  are no longer physicaUy meaningful, since for such fields, (Ac, Ay; x) is 

confmed to the interval [-1,0], implying that -oo < M < -1 and -m, < 5, < 0, which is 

indicative of sub-Poisson statistics.̂ '̂̂ ^^ 

A simpler form for the PDF of w can also be derived under the homogeneity-

stationarity assumption.''"'''^ Specifically, we partition the spatiotemporal detection volume 

of size AjjTj) into n (disjoint) coherence ceUs, each having area A and duration T, and we 

approximate the field intensity over this volume by a boxcar function, yielding for the 

integrated intensity the expression 

n /1 T " (4-13) 

where I^ is the approximate value of the intensity in the ith coherence cell. Within each 

such coherence ceU, then, the Ught intensity can be approximated by a constant whose 

value is a random variable with a PDF given by Eq. (4-3), and is statisticaUy independent 

of the values in all other cells. Consequently, the CF of w is related to that of / as 

M^(o)) - (4-14) 

For sufficientiy large n, the approximate PDF obtained by the Fourier inversion of My ĉo) 

wUl be in close agreement with the exact PDF Pjy(w), which, by vktue of the centtal lUnit 

theorem, wiU assume a Gaussian form. The final task is to decide on a suitable value for 

n by matching the tme mean and variance of w with those suggested by Eq. (4-14). 

Clearly, the mean is 

Aj) Tj^ mj 
n = Ajy Tjy mj, (4-15) 

n 

which is in perfect agreement with Eq. (4-6) regardless of the value chosen for n. 
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MeanwhUe, the variance of the approximate form is 

n 
^D^D 

n 

(Aj,Tj,mjf o] ^w 1 

n 2 
mj 

(4-16) 
" SNR? 

which, upon comparison with Eq. (4-6) and with the aid of Eq. (4-10), reveals the proper 

choice to be /i = (0, 0; 0)M. 

FinaUy, we consider the statistics of v{t), which can be readUy evaluated under the 

present set of assumptions from Eq. (2-49) as 

my(t) = ea — mj^mj^t, 
^D 

ry(ty,t^) = e^ûr-f mj^mj^imn(t^, t^) + a jjjj Tj^(Ax, Ay; T) TJ^(AX, Ay; T) 

X YD(^^^'^y)^^ 
(C-V2tA 

V *i J 
rect 

C-v^t^ + T^ 
d^jcd^^'d^dr 

Gy(v^, v^) = e^íyA^r^sinc(r^Vi)sinc(rpV2)exp[-j2;r(Vi + v̂ ) Tp] 

m,̂ m,̂ smc[r^ (v̂  + v )̂] + a Tj, jfjj Gj^(Ax, Ay; v - v) Gj^(Ax, Ay; v) 

X /^(^JC,il>')sinc(r^v)siiic[rp(Vj + v^- v)]d^^d4ydudv] 

Oy(t) = e^^-^t[mj^mj^(l - aAj^mj^mj^t) 

í T\ 
a jjj Tj^(Ax, Ay; T)TJ^(AX, Ay; T) YD(^^^ ^y)^\-\ ^^xdAyd 

(4-17) 
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0 < t, t^, Í2 ^ TD. Meanwhile, the conditional PDF of v(0 can be found rather easUy 

starting with Eq. (2-54). Considering the conditional CF 

^V\R(^) = ^̂ P / Cír(T) exp 
e it-T-VzTj,^ 

jCi)—rect 
/ 

- U d r (4-18) 

we see that the term in the curly braces inside the integrand is identically zero outside the 

X interval [t - Tj^, t]. Noting that we are only interested in the t interval [0, Tj)], Eq. (4-

18) becomes 

My^ji(co) = txp[fi(t){&xp(j(ûe/Tj)) - 1}] (4-19) 

which is seen to correspond to the conditional PDF 

PV\R(^\^) = exp[-/ i(0] ^ 
m = 0 m\ 

m 
ô(v-me/Tj)), (4-20) 

where the rate is 

/i(í) ^ a j r(OdC^ (4-21) 

We immediately notice that Eq. (4-20) is nothing but the weU-known conditionally 

Poisson count disttibution for a doubly stochastic Poisson point process with rate p(0. 

This result is intuitively satisfying and not at aU surprising, of course, since we are using 

an ideal photon counter as our detector. • 

With these preUminaries, we now ttim to the evaluation of our expressions for 

specific sources by substituting the thermal and laser source statistics from Section 3.2 

into our present equations. 
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4.2.1 Thermal source 

We start with the field statistics, which take the form 

m. = 0 , 

rAA.,Ay;r) - \a,t,\^2'4^^^..p,-lrl,rj. 
k)/(Axf + (Ayf 

mj = ks^ol'* 
(4-22) 

Tj(Ax, Ay; T) ^s^o 

1 

1 + 
J,(k>J(Axf + (Ay)^) 

Pi(^) = r; ^^P " 

k^(Axf + (Ayf 

I ^ 

e x p ( - 2 | r | / r j 

''s^o ^s^ol'y 

Note that we did not include the source and modulator pupil functions as in Eq. (4-4) 

since these terms drop upon substitution into Eq. (4-5). The coherence area 

a^ å jj \iiy(Ax,Ay)fdAxdAy (4-23) 

and the coherence time 

Tc ^ / | r í / (^) | 'dr (4-24) 

of the field incident on the detector are thus found from the above to be 

r 1 
ff = — and r , = 

n JTAV 
(4-25) 
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Comparing Eqs. (4-10) and (4-22), we fmd that in this case the number of spatial degrees 

of freedom (modes) is given for a square-aperture detector by 

M=A D / / 

J,{ks/(Axf + (Ayf) 

k^(Axf + (Ayf 

Ax Ay 

^D \pDJ 

dxdy 

^DI^C 

J,(2sln[(Axf + (Ayf]) 

2 ^ 7:[(Axf + (Ayf] 
1-

Ax 1-
Ay \ 

)PJ^cj[ \fU^c, 
dAx dAy 

1, ÛT̂  > A^ 

. ûr, < A ^ ' 
a. 

(4-26) 

and is plotted in Figure (4-1). In view of Eq. (4-25), it is safe to claim that in any 

practical situation we wUI have M, = A^/a, = AJ^TZ/)?. SimUarly, we obtain the number 

of temporal degrees of freedom (modes) as 

M, = T^ / | e x p ( - | r | / r , ) f y l U dr 
-1 

TDK 

2 / exp(-2r) 1 - - ^ dr 

2(TDlr,f 

^TDI^, - 1 + e x p ( - 2 V r ^ ) 

1» ĉ ^ D̂ 
T 
-^ T <T ' 

' ''c ^D 
T^ (4-27) 

which is plotted in Figure (4-2). Again, we observe that for practical purposes, we wiU 

have M, = Tyx, = TDKAV. 

We now consider the rate statistics. Specifically, using Eq. (4-22) in Eq. (4-5), 

we arrive at 
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Figure (4-1) Number of spatial modes of thermal Ught (circular, coherence area a )̂ 
captured by a square detector (surface area A^. 
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Figure (4-2) Number of temporal modes of thermal Ught (Lorentzian, coherence time 
xj captured by an ideal detector (integration time T^). 
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^R = ^D^n 

^R(r) = ^lnif 

Or, = 
A^mj 

M. 

1 + -i-exp(-2|r|/rj 

niR 

M. 

(4-28) 

In order to calculate the PDF of r{t), meanwhUe, we require a spatial Karhunen-Loêve 

expansion simUar to the one performed in Section 2.5, with the only difference being that 

now it is the signal field itself that is being expanded. Since the spatial coherence of the 

field is microscopic, any complex orthonormal basis {c|)jt(jc, y),k = 0, 1, ...} can be used 

as the eigenfunction set. Inserting from Eq. (4-22) into 

/ / r^(x^-x„y^-y^,Qí)4f,(x„y,)dx,dy, = \a,\''4f,(x^,y^), (4-29) 

we obtain the corresponding eigenvalues 

2 = i ! a. m, 
Wr = — m ^ = — 

' ^D K 

(4-30) 

Thus, from the Gaussianity and uncorrelatedness of the modes, the CF of r{t) becomes 

Mj,(co) = n 
it = 0 1 -jû>|a^|-

1 

1 -jo>m^/M^ 

M, 
(4-31) 

which could also have been obtained from Eq. (4-14) as 

MJo>) = Mj\-^o> 
' n 

1 
1 -jo>Aj^mj/n 

(4-32) 
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since m this case n = (0, 0; 0)M, = M,. This CF is ttansformed to obtain the gamma PDF 

PR(r) = 
1 í r \''^-' M^' 

m^l/n^ m,) exp - M , - L 
/n, 

(4-33) 

Now ttirning to the mtegrated intensity w, we find from Eq. (4-6) the statistics 

^w ^ ^D'^D^n 

2 rw,2 2 
2 ^D TD W / m 

^w = w 
(4-34) 

M 

The derivation of the PDF of w, meanwhUe, is afforded by a temporal Karhunen-Loêve 

expansion of the signal field. Substituting from Eq. (4-22), we find 

/ / / / / ^A(x2-xi^y2-yi>h-h)*k(xvyi)4^l(x2^y2) tM^^i^yi^x^^y^^t, 
0 A, 

-2 T, 

= — m, / cxp(-\t,-t,\lT^)tJt,)át, - \a,„\'tjt,), 

(4-35) 

which is a homogeneous Fredholm equation of the second kind for Lorentzian 

specttum 
44,58,70,125 Differentiating this integral equation twice with respect to t^ yields a 

second-order differential equation for the eigenfunctions \|/;„(0» which, in turn, leads to 

nonharmonic sinusoids whose frequencies æ^ are given by the ttanscendental equation 

tan(û>„r^) = 
2 2 1 

(4-36) 

The corresponding eigenvalues are given by 
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p 2r 
'km\ m. 

n 2 2 - -.|>J^ Ar.mjlj. = 

A^ " ' "T^ M^M, 

m w 
M ' 

(4-37) 

where M = MJ^, is tfie total number of modes of the field capttired by the detector, and 

we assumed A^ > a, and T^ > x„ which is what led to the flat eigenvalue spectinim. The 

above factorization of the eigenvalues, as weU as M, is a dUect and natural outcome of 

the field cross-specttal purity. Thus we have, in agreement with Eq. (4-14), the CF 

^w(^) = n n 
^ = 0 m=o 1 -Jo>\a^' 

1 
1 - j o>m^/M 

M 
(4-38) 

and consequently, the PDF of w becomes 

Pw(^) = 
1 í w \M-l 

^W\^W) 

M M'" ( w w exp -M 
T(M) m w) 

(4-39) 

This PDF is shown in Figure (4-3) for various values of M. We note parenthetically that, 

although AD > â  is a solid assumption, justifying T̂  > x̂  may prove to be problematic 

in some situations. For completeness, we point out here, therefore, that for arbittary Tj)/\ 

ratios, the CF of w can be shown to take the form^̂ ^ 

M^(o>) = n 
m=o 1 - Jo>\o^\^(m^/M^) 

M. 

(4-40) 

= exp(M, V r , ) c o s h ( z ) . l í - ^ . ^ 
2 z Tj,/T 

sinh(z) 
(^) 

-M, 

where we first took natural logarithms on both sides of the furst equality, then 

differentiated with respect to Cû to convert the product to a sum, and finaUy performed a 
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Figure (4-3) PDFs for the integrated intensity resulting from a thermal source. 
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contour integration. Here, 

T 

\ 

l - J o > ^ 
TDI^C 

(4-41) 

It is important to observe that in the limit M, -> «>, the fluctuations m the rate 

cease, and r{t) approaches tiie value mj^ = Aj^j. This can be best seen by taking Eq. (4-

32) to this Umit by using the identity \n\hm, ^ ^ f{x)] = Um,_,^ hi\f{x)] and rHôpital's 

mle, which yields M (̂cû) = exp(ycûm^), orp;j(r) = 6(r - mj,), as promised. A simUar 

result can be reached for w as weU, even without having to invoke the assumption Tp > 

x„ via My^cû) = n;„ expO'com^ l<^mP) = exp(/cûr^m^), once again leading to Pŷ vv) = 

ô(w - m^), where we used the fact that S^ X^ = r(0) if X̂  are the eigenvalues m tiie 

Karhunen-Loêve expansion of r(x). This Umiting behavior can also be witnessed in 

Figure (4-3). 

More intuitively, the count degeneracy parameter in Eq. (4-9) is seen to tend to 

zero, implying that the uncertainty due to the (classical) photon noise of the incident 

intensity is washed out by accumulating an infinite number of (spatial) modes, thus 

leaving behind only the (quantum) randomness in the detection process, as discussed in 

Section 2.6. This point is seen more clearly from the count PDF, given by the Poisson 

ttansform of Eq. (4-39) to be the negative-binomial distribution 

P(K) = 
T(K + M) (am^/M)^ 

T(K+1)T(M) (1 + am^/M)^'""' 
(4-42) 

where r(-) denotes the gamma function. Two limiting cases of interest are 

P(K) = 

mjc 

(1 + nig.) ^i 
M = 1 

(4-43) 

m, 
^ ! 

exp(-m^) , M 00 
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with mjf = (xm,y = oADTDmj, where the upper Umit gives the weU-known Bose-Einstein 

disttibution for single-mode thermal Ught whUe the lower limit is the Poisson distribution, 

which is usuaUy attributed to coherent fields. We see, however, that the same count 

disttibution can be obtained from an incoherent field as weU by coUecting a very large 

number of modes. In other words, conttary to the prevalent conviction, Poisson photon 

countp^r se merely indicates low degeneracy in tiie detected field, and teUs nothing about 

the coherence properties of the field. 

We can now evaluate the statistics of the output voltage by inserting into Eq. (4-

17) and removing the conditioning on the rate. Since our detector is an ideal photon 

counter, the primary quantity of interest is the number of counts, or equivalently the 

output voltage at a specific time instant such as í = T ,̂. Therefore, the form of the ACF, 

which can be evaluated with some effort, is of no practical use or interest to us here, and 

hence wiU be omitted. Thus, defining the auxUiary function 

a ; c ) . 2 ^ - ^ " ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ (4-44) 
J C ^ 

the time-dependent number of modes becomes M{t) = MX~^{2t/x^), and we obtain the 

statistics 

my(t) = - ^ aAj^\astQ\^t, 
^D 

ÍÍ̂ Z)l̂ 5^ol'ííl ^ ]i^''^^l''5^ol'í]» 

(4-45) 

and the negative binomial disttibution 

„ (V) = f A " - - ^ \(TJe)m,IMr ^ (v -me /r , ) (4-46) 
'' «-0 nm + l)r(AÍ) [1 + iTole)mylM]"'*" 
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for the output voltage PDF, where we omitted the time dependencies of m^ and M for 

clarity. Since our detector is an ideal photon counter, it is not surprising to find that the 

voltage distribution foUows that of the counts. Needless to say, the output voltage also 

approaches the Bose-Einstein and Poisson PDFs in the single- and infinite-mode limits. 

This discrete PDF is plotted in Figure (4-4) as a continuous curve, as we shall do for aU 

our discrete distributions in order to faciUtate their comparison to other (continuous) PDFs. 

4.2.2 Laser source 

Once again, we start with the field statistics, which now look like 

^A(^) = ío ' 5oexpf - -^ í ' 
45o' ̂  

r^(Ax,Ay;T) = IÍQP 5o'expí-2-|rr 
45o 

+ Q exp ^ i r 

mj= M'[So^^ 

Tj(Ax,Ay;T) = \t,\' 

Pi(I) = 

So + 2SQ^\I + exp 

\ 2 

Y) 
[1 + e x p ( - y | r | ) ] 

t.\'Q 
exp - ^ ( / . Kl'^'l 

(2_Y\to\So^] 

(4-47) 

The defmition (4-23) for tiie coherence area yields a, -^ ô in this case. This is not 

ttoublesome, however, since it is enough for us to know srniply that tfie smgle spatial 

mode completely fUIs tiie detector aperture. Indeed, from Eq. (4-11), we readUy obtam 
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Figure (4-4) PDFs for the output voltage of an ideal detector resultmg from a thermal 
source. 
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M = 1. Meanwhile, the coherence time of the field is found to be 

_ 2 {2S^ * (?/r)[2So ^ (Qlrf] ^ SS^ÍQIYY 

^ (2So' * QIY){SO - Qlrf 
(4-48) 

On the other hand, identifying ,(x) from Eq. (4-47) and inserting into Eq. (4-12), we find 

that in this case the number of temporal degrees of freedom (modes) is given by 

M. = W .Q í 2Sl^txp (-9-^1 
45. 2 2 

\ 2 
e x p ( - / | r | ) y A T 

T 
dr 

-1 

(SQ * Qlrf 

2SlQ ( 
r 

i-9- + 1 

LV 
ASl 2 

D . ,5 \ 2 

((rTo) 
/ 

(4-49) 

The number of modes is graphed in Figure (4-5) as a function of the pump parameter d. 

Tuming now to tiie rate statistics, we use Eq. (4-47) in Eq. (4-5) to obtain 

m. ^^Jíol 'So * ^ í , l ' o l ' - ^ . 

r,(r) =Alr,{r), (4-50) 

O\-AM^^[2SI*^\ 

The calculation of the PDF of r(t) is equaUy easy. In particular, since only one spatial 

mode is captured by the detector, inserting Eq. (4-47) into Eq. (4-29) yields the only 

eigenfunction U^, y) = ̂ Å^ with the corresponding eigenvalue |a„r = m^. Hence, we 
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Figure (4-5) Number of temporal modes of laser Ught (Lorentzian, pump parameter 
d) captured by an ideal detector. 
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obtain, ratiier indUectiy, r{t) = Et |tt^(01^ = AjJ{t), leading to the Rician rate PDF 

PR(r) = 
1 — exp 

mji 

r + m^ 2Jm^ (4-51) 

where the superscripts c and t on (•) refer to the coherent and thermal parts of (•), 

respectively. (We shaU use this convention throughout the rest of the chapter.) 

The statistics of the integrated intensity w are also found readUy as 

^w = ^DTD^ÍO?^l ^^DTÍIÍO 

(4-52) 

Ow = AlTl\tS^ 
Y 

2SU (-9-^1 
D 

.Q 
C(YTD)\ = 

m w 
M 

where M = MJA, = M, since M^ = 1. The derivation of the PDF of w, however, requires 

a temporal Karhunen-Loéve expansion as before. Toward this end, we start by absorbmg 

the (asymptotically) uniform phase of the coherent portion of the field into tiie thermal 

part, whose statistics are not altered by this operation since it is a cUcular complex 

Gaussian process. This leaves us with a constant 5? plus a chcular complex Gaussian 

stochastic process n{t) with Lorentzian specttnm. The results of the previous subsection 

can therefore be brought to bear on this problem. Specifically, from 

í / / / / ^^N^^^ "^ '̂̂ 2 '^'' 2̂ ' ^'^ **^ î'̂ î  *Í(^'>'2) fm(h)^x, dy.dx^dy^dt, 
0 A, 

= K\h?- / exp(-y|Í2-íJ/2)#,(íi)dí, =|ao„|̂ ^„(í,) 
^ 0 

(4-53) 

we see that the eigenfunctions \ií,(0 are, once again, nonharmonically related sinusoids 
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witii frequencies cô , and the corresponding eigenvalues are given by 

'Om = Aj^lt 
D 1*0 

^ <^m + (Yl2f 
-^DTD\to\'^ 

Q 1 
Y M/ 

(4-54) 

where M/ = T V ^ is tiie number of temporal modes of the thermal portion of the field, 

and we made tfie assumption T^ > 2/7. Smce each mode is a Rician random variable 

with energy p^ = A r̂̂ l̂ ol̂ S , this leads us to the CF 

M^(o>) = n 
m = 0 1 -^'^l^Om 

exp 

1 -Jo>m^/Ml 

M 
exp 

Jo>nJMl 

1 - i ^ l ^omH 

Jo>m^ 

1 -Jo>m^/Ml 

(4-55) 

where we used Z^ p„ = M/w^. This is again in agreement with Eq. (4-14), and 

consequenûy yields the noncenttal XIN PDF 

Pw(^) = 
w 

ml^/Ml I m^ 

1/2(3//-1) 

exp 
w + 7n i 

i m /̂M/ V-i 
2yw^ 

/vv (4-56) 

where /̂ (̂ ) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order N. This PDF is 

shown in Figure (4-6) for the same mode numbers and signal means as was done for 

thermal Ught in Figure (4-3) in order to facilitate the comparison of the two cases. For 

completeness, we also give the form of the CF for arbittary T^/ic ratios. Defining 

Z Á M / 

^ 

1 -Jo) 
2m^ 

(4-57) 
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Figure (4-6) PDFs for the integrated intensity resulting from a laser source. 
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it can be shown that the CF takes the form''̂  

M^(o>) = exp(M/) cosh(z) + -
2 

M/ 

M; 

1-1 

siiih(z) 

X exp 
J o>2m^r j6>M/(M; + 4)my _ 

(M/ + 2)(M/-jû>2m;) (M/ + 2)(l+7û>m;) 

4û>^m^ 

(4-58) 

^— ^ J_ in í cosUz /2 ) - J^smUz/2)^ 
(l +j6>m;)(M/-jû>2m;) ^^ [ M / 

/J 

As in the case of thermal light, we observe that in the Umit MJ -^ <», the 

fluctuations in the integrated intensity cease, and w approaches the value m^ = A^Tj^mj, 

which can be seen by taking Eq. (4-56) to this Umit, yielding My ĉo) = exp {jcûAjjTj^mj), 

or equivalently Pv^w) = ô(w - m^). This Umiting behavior is also observed in Figure (4-

6). As before, of course, this is due to the fact that the count degeneracy is reduced to 

an infinitesimal value by coUecting an exttemely large number of (temporal) modes of 

the thermal component of the field, thus eliminating aU classical noise and leaving behind 

only quantum noise. 

The count disttibution for this case is found, via the Poisson ttansform of Eq. (4-

56), to have the multifold Laguerre PDF 

P(K) = 
(aml^/Ml) t\ 

( l + íjrm^/M/) 
t\K + Ml 

exp 
am w 

1 + am^/Ml 

X L 
M / - I am w 

amw/Mfll + aml^/Mt) 

(4-59) 

where Lĵ (-) is the associated Laguerre polynomial of order K and degree N. Two limitmg 

cases of interest here are 
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TWi 

P(K) = 
(l+m^)^"^ 

exp 
m. 

1 +ml ^ 
m. 

m (^ +w^) 
, Af / = 1 

(4-60) 

m i 

K\ 
cxp(-mj.). M/ 00 

where the upper limit is the usual Laguerre count for the polarized superposition of 

coherent and single-mode thermal Ught whUe tiie lower limit is the Poisson disttibution 

resulting from the low incident field degeneracy. 

FinaUy, we evaluate the output voltage statistics by inserting into Eq. (4-17) and 

removing the conditioning on the rate, obtaining 

my(t) = ^aAj,\t,\'(s^ + Q' 
^D \ Y) 

í , 

(4-61) 

Oy(t) 

/ \ 

T 
\^D) 

<^K I Ô 'sl. 51 t 
Y) L 

1 + -l-aAj,\tMsl + Q 
M(t) ^ ' o ' l ^ o Y) 

where the time-dependent number of modes is obtained as M{t) = Mf^T^ -^ t) from Eq. (4-

49) since M^ = 1. We note that this is identical in form to Eq. (4-45). Owing to the ideal 

photon-counting detector, the output voltage PDF is found easUy from Eq. (4-59) to have 

the multifold Laguerre form 

P(v) = E 
m = 

l^TJOmlrlM,']" 
nm + M/ 

exp 
0 [l+(r^/^)m;/M/] 

(TJe) m^ 

l+(Tj,/é)mlr/Ml^ 

X K' 
M:-I Mf my/my 

1 + (TJe) mUMl 
ô(v-me/Tj^), 

(4-62) 

where we used the time-dependent number of modes M/(0 = yt/2 for the tiiermal portion 
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of the field. Just Uke the count disttibution, the output voltage also approaches the 

Laguerre and Poisson disttibutions in the single- and infinite-mode limits, respectively. 

This discrete PDF is plotted in Figure (4-7), and is to be compared to Figure (4-4) for 

tiiermal Ught, which was plotted with the same set of parameters. We specificaUy note 

that the PDFs in this case are narrower, as expected. 

This concludes our investigation of the most elementary form of our processor 

where only the sources were reaUstic in regard to their statistical characteristics. Most 

of the concepts developed and results obtained in this section wiU carry over to the more 

sophisticated cases we are about to begin exploring. We point out in closing that the 

results of this section can be appUed to situations where the statistical characteristics of 

a particular source is under examination, such as in photon counting and specttoscopy, 

since there are no other noise sources, deliberate (information-bearing) or unintentional 

(physical noise), in this simple model that masks the source fluctuations. 

4.3 Semi-Ideal Processor: Real Modulator 

Having laid the basic groundwork for botii thermal and laser sources, we are now 

ready to move on to other processor configurations. In this and the next sections, then, 

we shall take the first steps toward a more realistic processor by removing the 

assumptions of ideal modulator and ideal detector one at a time. Specifically, we shaU 

derive the output signal statistics for combinations of thermal and laser sources with the 

Gaussian random screen, and then with the PINPD and the APD detectors. Our work here 

wUl be a sttaightforward extension of the results of the preceding section. 

In studying the reaUstic SLM case, we shaU assume that the coherence properties 

of the SLM Ue between those of the thermal and laser sources, that is, midway between 

the incoherent and coherent limits. Although tiiis is not a crucial assumption for the 

calculation of first- and second-order moments, it wiU be indispensable for tiie derivation 

of the PDFs. In particular, tiiis assumption wiU enable us to tteat the output statistics of 

the previous section as conditional moments, which we wiU then average over the 

appropriate device statistics. 

At the risk of statmg the obvious, we would Uke to point out that variance is not 
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Figure (4-7) PDFs for the output voltage of an ideal detector resulting from a laser 
source. 
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a moment; to be exact, it is a centtal moment. Therefore, a direct averaging over the 

conditional variance would lead to erroneous results. Our approach here wiU, then, be 

to add the square of the conditional mean to the conditional variance, thus obtaining the 

conditional second moment. We wiU then remove the conditioning from tiiis quantity, 

and subttact from the result the square of the unconditional mean. 

4.3.1 Thermal source 

In this combination, both the source and tiie SLM exhibit statistical fluctuations. 

We shaU assume, however, that the flucttiations in tiie source are far more pronounced 

than those m the SLM, and that tfie coherence area and coherence time of the SLM are 

much larger than those of the source. Consequentiy, over the spatiotemporal volume of 

interest, the SLM ttansmittance degenerates from a stochastic process to a random variable. 

Output statistics for this case can be readUy obtained by averaging over Eq. (4-45) as 

niy(t) = — ccAjj kí^^rl^^ 

\ 2 
(4-63) 

Oy(t) = aAj^\a^aj\U 
D) 

1 + aAj^\a^aj 1 + 
M(t) 

The PDF can also be found by averaging Eq. (4-46) over the intensity ttansmittance PDF 

in Eq. (3-22). We shall take an indirect route instead, however, and first obtain the PDF 

of the integrated intensity w. The PDF of the output voltage v wiU then be found via 

Poisson ttansformation. Toward this end, we first average Eq. (4-39) over its mean, 

which yields 

/'rí^) = w 

^wK^w) r(M) 

í 

M-\ 
2v/M 

^ m 
W) 

(4-64) 

where Kf^{') is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order N. Now taking 

Poisson ttansforms, we obtain 
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py(y) - E E 
m=0 ik = 0 

T(k + m+M)T{)^ + m + l) y, 
T(k + 1) T(m + 1) T(M) ^ ^ 

(T^le^m^ 

M 

k + m 

Ô(v-me/Tj,), 

(4-65) 

The summation over k in this expression can acttially be performed, yielding an 

expression in terms of the generaUzed hypergeomettic series F̂ô -, •; •) in tiie form^̂ "̂̂ ^̂  

^^ ^ T(M) m =0 

(Tj^/e)my 

M 

m 

,FJm+M,m + l;-^''^^'^'''^ 
M 

Ô(v-me/Tj,). 

(4-66) 

This (discrete) PDF is plotted in Figure (4-8). The additional skewness gained over Figure 

(4-4) is seen clearly. It is fairly easy to show that as M -^ ©o, p^v) becomes 

Bose-Einstein, which is consistent with our intuition. 

We close this subsection with some supporting arguments on the assumption made 

at the outset. SpecificaUy, given the infinitesimal coherence area of the thermal source, 

we can safely say that the spatial coherence condition can easily be met. MeanwhUe, 

considering the fact that the current SLMs cannot be operated anywhere near optical 

frequencies, meeting the temporal coherence requirement should not be hard either. 

4.3.2 Laser source 

In this combination we again have fluctuations in both the source and the SLM. 

This time, however, we shaU assume that the source is the quiet component, and that the 

fluctuations in the SLM ttansmittance dominate the output statistics. In view of the perfect 

spatial coherence of the laser, this assumption does not seem too unrealistic. Temporally, 

however, such an assumption may not hold for an acoustooptic SLM, whose speed may 

approach, or even exceed, the bandwidth of a typical laser. Nonetheless, with the 

anticipation of significant simpUfications, we shaU maintain this premise. 

MomentarUy tteating the laser ampUtude as a constant SQ, and remembering that 
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Figure (4-8) PDFs for the output voltage of an ideal detector resulting from a thermal 
source and a Gaussian SLM. 
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the SLM ampUttide ttansmittance is a ckcular complex Gaussian process, we conclude that 

tfie conditional output voltage statistics for this case wiU have precisely the same form 

as Eqs. (4-45) and (4-46) with the substitutions CT^ -^ s^ and t^ -> Cj. The only difference 

here wiU be tiie specific form of the modal expansion and tiie expressions for the numbers 

of spatial and temporal modes. Since a formal method for solvmg Fredholm-type integral 

equations does not exist for kernels with nonrational spectta, we are unable to perform 

a rigorous Karhunen-Loéve expansion. However, by assummg Aj^ > a, and T^ > x̂ , we 

shall be able to make use of the boxcar apprpximation discussed early in Section 4.2. For 

this purpose, we need 

K=^D jj \cxp{-7:[(Axf + (Ayf]/2a^}\'A 2 .( Ax Ay ̂  

\pD \f^Dj 
dxdy 

nAj^/a^ 

^\J^DI^C^^{]I^'^DI^C) ~ 1 "̂  Qxp(-nAj^/a^) 

(4-67) 

and 

M, = Tj, 2\|2 w r j | exp( - ; rT2/24) fA 
D) 

dr 

^(7i/^c)' 

(4-68) 

7t(Tj,/T^)crf{yf^Tj,/T^) - 1 + Qxp[-n(Tj,/T^f] 

where erf(-) is the standard error function. These terms are plotted in Figures (4-9) and 

(4-10). Defining the auxUiary function 

m ^ y/nGd(x) - 1 + exp(-j^^) (4-69) 
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Figure (4-9) Number of spatial modes of thermal Ught (Gaussian, coherence area a j 
captured by a square detector (surface area A^). 
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Figure (4-10) Number of temporal modes of thermal Ught (Gaussian, coherence time x̂ ) 
captured by an ideal detector (integration time Tj^). 
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the time-dependent number of modes of tiie field takes the form M{t) = MJáJit) = 

'^~\^{TíAjJa,)'\l;\y/Tít/x^). Now averaging out s^, we obtain the statistics 

D I T 

aA 

my(t) = -^aAJa^\^lS^ + 9.] 

ol(t) 

t 

( 

\ Y) 

1 + aAj,\aj\Asl + 9: 
\ Y) 

1 + 

^^'^ [l-YSl/Qf\ ^C^ 
(4-70) 

Once again, we close by looking at the PDF of the output voltage for this case. 

Arguing, as above, that the conditional PDF of w is given by Eq. (4-39) with proper 

substitutions, we proceed to remove the conditioning on the laser ampUtude, which yields 

Pw(^) = 
1 / w \ 

m^\ m^r 

M-l j^M 

T(M) 
exp 

m 

m 

w 

w 
î M exp -X 

Mw 

xm w 

2 

\ 

— v ^ 
7Wi 'W 

dx 

/ 

(4-71) 

Taking Poisson ttansforms to obtain the PDF of v also expedites the evaluation of the 

otherwise incalculable integral in Eq. (4-71), leading to 

eo ao 

"'«• s s ''n;:.;y.;Ã;"'-"'"'•°""-''-
(4-72) 

X L 'k + m 

WIi 

t 

my 

ô(v-me/Tjj), 

which can be shown to tend to Laguerre as M -> «>. This PDF is shown m Figure (4-11), 

and is to be conttasted to Figure (4-7). 
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Figure (4-11) PDFs for the output voltage of an ideal detector resulting from a laser 
source and a Gaussian SLM. 
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At this point, it wiU be worthwhile to compare the resuks of this section with 

tiiose of the preceding one. The most direct comparison is afforded by the variance 

expressions for the two cases for a given source. Starting with the thermal source, we 

see from Eqs. (4-45) and (4-63) that the ttansition from an ideal SLM to a Gaussian SLM 

maiúfested itself in the form of the substitution 

^ 1 + — , (4-73) 
M(t) M(t) 

We observe tiiat in tiie limit of interest M ^ oo, the second term in Eq. (4-45) vanishes, 

leaving behind a variance tiiat is equal to the mean, which is consistent with tiie Poisson 

limit of Eq. (4-46) we discussed earlier. MeanwhUe, in the same limit, the second term 

in Eq. (4-63) becomes the square of the corresponding mean, which is consistent with the 

Bose-Einstein limit of Eq. (4-65). Intuitively, in this Umit the fluctuations in the source 

intensity die out, and hence the only randomness in the field is due to the SLM 

ttansmittance. Since the SLM ttansmittance is a Gaussian process, only one mode of 

which is captured by the detector, the Bose-Einstein statistics is the logical result. 

Tuming to the laser source, where the roles of the source and the modulator are 

now interchanged, we see from Eqs. (4-61) and (4-70) that the ttansition from an ideal 

SLM to a Gaussian SLM in this case affected the substitution 

1 î (l+ 1 ^ 
M(t) M(t) [i^ySolQf^ ^^^^^ 

(4-74) 

Again going to the limit M ^ ©o, we observe that the second term in Eq. (4-61) vanishes, 

and thus the variance becomes equal to the mean, in agreement with the Poisson Umit of 

Eq. (4-62). On the other hand, in the same limit, the second term in Eq. (4-70) becomes 

the square of the thermal part of the corresponding mean, which is consistent with the 

Laguerre limit of Eq. (4-72). Arguing mtuitively, in this limit the fluctuations in the SLM 

die out, and hence the only randomness in the field is due to the source. Since only one 
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mode of tfie laser beam.is assumed to be capttired by the detector, the Lagueire statistics 

is, of course, the expected result. 

It is interesting to note, for both thermal and laser sources, that what was obtained 

in Section 4.2 for M -> 1 is now obtained for M -> oo, which is a srniple consequence of 

tiie matiiematics, and yet an inttigumg physical observation. We note m passing that 

altiiough our analysis did not make dhect use of Eq. (4-3), results pertaining to the PDF 

of the product of two random variables are inherent in our derivations.̂ ^^^^^ 

This completes our study of tiie reaUstic source-modulator combinations. The 

results of this section may be of relevance to problems involving imaging through 

turbulent or turbid media, such as the atmosphere and the oceans, where a random 

medium alters the statistics of a real or virtual source which is carrying the information 

of interest. Clearly, the present model is too simpUstic to accurately represent such 

situations since it requires the spatial localization of the effects of the disturbing medium; 

however, it may stiU serve as a first step toward developing a more sophisticated model. 

4.4 Semi-Ideal Processor: Real Detectors 

We now consider realistic source-detector combinations. In particular, we shaU 

look here at the output voltage statistics for PINPD and APD detectors for both thermal and 

laser Ught Ulumination. Our primary assumption here wiU be that the impulse responses 

of the photodiodes are much narrower than those of the subsequent post-processing 

electtonics. As discussed at the end of Section 3.4, this implies that for PINPD we need 

[max(wyv„ wjvh)]'^ > max(Vi, v^), and for APD we need [{w^ + wj/{v, + v^)]'^ > 

m2Lx[{2nR^ Cg^)~\ v j . This simply means that for both detectors, we shall have h{t) = 

-6(0. Furthermore, we shall assume that one of the two characteristic times associated 

with the electtonic circuitry is much smaUer than the other one. Specifically, in Eq. (3-

31) we shaU take Vi > v ,̂ and in Eq. (3-39) we shaU take {2iíR^f^^)'^ > v,. For typical 

parameter values, these characteristic frequencies are usuaUy apart by at least two orders 

of magnitude, and hence this assumption, too, is easily justifiable. 

Under these assumptions, the overaU impulse responses for the two detectors are 
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/ (0 &g(t)<S>h(t) -
exp(-2;rv2Í)w(0, PINPD 

. 2?rv^-^o^e9exp(-2?rv^O«(0, APD 

(4-75) 

For future convenience, we also define the function 

F„(0 &e"E[q'^] j / " ( í - r^dr . (4-76) 

4.4.1 Thermal source 

Inserting from Eqs. (4-28) and (4-75) into Eq. (2-49) yields for the PINPD detector 

the output voltage statistics 

my(t) = F,(t)[aAj,\a,tQ\^ + p^). 

ry(t„t^) = 
'eA,v\' <X^D\^S^O\^ •" Po 

4;r V-

X /expí^^rv^miníípíj)] ~ -̂ } "̂  

exp[-2;rv2(íi +1^)] 

«^DI^5^OP -̂  PO 

2nv^ 

X [1 - exp(-2;rv2Íi)][l - exp(-2;r v^í^)] + (1 " exp[-2;r v^ í̂j + í^)]} 

X . ! £ Í ^ l ^ l í ^ { 2 - e x p ( - 2 V r , ) - e x p ( - 2 í , / 0 } 
8 n v^M^ 

^ Ty(t^-t,) 

ol(t) = ̂ 2(0 ^c.Aj,\a,t,\^ . p, . M f í l ^ l ^ [ l - exp(-2í/0] 2 

(4-77) 

where po, Ty (t^-t^), and Cv^ are given in Section 3.4, and we have 
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F,(t) = 

F^t) = 

eA^v^ 1 - exp(-2;rv20 

CQVI 2;rv2 

eA^vV 1 - exp(-4;rv20 

CQVI J 4;rv2 

(4-78) 

Proceeding simUarly for the APD detector, we now obtain the output voltage 

statistics for this case as 

my(t) = F,(t)[aAj,\astQ\'' + Po), 

ry(t„t^) = (eA^R^^f7tv^tx^(a^wJ[2cxp(a^wJ - l][{aAj,\ast^\^ + p^) 

Gxp(a^w^) 
X exp[-2;rv^(íi+Í2)]{exp[4;rv^min(íi,Í2)] " 1} ^ 2exp(tf^>v,) - 1 

^ (^Ajg .rJ^ ^ Po)^ _ ^^p(_2^,^^^)iri _ exp(-2;rv^Í2)] 
;rv^ L 

r o . . . . . , . ^^V(^e^m) ^c(^^Z)l^5^ol ' f 

M^-^-P[ -^^-ca i -^^^]}2exp( . ,>vJ- l ^^ 

X {2 - exp(-2íi/T^) - exp(-2í2/r,)}] + /V/ í^-^) ' 

Oy(t) = ^2< 

í r^((^ÁD\^sto\'f l - exp( -2r /r , ) 
(0 « ^ J - 5 U ' ^ P o - - ^ - ^ ; r 2 - e x p ( - « , w J 

2 

(4-79) 

where Po, r^/í^ " ^i)' ^^^ ^'r ^^ ^̂  Ŝ ''̂ '' "" ^̂ ^̂ "̂̂  '̂̂ ' "̂"̂  "̂ ^ "̂ "̂  ^̂ ""̂  

FiCO = eA,R^^cxp(a,wJ[l - exp(-2;rv ,0] , ^̂ _̂ ^̂  

F̂ CO = (MoV'^^cexp(^e>^J[2exp( í r ,wJ- l ] [ l - exp( -4 ;rv^0] . 
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We observe that the statistics for the two detector sttuctures are functionaUy 

identical, and the differences come in the specific values of tfie parameters. The 

derivation of tiie output voltage PDF also foUows identical steps for both cases, and starts 

witii approximating the conditional CF given in Eq. (2-54) as 

^ iJtp(^) = exP 

^ exp 

/ PQ(Q) / [ar(T) + p]{cxp[jcoeqf(t-T)] - l}dTdq 
0 0 

jo)F,(t)[ar(t) + P] - ^ o>''Í^F^(t)[ar(t) + p] + a^ 

MyicS) 

(4-81) 

This is precisely the Gaussian approximation established in Section 2.7. Now averaging 

out r{t) and p, we obtain 

exp 
My(0>) = 

jo>p,F,(t) - ^ o>^[p,F^(t) + a^ 

1 -
M. 

jo>F^(t) - ^o>^F^(t) 
M, (4-82) 

Passing to usual the Umit M̂  -> c«, we find the CF 

My(o>) = exp Jo>F,(t)(aAj,\a,t,\^ ^ Po) - \ (O^F^(t)(aAj,\a,t,\^ + p,) + a^^] 

(4-83) 

and the corresponding Gaussian output voltage PDF 

Py(y) = , exp 
2;rí7T, 

(v - myf 

2ol 
(4-84) 

where the mean and variance are to be obtained by evaluating those given in Eqs. (4-77) 
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and (4-79) for PINPD and APD detectors, respectively, in the Umit M, -> oo. 

It is relatively easy to check tiie vaUdity of the Gaussian assumption in this case. 

SpecificaUy, by sttaightforward calculation from Eq. (4-33), we find the Chernoff bound 

(2-72) to be 

P{r > k ]} ^ 1 - exp -M. 
/ / \ 

m, 

krj 

m 

M. 
(4-85) 

R) 

with the stipulation m̂ j > ^ . The right-hand side of tiús inequaUty is seen to approach 

unity as M^ -^ oo, which is most satisfying. Here, 

^ 16;rv^ [1 - exp(-6;rv^r^)]^ _ 

9a [1 -exp(-4;rv2r^)]^ ^° 
(4-86) 

for the PINPD detector, and 

^ 16;rv^ [[etxp(2a^wj-6txp(a^wj + l][l - exp(-6;rv^r^)}]^ _ 

9a [[2^xp(a^wJ-l][l -txp(-AnvJj,)]f ^° 

(4-87) 

for the APD detector, as found from Eq. (2-71). We thus see that the Gaussian 

approximation that we adopt here is easUy justifiable in practical situations. We can also 

convince ourselves of this fact quaUtatively by reflecting back on Figure (4-3), which 

reveals that for a given r[, we can always fmd a satisfactorUy large positive integer k such 

that r{t) is always larger than kx\. This, of course, is a consequence of the infinitesimaUy 

narrow Umiting PDF of r{t) when M^ -> ©o. 

The PDF of Eq. (4-84) is plotted in Figure (4-12). It is important to reaUze that 

this curve is indeed a continuous one, as opposed to the corresponding curves in Figures 

(4-4) and (4-8) for thermal source and thermal source-Gaussian SLM cases, which are 

discrete PDFs displayed in continuous form for convenience. The most notable difference 
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Figure (4-12) PDFs for the output voltage of a real detector resulting from a thermal 
source. 
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here is tíie absence of skew in the output voltage PDFs. Note that we have also given 

expUcit expressions for the ACF of the output voltage, since this function is now of 

practical value due to the reaUstic nature of the detectors used. 

4.4.2 Laser source 

Our work here wiU foUow steps identical to the above. As a matter of fact, we 

fînd that the form of the mean, ACF, and variance expressions for the laser source case 

is found to be very simUar to those of the thermal source case for both the PINPD and the 

APD detector. SpecificaUy, we now have 

my(t) = F,(t)[aAj,\t^\''(So^Q/Y) + Po], 

ry(t„t,) = 
e^ov^^ 

ií— -̂ í exp -2;r v^^t^ + tj\ 
Anv^ •• •• 

2;rv-
X {expr4;rVjmin(í,,Í2)l " 1} + 

X [1 - exp(-2jrv2Íi)][l - e.xp{-2j:v^t^)] + {1 - exp[-2jrvj(fi tíj)]} 

2<3 ^(aAM^f^ + xir) + r^/íj - 1 , ) , 

aî(i) = F,it)(aAM'(So-Qlr) ^ Po ' ^{"^M'Í 

X ^ 
2 1 - exp|-((?/45o-H//2)fJ ^ 1 - exp ( - /0 

° <3/4So' + / /2 ^ 
+ a Vji 

(4-88) 

where we defined the auxiUary function 

X(x) ^ 
2 - exp(-;cíi) - expí-;^;^^) (4-89) 
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for compacttiess. SimUarly, we have for the APD detector the output voltage statistics 

my(t) = F,(t)[aAj,\t,\^[sl + Q/Y) + p^), 

Ty(t„t^) = (eA,R^^f7tv^cxp(a^wJ[2cxp(a^wJ - l][(aAj,\t,\^(s^+ Q/Y) + p,) 

exp[-2;rv^(íi+Í2)]{exp[4;rv^min(íi,f2)] - 1} 

'_<^^D\to\'(So^Q/Y)- PoY ^ _ 

2exp(ûr w^) - 1 

;rv. 
[1 - exp(-2;rv^íi)][l - exp(-2;rv^í^)] 

e^P(^e^m) \2Q ^i^-"^[-^--^^--^->]}2exp;:;j-i(--^^i^oi-r^ 
X l 

0C2 / Q Y\ 
2SoX - ^ • ' ^ + 

45n 2 

X(Y) ^ ^vA-t,) 

Oy(t) = ^2(0 ^̂ .̂l̂ olM̂ o ^«/) ^ Po ^ I Q ^ f í l ^ l f ^ 
, ^ ' / 2 - exp(-a^w^) 

X < 2Sn 
2 1 -exp -(Q/4So + Y/2)t 

<?/45o + / /2 

^ 1 - exp ( - /0 
Y 

2 
+ Orjr . 

(4-90) 

The form of the PDF, however, is substantiaUy different for this case. Starting 

with the Gaussian approximation of Eq. (4-81) and averaging out r{t) and p, we find 

exp 
My(o>) =cxp(-YSo/Q)-

Jo>p,F,(t) - ^o>^{PoF2(t) + < } 

X exp 

jo>F,(t) - ^o>^F^(t) 
(4-91) 

1 - aAj,\t,\'^ jo>F,(t) - ^cJ'F^^t) 
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Makmg use of the fact that d > 0 and observing that exp{x) = 1/(1 - x) for smaU x, we 

obtain the approximation 

My(o>) = txp{jo>F,(t)[aAj,\t,\'(s^ + Q/Y) + p,] 

-\o>'{F2(t)[aAj,\t,\'(s'o^Q/Y) ^ Po] - < ) } , 

(4-92) 

which, upon taking Fourier ttansforms, leads to the PDF 

Py(-^) = 
yf^lro. 

exp 
(v - ^ )^ 

2GI 
(4-93) 

where the mean and variance are to be found by evaluating those given in Eqs. (4-88) and 

(4-90) in tiie Umit d-^ oo, 

It is possible here, too, to inspect the vaUdity of the Gaussian assumption by 

means of the Chemoff bound (2-72). SpecificaUy, we have 

P{r > krj} ^ 1 - cxp(-kt]s) 
1 -mjiS 

exp 

C A 

mjiS 

t t" 1 -mj^s 

(4-94) 

where r| is given by Eqs. (4-86) and (4-87) for the PINPD and APD detectors, respectively, 

and 5 < 0 is to be found from the ttanscendental equation 

l+m^/mR-m^s 
k ] = :—:—exp 

f A\2 (1 -mns) 

CI t 

mji/mji 

2(1 -mRS) 

(4-95) 

Even though this equation cannot be solved analyticaUy to obtam a closed-form bound, 

whose behavior can tiien be sttidied m the Umit ÍÍ > 0, we can stiU convince ourselves 
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that a satisfactory bound does exist by remembering the Umiting behavior in Figure (4-6). 

The PDF of Eq. (4-93) is plotted in Figure (4-13), and is to be conttasted witii Figures (4-

7) and (4-11). In particular, we note that these PDFs are devoid of any skew, which is a 

most desirable feature. 

These results complete our examination of the reaUstic source-detector 

combmations. The particular situation studied here is the typical system configuration in 

optical fiber communication and free-space optical interconnects, where tiie source 

mformation reaches the detector without exttaneous comiption. Therefore, the results of 

this section are directiy appUcable to tiie analyses of these, and other similar, optical 

processing scenarios. We should mention in closing that solutions of the integral equation 

(2-55) were studied by GUbert and PoUak̂ -̂̂ ^ for a number of Unpulse responses f{t). 

SpecificaUy, they produced an iterative solution for the case of exponentially decaying 

baseband response, which is the situation of interest in the present context. We, however, 

did not make use of their solution here for two reasons. First, it does not lead to a 

closed-form expression for the output voltage PDF, which is what we shall need in Chapter 

5. Second, it was carried out under constant-rate assumption. In our formaUsm, however, 

the rate r{t) is a random process, which therefore necessitates further averaging of this 

solution over the statistics of the rate. Unfortunately, the rate does not appear in the final 

solution in a fashion that would expedite this averaging. Consequently, we have chosen, 

instead, to emphasize the Gaussianity of the output voltage here. Although technically 

this is only an approximation, for all intents and purposes it is in exceUent agreement with 

the actual PDF, which can only be found numerically and is therefore of no analytical use. 

Nonetheless, we sketch this exact solution in Appendix E for the sake of completeness. 

4.5 Semi-Real Processor 

We finally reach the system geometry that is of principal interest for us in the 

present context. SpecificaUy, we shaU now consider the reaUstic source-modulator-

detector combination for both thermal and laser sources, and give results for both PINPD 

and APD detectors. These results wUI, then, directly apply to three-plane optical 

processors which are at the heart of our study. Just as the ttansition from the expressions 
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Figure (4-13) PDFs for the output voltage of a real detector resulting from a laser source. 
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of Section 4.2 to tiiose of Section 4.3 was faciUtated by a simple averagmg, here, too, we 

shaU obtain tiie appropriate resuks by tteating the expressions of Section 4.4 as 

conditional statistics and subsequently removing this conditioning by averagmg out the 

pertinent random variable. The underlymg assumption here, as m Section 4.3, is that the 

coherence properties of the SLM Ue between those of the thermal and laser sources. 

Therefore, for the case of thermal source, we shall condition on the SLM ttansmittance 

first, and then integrate our expressions over the statistics of the modulator. In the case 

of laser source, meanwhUe, tiie roles wiU be reversed, that is, we shaU first condition on 

the source intensity, and results thus obtained wiU then be finaUzed by removing this 

conditioning. 

4.5.1 Thermal source 

Substituting ÍQ ^ t and averaging in Eq. (4-77) yields for the PINPD detector the 

output statistics 

my(t) = F^(t)(aAj^\asaj,\^ + p^). 

Fy(t„t^) = 
e^nv \^ 0' 'c 

Co^i 

aAj^^a^aj]^ + p^ 

4nv. 
exp[-2;rv2(íi ^t^)] 

2\2 
r TA w . .M 1. • (^-^pl^s^rl ' ^ Po) M ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ r l ' ) 

X /exp 4;rv2mm(íi,Í2) " 1} + ^ ,2 

X [1 - exp(-2;rv2Íi)][l - exp(-2;rv^í^)] + {1 " exp[-2;rv2(íi + í^)]} 

(aA^jOsOj^ 
[2 - cxp(-2tjT^) - cxp(-2tjT^)] ^Fyit^-t,). 

( 

Oy(t) = ^2(0 

2T^(aAj.\a^aJ^) 
\^S^T\' ' Po ' '^ ^ ^ [̂  - ^^P(-2í/^c)] aAjy\a^aj^ 

nv^[l - exp(-4;rv20] 
[aAj,\asa^\^[l - exp^-^^rv^O}]' 

^ 2 

(4-96) 
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and proceeding simUarly from Eq. (4-79) leads for the APD detector to the output statistics 

my(t) - F,(t)(aAj,\a,a^\^ + p,), 

Ty(t„t^) = (eA^R^f7tv^txp(a^wJ[2cxp(a^wJ - l][(aAj,\a,aj,\^ + p,) 

X exp[-2;rv^(íj+Í2)]{exp[4;rv^miii(íi,Í2)] - 1} + ^^P(^e^m) 

2exp(ír^>v„) - 1 

X {''^'>\''s''r\' ' Po)^ {<'A,\Os''rn^^ . e x p ( - 2 . v , 0 ] 

X [1 - exp(-2;rv^Í2)] + {1 " exp[-2;r v^(íi +Í2)]} ^^P(^e^m) 
2exp(ûr^w^) - 1 

T^{aAr.\a^aJ^f 
^ y ^^ {2 - exp(-2íi/r,) - exp^-^yr , )} ^ Fy(t2-ti), 

í 
Oy(t) = ^2(0 aAj^\asa^\^ + p^ 

(oA^a^^ 
+ o^ + —i '-— 

2 - exp(-ûr^w„) 

X ' 
T, \1 - exp(-2;rv í)l^ 

- ^ r i - exp(-2í/r )1 + -J — ^ - L 
M ^ i-v / ĉ j ^ ^ ^ j ^ _ gxp(-4;rv^0] M 

+ Gr 

(4-97) 

The form of the output voltage PDF is also identical for both detector stmctures, 

and its derivation starts by replacing the constant ttansmittance ÍQ with the circular 

complex Gaussian random variable t in Eq. (4-82), which yields the conditional CF 

exp 
My^j,(0>) = 

jo>p,F,(t) - ^o>^p,F^(t) + o^ 

1 -
M. 

jo>F,(t) - ^o>^F^(t) 

M, (4-98) 

Averaging out t, we obtain 
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Myici)) = exp j<i>P(,F,(í) - l a > 2 | p ^ F , ( ( ) + a^ 

^ • r(m ^ M^) 

"" ho m\ 
"^D I "s '^rP 

M. 
jcoF,(t) - 1 to^F^(t)\ 

m 
(4-99) 

which, in the limit M, -> ©o, then becomes 

exp 
My(0>) = 

jo>p^F,(t) - lû>^|poF2(0 -̂  o^ 

1 - aAj,\a,a^\^íjo>F,(t) - ^o>^F^(t)\ 

(4-100) 

This is our basic result, and is the counterpart of Eq. (4-83). The ramification of the 

randomness in the SLM can, therefore, be seen by comparing Eqs. (4-83) and (4-100). 

Specifically, we see that when the second term in the denominator is small, we have the 

approximation 

My(o>) = cxp[jo>F^(t)(aAjj\asaj,\'^ + p^) 

-\o>'{F,(t)(aAj,\a,a^\' + p,) + a\^ 
(4-101) 

which is identical in form to Eq. (4-83). Consequently, this yields the same Gaussian PDF 

as that of Eq. (4-84) whose the mean and variance agree with the Umiting forms of those 

in Eqs. (4-96) and (4-97). PracticaUy, of course, this is not a desirable Umit since it 

requUes that Qj -^ 0, in which case the SLM becomes completely opaque, and no Ught 

reaches the detector. Clearly, then, we need a more meaningful approximation, and shaU 

attempt to derive one at the end of this section. 

4.5.2 Laser source 

We now consider the reaUstic source-modulator-detector combination for laser 
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sources. In particular, we shaU first give the output voltage statistics for both PINPD and 

APD detectors under laser light Ulumination through a Gaussian random SLM, and then try 

to evaluate the form of the PDF of the output voltage. Arguing as in Section 4.3, we start 

by conditioning on the laser source amplitude, tteated first as a constant SQ. The 

conditional statistics of the output voltage wUl then be identical in form to those given 

in Section 4.4 with proper parametric substitutions. 

In order to obtain the unconditional statistics, we need to average these conditional 

expressions over the statistics of the source amplitude. Performing these sttaightforward 

calculations, we obtain 

my(t) = F,(r)[«Ap|aj,p(So+<?//) + Po]. 

r,,(f„^) = ^Í£lfÆ^Ml^exp[-2.v,(r..r,)] 
4 ;r Vo '• 

X jexp[4;rv2min(íi,f2)l " 1} -" ' — i {[Û^^D l<^/(^o-^ <?//) "̂  Pof 
^ '- -• (2;rv2) 

+ (QIY){2SO +Q/Y)(aAj,\a^\^f][l - exp(-2;rv^íi)]^^ - exp(-2;rv^í^)] 

2\2 
^ ^c(^^z? I^rl) 

8 TT v^M^ 
2 5, l + ̂ X-s:: [1 - exp[-2;rv2(fi+Í2)]} 

X {erf (v^í i /Tj + eif(v^Í2/^c)}] ^ ^7,(^2"^)» 

ol(t) = F^(f)(aAj,\a^\\sl + Q/Y) + Po ^ ( ^ ^ D I ^ / ) ' 

M. 
2\SI^^X -St 

Y) 
erf(/ i í /T^) 

n/ , 0Ul-exp(-2;rv,t)]' 

71 r) 1 - exp(-4;rvjt) 
+ o KT> 

(4-102) 

Similarly, the output voltage statistics for the APD detector become 
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my(t) = F,(t)[aAj,\a^\^{S^ + Q/Y) + p,), 

ry(ti,t^) = (eAQR^f7:v^cxp(a^wJ[2&xp(a^wJ-l][{aAj,\a^\\So^Q/Y) + Po) 

X exp[-2;rv^(íi+Í2)]{exp[4;rv^min(íi,Í2)] - 1} 
2exp(ûr^>v„) - 1 

[aAj,\a^\^S^+Q/Y) ^ Po]' ^ (QIY)(2S'O+Q/Y)(aAj,\a^\^)^ 

TIV. 

X [1 - exp(-2;rv^íi)][l - exp(-2;rv^í^)] "" {̂  " exp[-2;rv^^íj + í^)]} 

2\2 

2M. 2exp(a^w„) - 1 
2|5o^ + 5 •̂ o 

X {erf(v^íi/rj + erf^v/^yrj}] + Ty^(t^-t,), 

2\2 

â CO = F2(0| aAj,\a,\\sl+Q/Y) ^ Po - ^''^^''''''^ 
2 - exp(-a^w„) 

M. 
2\Sl + ̂ \ -So erf(v/^í/r^) 

, 0 ^ ^ 2 , C ? ^ [1 -exp(-2;rv,0]^ 

/V / j ^^cfl ~ exp(-4;rv^í: 
2 

(4-103) 

The form of tiie PDF is derived simUarly. In particular, interchangmg the variables 

t-^(5jmáCs-^sm Eq. (4-98), we obtain the conditional CF 

exp 
Mv\Á('>) = 

jo>p^F,(t) -\<o^{PoF2(t) + < } 

TIS 

1 -
M„ 

jo>F,(t) - \o>^F^(t) 

M. (4-104) 
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Averaging out s, we fînd 

My(i>) = exp ywPoF,(t) - 1 (o^[p,F^(t) + cl} 

m=0 

Am + M )̂ ^ ^ D I ^ r P <? 
M. y 

7í^Fj(0 - 1 6>'F2(0 
m 2\ 

L -
m 

YS^ 

Q ) 
(4-105) 

At this pomt, we would normaUy take this CF to the Umit M, -> oo. We have to be careful 

here, though, since justifying such an assumption for SLMs may not necessarUy be easy. 

Forttmately, however, we also have the fi-eedom to exploit the fact that Í/ > 0. Using 

these two limiting operations in a combined fashion, we now obtain 

exp 
My(o>) = cxp(-YSo/Q) 

Jo>p,F,(t) - \o>^{p,F^(t) + o^ 

X exp 

jo>F,(t) - ^0)2^2(0 

1 - aAjy\aj, 2Q jo>F,(t) - \o>^F^(t) 

(4-106) 

and subsequently 

My(o>) = cxp{jo>F^(t)[aAj,\aj.\\So ^Q/Y) + PQ] 

-\o>\F^(t)[aAj,\aj,\\S^ + Q/Y) + Po] - < ) } , 
(4-107) 

which is our, by now famiUar, Gaussian approximation. The mean and variance in this 

case are those given in Eqs. (4-102) and (4-103), evaluated in the proper Umits. We thus 

fînish the analysis of this particular processor architecture. 
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As mentioned at the end of the previous subsection, invoking the Gaussian 

approximation here is tantamount to ignoring the fluctuations in the SLM ttansmittance, 

which defeats our purpose of investigating the effects of randomness in this particular 

component on the overaU processor performance. It is not surprising, therefore, that we 

reproduced the Gaussian PDFs that were found in the previous section. 

It wiU be of value, obviously, if we could obtain more accurate approximations 

for tiie exact CFs of Eqs. (4-100) and (4-106) that would reflect the effects of the SLM 

noise. Toward this end, we start by using the approximation 1/(1 -x) = l + x for small 

x in the denominators of Eqs. (4-100) and (4-106). Taking Fourier ttansforms and usmg 

the differentiation property, we obtain the PDFs 

Py(v) = N[pQF,(t), p^F^(t) + o^^ 

+ aAj,\aj.a,\^F,(t) 

1 -
aAj,\a^aJ^F^(t) 

v-PoF,(t) 

PoF2(t)^4, 

PoF2(t)^^Vj 

+ 2 ^'^^l^r<'s FM) 
v-PoFi(t) 

PoF2(t)'-<^Vr 
(4-108) 

'] 

and 

Py(v) = N (aAj,\a^S,\^ + Po)F,(t),(aAj,\a^S,\' + p,)F^(t) + o'y^ 

v-PoF,(t) \^_ ^ - ^ z . l ^ r l ^ ( Q / / ) ^ 2 ( 0 , , ^ ^ | , ^ | 2 Q ^ ^ (t) 
P0^2(O^^K, P0^2(0 + ^K, 

+ íaAj,\a^\^^F^(t) 
2 ^' ^' Y 

v-PoF,(t) 

PoF2(t)^4r 
• \ 

(4-109) 

for tiiermal and laser source cases, respectively. Here N{m, o^), as usual, denotes a 

Gaussian disttibution with mean m and variance o^. We observe that these PDFs are m 
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tiie form of tt^ncated Gram-CharUer series.̂ -̂̂ ^ In acknowledgment of this observation, 

we shaU refer to titis form of PDF as the Gauss-Hermite-Laguerre (GHL) distribution, 

since such a series expansion can be made in terms of eitiier Hermite or Laguerre 

polynomials. The legitimacy of these PDFs can be supported by noting that they mtegrate 

to unity and theU means and variances agree with the correct values, which can perhaps 

best be seen from tiie corresponding CFs. These PDFs are shown in Figures (4-14) and 

(4-15). The skew due to the randomness of the SLM ttansmittance can easUy be observed 

here. 

4.6 Real Processor 

The final level of sophistication in our system modeling efforts is achieved by 

bringing in the effects of nonideal propagation. Formally, this is to be done by inserting 

the reaUstic propagation PSFs from Section 3.5 into the general field statistics equations 

of Section 2.4. Fortunately, we are aided in this exttemely tedious task by the Gaussian 

statistics and the special coherence properties we have atttibuted to our fields. 

We start by noting that in the quasimonochromatic regime, propagation does not 

affect the temporal characteristics of the fields. Our only concern here, then, is how the 

spatial coherence properties of our fields evolve upon propagation. Since our underlying 

fields are aU Gaussian in nature, knowledge of the number of spatial modes reaching the 

detector plane wiU be sufficient for determining the statistics of the output voltage via the 

boxcar approximation of Section 4.2. Thus, our task wiU be as simple as substituting the 

new values of the parameter M^ into the equations of Sections 4.2^.5. In the interest of 

succinctness, we shaU not repeat these equations here, and suffice with explaining the 

proper modifícations to the foregoing discussion. 

The primary tools in our analysis wiU be the prmciples goveming the propagation 

of coherence ceUs through linear systems.̂ ^^ For a linear shift-invariant system with PSF 

h{x - a,y - p), input spatial degree of coherence p,(a, P; C 6), and with 

H(C,0) ^ jj h*(a,P)h(a + (,P^Ø)áaáp, (4-110) 
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Figure (4-14) PDFs for the output voltage of a real detector resulting from a thermal 
source and a Gaussian SLM. 
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Figure (4-15) PDFs for the output voltage of a real detector resulting from a laser source 
and a Gaussian SLM. 
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the coherence area of the output field can be shown to have the form 

"oi^'y'^ = / / / / / / / / **(' - ''i.)' - Pi^Hx - «„y - p,)H(C, - („ e, - e,) 

X M/(gi, ^p Ci, 0,) lij (a^, fe 2̂» ^2) d^i åp^ áa^áp^áC^ áø^ áC^áØ^ 

/ / / / ^*(^ " ^^y " ̂ ^^(^ -C.y-Ø) líi(a, p; CØ)daápáCáØ 
—00 

(4-111) 

which is a function of the output plane coordinates due to the assumed nonhomogeneity 

of the input field. 

4.6.1 Thermal source 

In order to assess the effects of propagation on thermal Ught, we formally 

substitute the proper expressions from Sections 3.2 and 3.5 into Eq. (4-111). The 

evaluation of the integrals is facilitated by the fact that the coherence area of the field is 

much smaller than the resolution of the imaging systems. More precisely, the coherence 

area of the input thermal field is a, = XV while the area of the main lobe of the 

propagation PSF is â , = {Xd/2L)^. Since the interplane separation d is typically at least 

an order of magnitude greater than the linear dimension L of the lens aperture, the ratio 

a^a, is at least of the order of lO ,̂ which justifies our perfect incoherence assumption for 

the field. Therefore, we shaU use here tiie delta-function form of p,(a, p; ^, 6). 

Noting that the SLM intensity ttansmittance is considered to have a random value 

that is constant over the experimental areas and times of interest, the only impact of the 

modulator ceU here is to diffract the waves from the source plane to the detector plane. 

Observing, however, that the propagation PSFs are exttemely narrow functions of their 

arguments, we can safely neglect these diffraction effects in the SLM plane, and assume 

that the waves ttaverse this plane completely unaltered except for the constant 

muItipUcative effect of the ttansmittance. Consequently, the overaU propagation PSF in 
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this case becomes 

h(x -cc.y-P) = jj k(x - $,y - Ti)f(( -a,ri-P)d^dí/ 

2L \ 2 

Xdj 
smc\^(x-a),^(y-P) 

[Ad Xd 

(4-112) 

Inserting into Eq. (4-111), we readUy find 

a = 
o 

- \2 
Xd 
2L 

(4-113) 

This, then, is our basic result for this special case. We note that since a^ Å a^ < A ,̂, we 

are stUl able to make the approximation M̂  = Ajja^. Consequently, we see that reaUstic 

propagation does not alter the results of our earUer derivations in any significant manner, 

and we can inject the feature of reaUstic propagation into all our previous expressions 

involving thermal Ught simply by substituting in the new value of M^. Further, this 

modification becomes completely inconsequential if and when we can maintain that the 

limit M^ —> oo is stiU a legitimate one, which, in view of Eq. (4-113), is easUy justifiable. 

We note in closing that the result a^ > a, agrees with the weU-known fact which states 

that fields gain coherence upon propagation. In this regard, our work here has been 

nothing but the extension of tiie van Cittert-ZemUce theorem to a simple imaging 

system 
70,72 

4.6.2 Laser source 

In this case, too, a rigorous tteatment should be based on the formaUsm of Chapter 

2. However, we choose, again, to adopt the more intuitive heuristic approach of the 

previous subsection toward the analysis of the present situation. We shaU be aided in this 

task by the perfect spatial coherence of the input field. Although our matiiematical model 
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predicts an infinitely large coherence area for laser Ught, it is sufficient, from a practical 

viewpoint, to have tiie ratio a/tt;, at least of the order of lO^ in order to be able to justify 

our perfect coherence assumption. Consequentiy, iLi.(a, p; ^, 6) wUl be a constant m this 

case. 

The critical factor m the determmation of the coherence properties of the field 

reaching tiie detector plane wiU, tiien, be the spatial flucttiations in the SLM intensity 

ttansmittance. Specifically, propagation from the source plane to the modulator plane is 

completely deterministic in this case, leading to a relatively uniform iUumination of the 

SLM ceU. Even though this iUumination wiU not exactiy be a plane wave, owing to the 

smaU but nonzero PSF main-Iobe area, these sUght deterministic variations do not add to 

the statistical fluctuations in the SLM, and can be convenientiy absorbed into the 

generaUzed pupU function of the SLM ceU. 

We thus tum our attention to propagation from the SLM plane to the detector 

plane. Since the imaging system is able to resolve areas as smaU as 0^/2Lf, it is not 

unreaUstic at all to expect that the spatial fluctuations in the SLM intensity ttansmittance 

wUI have a coherence area that is much larger than this resolution ceU. Consequently, 

we find by sttaightforward calculation from Eq. (4-111) that the coherence area of the 

output field wiU be a^ = a^, where a^ denotes the coherence area of the SLM intensity 

ttansmittance process. In the likely event that a^ is smaU enough to be comparable to, 

but stiU larger than, â ,, a more accurate expression for a^ can be found by asymptotical 

evaluation of Eq. (4-111) with the help of the moment expansion^ '̂̂ ^ 

(4-114) 

f(x,y) = jj g(x-u,y-v)h(u,v)áudv 

= mfxig(x,y) - [^10^,(^,3') + mQigy(x,y)] 

+ hm2ûgjx,y) + 2m,,g^(x,y) + mo2̂ (̂A;,>')] • • •, 

where h{u, v) is much narrower tiian g{u, v), subscripted variables indicate partial 
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derivatives, and the moments are defined in the usual manner as 

m^ ^ jj M'"v''Ã(M,v)dMdv. (4-115) 

We tiius see, once agam, tiiat reaUstic propagation does not change tiie form of our earUer 

expressions, and can be accounted for by sknply substitutmg in the new value of M .̂ In 

particular, as long as a^ < A^, we wUI have M, = A^a^. Therefore, whenever we can 

justify A^/a^ -^ oo, we can also argue tiiat tiie limit M, -> oo is legitimate, which renders the 

modification of our previous results completely unnecessary. 

4.7 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we have carried out detaUed calculations for the output signal 

statistics of our processor for various special cases. SpecificaUy, by inserting the device 

models of Chapter 3 into the general expressions derived in Chapter 2, we were able to 

obtain means, ACFs, variances, MCFs, and PDFs of the output voltage for a number of 

interesting operation scenarios. 

We started by looking at the simplest case of realistic sources in an otherwise 

ideal processor. Consequently, our results here were identical to those found in the 

Uterature in conjunction with photon counting and specttoscopy studies. Many important 

concepts and centtal derivations were first inttoduced here. Thus, we were able, in the 

ensuing sections, to generaUze these results to more reaUstic cases. In particular, we 

considered combinations of realistic sources with a reaUstic SLM, and then with reaUstic 

detectors. Our results in these sections, therefore, are of interest to the fields of imaging 

through random media and optical communications, respectively. We finaUy reached the 

configuration of primary interest for us by removing all idealizations from the processor. 

We have seen here that, due to the Gaussian nature of Ught, the imaging system, acting 

as a reaUstic propagation stmctttte, did not appreciably alter the results obtained for the 

ideal propagation scenario. The various results obtained for each of these special cases. 
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along with thefr limiting forms, are summarized for easy reference in Table (4-1). 

These results are interesting and valuable in their respective problem areas. Our 

ultimate goal in this document, however, is to address the accuracy issue in optical 

information processing systems. Accordingly, the results on the fuUy reaUstic processor 

wiU now be passed on to Chapter 5. There, we shaU attempt to assess the accuracy 

limitations and enhancement potentials by applying classical detection and estimation 

techniques to these output statistics. 
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Table (4-1) Summary of special-case system output signal PDFs (information in the 
parentheses refer to the Umiting forms). 

PROCESSOR 

Ideal 

Semi-ideal 

Semi-real 

Real 

DEVICES 

Thermal source 

Laser source 

Thermal source 
Gaussian SLM 

Laser source 
Gaussian SLM 

Source 
Detector 

Source 
Gaussian SLM 

Detector 

Source 
Gaussian SLM 

Detector 
Imaging system 

OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION 

Negative binomial 
(Poisson) 

Multifold Laguerre 
(Poisson) 

Hypergeomettic 
(Bose-Einstein) 

Geometric-multifold Laguerre series 
(Laguerre) 

Gaussian 

Gauss-Hermite-Laguerre 
(Gaussian) 

Gauss-Hermite-Laguerre 
(Gaussian) 
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CHAPTER 5 

ACCURACY LIMITATIONS AND ENHANCEMENT 

5.1 Inttoduction 

The accuracy of a computing system is simply a measure of how close the 

numerical value represented by the processor output signal is to the correct result of the 

mathematical operation performed. Clearly, high accuracy is an essential quality for 

processors dedicated to numerical tasks. The final phase of our solution approach wUl 

thus be to use detection- and estimation-theoretic tools both to establish the fundamental 

limits on the processor accuracy and, where possible, to improve the system performance 

beyond these limits. We shaU propose two conceptually different sttategies for this 

purpose, and investigate both of them in considerable depth. 

The first approach wiU be that of multiple-hypotheses testing and wiU involve the 

partitioning of the output signal dynamic range into a number of decision regions, each 

belonging to a distinct signal level. Upon observation of the system output, then, the 

signal level corresponding to the decision region in which the observation falls is favored 

as the correct result of the mathematical operation. The tolerable probabiUty of error thus 

determines the maximum number of levels distinguishable at the output. 

The second approach wiU be tiiat of parameter esthnation and wiU involve the use 

of maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimation methods toward estimating the correct 

value of the underlying mathematical operation from a series of output signal samples. 

In this case, the accuracy limitation wUI be quantified by the Cramér-Rao lower bound 

on the variance of the signal estimate. The inverse relationship between the number of 

samples and the estimate variance provides a ttadeoff between the throughput and the 

accuracy of the processor. 

As we estabUshed analytically in Chapter 2, and then demonsttated in Chapter 4 

for some special cases, signals m optical systems are characterized by signal-dependent 

noise. Therefore, a direct appUcation, as outUned above, of weU-known detection and 

estUnation techniques, which were historically designed for signal-independent noise 

sittiations, is usuaUy quite a bit more compUcated. An ingenious way of getting around 
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tiiis difficulty is to use normaUzmg ttansforms which can potentiaUy stabUize the variance 

of tiie underlymg observations. Observations thus ttansformed mto a new signal space 

lend themselves readUy to the appUcation of the classical techniques, leading to an 

optimal estmiate, which is tiien ttansformed back into the original signal space to yield 

an optimal estimate for the correct output signal level. 

We shaU initiate our efforts in Section 5.2 by defining the concepts of accuracy 

and precision. The problem wUI then be formulated first in the context of detection 

theory in Section 5.3. SpecificaUy, we shaU propose an iterative procedure to determine 

the optknal partitioning of the output signal space. Next, we shaU tum to the estmiation-

theoretic formulation of the problem in Section 5.4, deriving both the maximum 

likelihood and the Bayes estimate. FinaUy, in Section 5.5 we shaU discuss the appUcation 

of the normaUzing ttansform approach to the results of these classical methods. 

Many exceUent accounts of classical detection and estimation theory exist.̂ ^ '̂̂ ^ 

Most of the work on optimal detection and estimation in signal-dependent noise was done 

within the context of image processing,̂ "̂ "̂̂ ^̂  as weU as in the area of photon detection 

and counting."* '̂̂ '̂'̂ '̂ ^^^^ The powerful approach of normaUzing ttansforms, meanwhUe, 

was initially developed within statistics, and was first considered as an engineering tool 

roughly two decades ago.̂ "̂ '̂̂ "̂ '̂ ^̂ '̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ Our coverage here wiU basically follow that of 

Timu^in et al.^^^ Some of our discussions wiU be reminiscent of the area of optimal 

quantization, which was investigated within the context of digital communication,̂ '̂̂ ^^^^^ 

though the relation is a subtle one. 

5.2 Definition of Accuracy 

For our purposes, we shaU define the numerical accuracy of a computing system 

as the signal resolution it affords at its output whUe simultaneously satisfying a minimum-

average-cost criterion. Quantitatively, this signal resolution can be defined in terms of 

the maximum number of identifiable signal levels L within the signal dynamic range [V^-^, 

y J , or equivalentiy the maximum number of bits n = log^^L). The rather vague term 

"identifiable" here is intended to convey the fact that tiiere is an inevitable amount of 

uncertamty associated with our decision regarding the exact, or correct, value of the 
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underlymg signal. This uncertainty is, tiien, quantified by the average cost, or the risk, 

associated witii makmg a decision that can potentially be wrong. SpeciaUzmg titis 

average quantity to mdividual levels, we can taUc about the probabUity of error per level, 

which offers a practical measure of the precision, or lack thereof, in a given level. 

At this point, we shaU digress briefly to clarify a ttivial, yet crucial, fact. It is 

important to recognize that, in a fixed dynamic range, accuracy, that is, the number of 

levels or bits, and precision, that is, the probabiUty of error per level or bit error rate, 

should both be specified for a meaningful expression of processor performance. This is 

due to the fact that accuracy and precision exhibit an inverse relationship, which can be 

explained quaUtatively as foUows. In order to attain a high accuracy within the confines 

of a fixed dynamic range, we need to aUocate a large number of signal levels in this fixed 

interval. Each of these signal levels are, of course, characterized by their own PDFs whose 

means coincide with the corresponding signal levels. Since these PDFs typicaUy have a 

finite spread around their means, roughly quantified by their variances, the taUs of the 

PDFs of adjacent signal levels wUl then start to overlap appreciably as these signal levels 

are squeezed ever closer to each other. This, however, wUI lead to a higher probabiUty 

of error, or equivalentiy to a lower precision, for each signal level. These arguments wiU 

be made more precise in the sequel. 

We thus see that higher accuracy always comes at the cost of lower precision. In 

designing a particular processor, one would typically specify a requirement pertaining to 

one of these atttibutes, and then attempt to optimize the system design with respect to the 

other atttibute. It has become ttaditional, for instance in the design of digital 

communication and conttol systems, to design the system for a fixed number of levels, 

and minimize tiie associated probabiUty of error. Our objective here is to solve the 

mverse problem, that is, to specify an upper bound on the probabUity of error, and find 

the maximum number of levels representable at tiús deshed level of precision. The 

resulting system wiU, then, be termed a discretized analog optical processor for obvious 

reasons. 

This signal space design can be referred either to the input planes or to the output 

plane. In the former approach, tiie signal levels in the source and the modulator planes 
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can be chosen accordmg to some optimality criteria taUored for tiiose signal spaces. The 

resulting signal level disttibution m the detector plane can then be calculated based on 

tiiese input signal space configurations. We shaU, however, adopt the latter approach 

whereby the output signal space configuration wiU be determined first. Based on the 

individual processor architecture, this output signal level disttibution can tiien be mapped 

back to the input signal spaces, yieldmg the particular input configurations that would 

lead to the desired output configuration. This wiU aUow us to assign equal a priori 

probabiUties for each signal level, which is not crucial, but certainly helpful, in our work. 

We note in passing that ttacing the output signal levels back to the input signal spaces 

may not be a trivial problem by any means. 

In order to make the connection to our earlier work, we shaU set up the problem 

as foUows. Reproducing Eq. (2-41) for convenience, we have the observations 

K L " 

v(t) = e J2 ^kf(t-tk) -̂  ̂  E ^if(t-ti) + / ÍT(^)g(t-r)dr 
k=\ / = 1 

(5-1) 
= Vp(t) + Vj,(t) + Vj(t) 

= v'(t) +v'(t), 

where the subscripts P, D, and Trefer to the photo-induced, dark-noise, and thermal-noise 

components of the detector output voltage, respectively, whUe the superscripts s and n 

denote the signal and noise portions of the output. Obviously, Vp{t) belongs in v "(í) and 

Vj(0 belongs in v "(í). On the other hand, the assignment of v^^t) can be somewhat 

arbittary. TechnicaUy, of course, it, too, belongs in v "(0 smce it represents a physical 

noise source. It wiU be more convenient for our purposes, however, to absorb it into 

V ' (0 for the foUowing reasons. Ffrst, as seen from Eq. (5-1), Vp{t) and v^(í) are both 

marked and filtered Poisson pomt processes, the former being doubly stochastic and tiie 

latter bemg homogeneous. Therefore, it is matiiematicaUy very convenient and easy to 

lump them together; in fact, aU we have to do is to shift the mean rate by the constant 

amount po- Second, we cannot invoke the Gaussianity assumption for v^^t) alone smce 
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in a practical situation, we would prefer to have the underlying rate po as smaU as 

possible. However, if we combine Vp{t) and Vp{t), we can then justify the Gaussianity of 

the resulting process v *(0. Indeed, we have found m Chapter 4 that the output voltage 

attains a Gaussian distribution in most practical cases of interest. 

Thus, the problem at hand becomes one of optimal detection and estimation of a 

Gaussian signal v *(í) = Vp{t) + Vj){t) in Gaussian noise v "(í) = Vj<í).̂ ^̂  In the next two 

sections, then, we shall formulate the problem of accuracy enhancement based on this 

observation model, first in the context of detection theory, and then in the context of 

estimation theory. Since the mean incident intensity, which numericaUy represents the 

result of the mathematical operation performed, is related to the mean output voltage in 

a deterministic fashion as 

^v = F,(Tj,)(aAj,mj + p^), (5-2) 

estmiatmg the mean of v(í) wiU provide tiie solution to our problem. This task wUI prove 

to be nonttivial, however, due to the signal dependence of the noise associated with 

V '(í), which takes the analytical form 

oy = amy + bmy + c, (5"̂ ) 

as we found m Chapter 4. The coefficients a, b, and c depend on the particular case 

under sttidy. As impUed in Eq. (5-2), we shaU refer our decisions to the time mstant t 

= Tj) even though the acttial decision may come at a later time. In order to economize 

on notation, as weU as to render it more famUiar to those weU versed in classical 

detection and estimation tiieory, henceforth we shaU denote the signal and noise portions 

of our observation v(0 as s{t) and n{t), respectively. 

We close our preUminary discussions by a few remarks pertammg to the 

complexity of the detection and estimation sttategies we are about to develop. 

SpecificaUy, it is imperative that these sttategies be fast and easUy implementable. 
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Sophisticated schemes that may be too costiy to miplement and/or so slow as to 

compromise tiie tfttoughput advantages offered by optics would obviously defeat our 

ultimate purpose of makmg optics an attractive and viable choice over electtonics. In 

Ught of tiiese comments, the Unportance of normaUzing ttansforms, which greatiy smipUfy 

detection and estmiation m signal-dependent noise, cannot be overemphasized. 

5.3 Detection Theory Formulation 

In titis section, we shall formulate our problem m the context of detection theory 

and m particular, in the context of multiple-hypothesis testmg. In this approach, possible 

outcomes of an experiment are associated with hypotheses which advocate the approval 

of the corresponding outcomes as the ttue state of nature. Knowledge of a priori 

probabUities of these various outcomes is also assumed avaUable. A suitable measure of 

optimality is then chosen, and the observation space is partitioned accordingly into 

disjoint decision regions, each corresponding to a particular hypothesis. After each 

experiment, then, the decision mle is to favor that hypothesis into whose region the 

observation faUs. 

In Bayes theory, the optimaUty criterion is the minimization of the overall risk, 

which is defined as the expected cost. This leads to a set of likelihood ratio tests that 

define, or comprise, the observation space partitioning scheme. It can be shown that other 

optimaUty criteria, such as the Neyman-Pearson criterion, also lead to simUar, if not 

identical, statistical tests.̂ ^^ 

To be concrete, we start by considering an experiment with two possible outcomes 

û)i and CÛ2 with associated hypothesesH^ andH^ and apriori probabiUties Ki ^PiCú^) and 

7̂2 Á P{(Û2}, respectively, where /'{•} denotes the probability of the event (•), or more 

precisely the measure of the set {•}. Of course, 7Ci + Tt̂  = 1. By means of a probabiUstic 

ttansition mechanism, these two outcomes are then mapped into an observation space S, 

which is partitioned into two disjoint decision regions Ẑ  and Z ,̂ respectively associated 

with the hypotheses H^ and H^, such that Z^uZ^^ S. The exact form of this partitioning 

is yet to be decided upon in accord with our optimaUty criterion. 
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Upon making a series of N observations r^, r^, ... , r^, we form the observation 

vector re 5 c R^. The a posteriori probabUities of the mdividual outcomes can now be 

computed via Bayes's rule as 

P{a^^\r_}-E^^^, (5-4) 
^ PR( ^) 

1 = 1,2, where /?/î(r |(û,) is the state-conditional PDF of r, also caUed the likeUhood of Cû„ 

which we shaU also denote as p,(r). In addition, we have 

2 

/ = i 

Since these state-conditional PDFs may overlap with each other in general, there is always 

a nonzero probabiUty of deciding in favor of one hypothesis when in fact the other one 

is tme. We shall penalize such wrong decisions by ascribing the cost >-(a, |cû,) â X- to the 

decision â  to favor the hypothesis //, when the tme state of nature is cûj. The total cost, 

or the conditional risk, associated with the decision â  is then given by 

2 

R(ai\r) = Yl Hai\cOj)P{o>j\r}, (5-6) 

Our goal, as stated above, is to minimize the overaU risk 

R = j R[(a(r)\r]Pj,(r)d^r (5-7) 
s 

by selecting an optimal decision rule, or sttategy, a(r). Inserting Eqs. (5-5) and (5-6) mto 

Eq. (5-7) and using Eq. (5-4), we readily see that this desked minimization occurs if we 

favor (Û2 when n^Cki^ - Ki^Pz^Ú ̂  ^i(^i " K)PI(L)^ and favor cOi otherwise. Expressed 

more compactly, the Bayes decision rule is 
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^ 2 

A(r).^>i-_ini!i,,. (5-8) 
P,(r) < X,^ - ^22 ^2 

^ l 

Here, tiie random variable A(r) is caUed the UkeUhood ratio, and hence this test is termed 

the UkeUhood ratio test (LRT). The two decision regions Zj and Z^ are thus seen to be tiiose 

portions of tiie observation space where the lower and upper inequaUties are respectively 

satisfîed. More rigorously, we have 

^i = {r\A(r) < ti} and Ẑ  = {r\A(r) > TJ} =![, (5-9) 

where overbar denotes set complement, and the decision boundary is the locus of points 

{r\A(r) = tj}, (5-10) 

which defines an (N - l)-dimensional hypersurface in S that separates Ẑ  and Z .̂ For 

computational purposes, it is often more convenient to deal with the log-likelihood ratio 

ln[A(r)]. Needless to say, the sttucture of the decision space remains the same since In(-) 

is a monotone function. 

The quantity ri obviously serves here as the decision threshold. It combines the 

information regarding the relative costs associated with each decision as well as the rates 

of occurrence of the two states of nature in a fashion that is optimal in the Bayesian 

sense. A useful attribute of ri is its independence from the observation vector r. 

Consequentiy, once the fundamental parameters 7C, and X^j are determined in some fashion 

that is faithful to the nature of the experiment, the threshold r| can be set, and need not 

be updated with the incoming observations as the experiment evolves. 

A special case of Eq. (5-8) is of particular interest. Noting that in most practical 

situations, no cost would be incurred by correct decisions whUe an equal cost, arbittarily 

chosen as unity, can be assumed for all incorrect decisions, we have the symmettical cost 
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function 

^j = 1 - ô,j, (5-11) 

Inserting into Eq. (5-8), we obtam tiie test 

^2P2(á 
«2 

! 1. (5-12) 
^iPi(r) ^ 

H, 

Since the term on the left is simply the ratio of the a posteriori probabUities, this test is 

commonly referred to as the maximum a posteriori probabiUty (MAP) criterion. 

Interestingly, the average probabiUty of error, given by 

P{error} = j p^(r\o>^)P{a>^}á''r + j p^(r\(o,)P{a>,}á^r, (5.13) 

is identicaUy equal to the overall risk for this case. Consequently, the Bayes sttategy also 

leads to the minimum probability of error, and therefore the test of Eq. (5-12) is also 

known as the minimum probability of error {nún-P^) criterion. We finally note that when 

the outcomes of the experiment have equal a priori probabilities, the decision boundary 

is simply the hypersurface over which the two state-conditional PDFS intersect. 

We shaU now extend and apply these ideas to the problem at hand. Specifically, 

the observation space in our case is the real Une R representing the detector output voltage 

v(í). Although technically we would be limited by the dynamic range of the device, this 

would only alter the end-point considerations which are essentially inconsequential. AIso 

note that we are referring our observations to a one-dimensional space even though the 

correct mathematical setting for the problem is actually the usual N-dimensional space. 

This, too, is done merely for convenience, and wUl not present any problems in our 

subsequent work. Our goal, then, is to determine the maximum number of signal levels 
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L tiiat can be accommodated within the usable portion of this signal space for a given 

maximum tolerable average probabUity of error P^. 

We cast the problem as that of multiple (L-ary) hypothesis testing. In particular, 

we partition the usable portion of the signal space, denoted S = [V ,̂„, V J , into L disjoint 

intervals of varying lengths; in fact, the end intervals wiU be half-open sets extending to 

-oo on tiie left and to oo on the right. The /th interval, or decision region, denoted Z„ wUl 

be characterized by its end points z, _ ^ and z„ the signal level s,, and the interval-

conditional PDF p^/^\s^. Thus, any observation that faUs into tiie interval [z, _ ,̂ zj wiU 

be mapped to, or classified as, the signal level 5,. Noting that in our appUcation, an 

erroneous result is dettimental regardless of how far off it is from the correct resuU, we 

adopt tiie symmettic cost function of Eq. (5-11). Further assuming that aU intervals are 

equaUy likely a priori, that is, P{5,} = 1/L, i = 1, 2, ... , L, we conclude tiiat the end 

point, or decision threshold, ẑ  is merely the intersection point of the interval-conditional 

PDFs Pv(l\Si) and Pv(v,\Si ^ ^). The only logical and obvious choice for the signal level s^, 

meanwhile, is the mean of the interval-conditional PDF Pv(z|5j). The signal levels s^, i = 

1, 2, ... , L, and decision thresholds z„ i = 0, 1, ... , L, are, of course, subject to 

-"^ ^ Kin ^ Zo ̂  s, ^ z, ^ • " ^ Zj^.i ^ Sj^ ^ Zj^ ^ V^ - 00. (5-14) 

A typical situation is depicted in Figure (5-1) with Gaussian PDFs for one dimension. 

The optimal decision rule is the MAP criterion of Eq. (5-12). Consequently, the 

stmcture of the classifier is exttemely simple in this case, and is shown in Figure (5-2). 

The observation v is fed into a bank of discriminant-function calculators. The output of 

the /th block is simply a monotone function g{-) of the a posteriori probabUity of the zth 

signal level. A maximum exttactor then compares the outputs of these blocks and favors 

the signal level that has the highest discriminant. (A final linear ttansformation, given 

in Eq. (5-2), on s^ would be needed to obtain the exact numerical value of the 

mathematical operation performed; this ttivial step, however, is not shown in the figure.) 

Remembering that tiie interval-conditional PDFs are Gaussian m our case, the a posteriori 
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Figure (5-1) Typical output voltage PDFs over the signal dynamic range. 
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Figure (5-2) A discriminant-function classifier for the multiple-hypothesis testing 
problem. 
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probabUities are 

P( . , | , } = ^ Î : ^ . 1 ^ 
Py(X) Lpyix) „Vi ^ o . 

exp 
(Vn - ^d' 

2of 
(5-15) 

where CJ? â 0̂ (5̂ ) is tiie variance of the observations on the hypothesis //,. Takmg nattiral 

logaritimis and discardmg terms that are common to aU s^, we obtain the discrimmant 

function for the ith interval as 

N n-
g,()L) = -hio, - — [ K - ^if ^ ^N]^ (5-16) 

2 O: 

where m^ and ô j are the sample mean and variance, respectively, defined here as 

« x ^ i Ê v„ and ã j . i f (v„ - m,f. (5-17) 
^^ n = l ^ n = l 

Clearly, /% and oj comprise sufficient statistic for this problem.^^ '̂̂ " 

A word regarding the output signal samples is now in order. SpecificaUy, we have 

assumed impUcitly in writing Eq. (5-15) that the samples are mutuaUy statisticaUy 

independent. Since they are Gaussian, aU we reaUy need to do is to assure their 

uncorrelatedness. This can be done by choosing the relative sampling instants to coincide 

with the zeros of the ACF of the output voltage. Noting the nonstationarity of the signal 

from the ACF expressions we have derived for various special cases in Chapter 4, we 

observe that this may require a fairly compUcated sampling scheme. However, by 

choosing the first sampUng time Tj) large enough, we can render the mean and variance 

essentiaUy tune independent, thus assuring that aU the samples are chawn from the same 

disttibution N{Si, o]), as impUed in Eq. (5-15). This would also faciUtate the use of a 

uniform sampling interval T^. As a result, the total time taken to reach a decision in this 

case wiU be Tj, + (N - l)Ts. 
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The final task that remams is the one of uttnost mterest to us. In particular, we 

shaU now consider the optimal choice for tiie number of mtervals, or decision regions, L, 

which is as yet unspecified. Here, as mentioned above, our goal is to determme the 

maximum value of L for a given P^, ratiier tiian nUmmizing P^ for a given L as is done 

in classical problems. Observing tiiat /'{error} = 1 - /'{correct}, we express P, as 

*e = 1 - E í Pv(y\Si)F{Si}d''Y = 1 - f E / Pv^^^^i)^""^ (̂ -
í = l Z. ^ 1 = 1 , 

with 

P ftil*/) = / ' (Zil*i.i). (5-19) 

í = 1, 2, ... , L - 1, wherepvdki) has the multidimensional Gaussian form given by the 

product in Eq. (5-15). Thus, technicaUy our problem is to determine the maximum value 

of L, as weU as the signal levels 5„ such that Eq. (5-18) is satisfied conservatively. (Note 

that the decision thresholds z, are uniquely determined once the signal levels 5, are set.) 

In the case of signal-independent noise where a^ = cî̂  is independent of s^ for aU 

/, the solution is trivial since the optimal partitioning can be obtained by uniformly 

distributed signal levels with equal-size decision regions centered at these levels and 

decision thresholds placed haUway between adjacent levels. To elaborate, we assume L 

decision regions, each having constant size Id. By sttaightforward calculation, we then 

find that 

f. = 1 - erf { • ' 
\^o) 

N 

(5-20) 

which can be solved easUy for the optimal size 2d^^. The correspondmg optUnal value 

for L is then simply 
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max 

V - V . 
max ' mm 

2d . 
min 

(5-21) 

where [-J is tiie floor operator which rettims the greatest integer less than or equal to (•). 

In our case, however, the problem is compUcated by the fact tiiat the noise at tiie 

processor output is signal dependent, caUing for a more sophisticated partitioning scheme. 

For a given dynamic range and a specific set of parameters {a, b, c} characterizmg the 

signal dependence of the noise, various numerical quantization or optimization schemes, 

such as the LIoyd-Max algorithm,̂ ^^ adaptive dynamic programming,̂ ^^ and simulated 

annealing, can then be used to solve this problem. Here, we shaU inttoduce an ad hoc 

approach that is optimal by design as weU as being computationaUy simple. We define 

Yi ^ j Py(Y\s,)d^^, (5-22) 

í i - i 

which is nothing but the probability of correct decision for the ith signal interval. Thus, 

the average probabiUty of error becomes 

p.= -l-jÍ: Yr 
^ / = 1 

(5-23) 

This equation would be satisfied exactly if we choose % = y for aU /. In words, this 

simply means that the probabUity of correct decision is the same for each signal interval, 

which is a most desirable choice since it ascribes the same degree of precision to each 

signal level. Obviously, we tiien have P, = 1 - y. But using 

N 

Py(y^\s,) - n 
1 

n = 1 ^J2li O, 
exp 

(Vn - ^if 

2of 
(5-24) 
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in Eq. (5-22), we find that 

" - ^ 
erf 

^ . , - . , . ^ 

l ^ " i j 
- erf 

N 

(5-25) 

Thus, we propose tiie foUowmg srniple iterative procedure for computing z- and 5,. 

nun^ 
[1] set Zo = V^ 

[2] pick an initial estUnate for s^ from 

1 - ^ e = erf 
/ s, - Zo 

\P2o. V V 1 y 

/ / 

(5-26) 

[3] with z, _ 1 and 5̂  known, calculate z, for / = 1, 2, ... , L from 

1 - P = 
iN 

erf z, - s, 
- erf 

Iv^^J [ v/2a, j 
^ / - 1 - ^i 

N 

(5-27) 

[4] if e â V^ - Zj^ is acceptably smaU, then stop; else go to [2] and perttirb the initial 

estimate for s^ by a suitable fraction of e. 

The maximum number of signal levels L is also found as a by-product of this 

procedure. As we mentioned earUer, once this procedure is performed and the signal 

levels Si and decision thresholds z, are determined, the sttucture of the classifier is entirely 

fixed, and remains unchanged during the experiment since these parameters do not depend 

on the incoming observations. We note in passing that this method is similar in spirit to 

the LIoyd-Max algorithm, which was developed as an optimal quantization technique in 

connection with the problem of source coding; the nature of the problem being solved and 
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the optimaUty criterion used here are fundamentaUy different, however. 

This concludes our detection-theoretic problem formulation and solution. We shaU 

next consider the same problem from a different angle. 

5.4 Estimation Theorv Formulation 

Our goal in this section is to reformulate and solve the accuracy problem in the 

context of estimation theory. In particular, we shaU cast the problem as one of parameter 

estUnation. TechnicaUy, our work here wiU actually be an extension of the multiple-

hypothesis testing approach. The concept behind tiie present approach wiU, however, be 

notably different than that of the preceding section. The most important advantage of the 

estimation approach is that the signal estimate is allowed here to take on a continuum of 

values throughout the signal space, as opposed to the detection approach where the signal 

estimate was forced to belong to a finite set of predetermined discrete signal levels. 

Two distinct philosophical attitudes can be taken toward the problem of parameter 

estimation, namely the maximum UkeUhood and Bayesian sttategies. Operationally, 

however, this nuance is insignificant, as we shaU see below. In both cases, the problem 

model wUl have four major components. These are (1) a parameter space, which here 

wiU be the set of mean intensities mj that represent the numerical values of the results of 

all possible operations implementable with our processor, (2) a probabilistic ttansition 

mechanism, which in our case is the (Gaussian) probability law that maps the number mj 

to the observation vector v, (3) an observation space, which is R^ as before, and wiU again 

be taken as R for convenience and without loss of generality, and (4) an estimation 

scheme which prescribes how to recover mj from v in a fashion that is optimal in some 

sense. The two sttategies differ in the particulars of the first and, consequentiy, the fourth 

components. 

Before proceeding with our program, we should point out that one can also make 

use of the vast body of knowledge that exists in the area of waveform estimation.̂ '̂̂ '̂ '̂̂ ^^ 

SpecificaUy, tiie concepts and tools of optimal linear filtering, such as the weU-known 

Wiener and Kalman filters, can be brought to bear on this problem. However, in view 

of the nonstationarity of the output voltage, as evidenced by the ACFs of Chapter 4, we 
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anticipate exttemely complex classifier sttiicttires to result from this approach. In search 

of smiple and low-cost detection and estimation algorithms, we therefore choose not to 

pursue this particular avenue of solution here. For tiie sake of completeness, however, 

we provide an outline of this approach m Appendix F. 

Let us start with some defiiútions and concepts that wiU apply to both of the 

sttategies we wiU mvestigate shortiy. Denotmg tiie parameter we wish to estmiate as s 

and its estimate, obtained according to some criterion, as s, the estimate is said to be 

unbiased if 

E[s]=s, (5-28) 

and is said to be consistent if 

l.i.m. | j - i | = 0 , (5-29) 

where I.i.m. stands for "limit in the mean." As before, we take N samples and form the 

observation vector r. The conditional PDF PR(L\S) is known as the likelihood function of 

s. ComputationaUy, it is usuaUy more convenient to work with the log-Ukelihood 

function, defined as 

l(s) â ]np^(r\s), (5-30) 

Now, it can be shown via Schwarz's inequaUty that, under mUd conditions on Pji{r\s), 

the variance of an unbiased estimate s is bounded from below aŝ ^̂  

a/ ^ E[(s - sf] ^ (5-31) 

This bound is known as the Cramér-Rao lower bound, and an estimate that satisfies it 

with an equaUty is termed an efficient, or minimum-variance, estimate. In Eq. (5-31), the 

expectation is understood to be over all the random variables involved, and tiie function 
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L(s) is defined as 

l(s), s nonrandom 
L(s) á i . (5-32) 

l(s) + ]ii.p^(s), s random 

We now consider tiiese concepts in two different settings. The general parameter 

estimation paradigm is depicted in Figure (5-3). 

5.4.1 Maximum likelihood sttategy 

In this approach, the parameter of interest s is tteated as a fixed but (obviously) 

unknown quantity. As the name impUes, the maximum Ukelihood (ML) estimate of s, 

denoted S^u is that value of s for which the UkeUhood function is maximized. In terms 

of l{s), the ML criterion can thus be stated as 

dl(s) 
ds 

= 0 . (5-33) 
-S - ^iíL 

The ML estimate can be shown to be an unbiased, consistent, efficient, and asymptoticaUy 

Gaussian estimate of s.^^^ 

We now speciaUze this simple approach to the problem at hand. SpecificaUy, we 

again have the N-dimensional observation vector v whose elements are mutuaUy 

statisticaUy independent Gaussian random variables, aU drawn from N[s, c^{s)]. Here, s 

is the mean voltage, which is related to the actual numerical result of the mathematical 

operation via the trivial linear ttansformation of Eq. (5-2), and is therefore the quantity 

to be estimated. The sample variances, meanwhUe, depend on the mean as in Eq. (5-3) 

in the form (f{s) = as^ + bs + c. The log-Ukelihood function for this case is simply 

N 

í(s) = - E 
n = l 

Í M ( 2 . ) . Í M < . ( . ) ] . Í ^ (5-34) 
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Maximum Likelihood 
Mimmiim Mean-Square Error 
Maximum a posteriori Probability 

ML 

MMSE 

MAP 

Figure (5-3) The general parameter estimation paradigm. 
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Differentiating with respect to s, we obtain the ML equation 

d^(s)[(mj, - sf + -^^ - c^{s)] + 2<^(s)(mj, - s) = 0, (5-35) 

where 7% and ã j are the sample mean and variance given in Eq. (5-17), and agam 

comprise sufficient statistics. 

In the case of signal-independent noise where cf{s) = (f, the fkst term in Eq. (5-

35) becomes identically equal to zero. In that case, the weU-known ML estijnate of the 

mean is recovered immediately as 

^̂  n = l 

Since the ML estimate is known to be efficient, the variance of %^ can also be found from 

Eq. (5-31) to be 

a/ =^. (5-37) 

We now have a situation that is entirely analogous to the case of signal-

independent noise we considered in Section 5.3. SpecificaUy, our problem here is to 

optimally partition the estimate space which is characterized by the PDF N(% ,̂ d^/N). 

Assuming, as before, L equally spaced signal levels, the optimal size 2d^i„ of the decision 

regions is now found from 

P^ = 1 - erf I Nd_ 
\2 o 

(5-38) 

and the correspondmg maximum number of levels L^ is again given by Eq. (5-21), now 

evaluated with the new value of d^^. For a given set of variables P„ a^ and N, we 
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observe that the accuracy enhancement potentials of the multiple-hypothesis testing and 

maxUnum-UkeUhood estimation techniques can be compared dhectly from Eqs. (5-20) and 

(5-38), as wiU be done m Section 5.6. 

Now movmg on to the more germane case of signal-dependent noise, we mamtain 

that the ML estimate is given as a solution of a thUd-order polynomial equation in s, which 

is obtamed by direct msertion of Eq. (5-3) mto Eq. (5-35). Smce such an equation cannot 

be solved for s^i analyticaUy, we are forced here to resort to numerical techniques. 

Specifically, a simple Newton-Raphson procedure could be utilized here to exttact ^^. 

Observing that we have a > {b, c) in most practical cases studied in Chapter 4, a good 

initial guess for such an iterative scheme would be 

1/ ; ; Í2 - 2 ^ (5-39) Mo = ^ - K ^ ^̂ ')-

We further note that, since the calculation of the estimate variance wiU require the 

insertion of Eq. (5-34) into Eq. (5-31), it would be safe to say that obtaining a simple 

scheme for the calculation of the optimum value of the number of levels L for this case 

is rather hopeless. 

5.4.2 Bayesian sttategy 

The approach here is different in an interesting way from that of the preceding 

subsection. In particular, we now tteat the parameter we wish to estimate as a random 

variable with an a priori PDF Ps{s). This PDF essentiaUy embodies the information we 

have pertaining to the value of s before the experiment is conducted. As we start 

coUecting observations, ps{s) graduaUy evolves into the a posteriori PDF through the 

Bayes's rule as 

^^(,|,) = ^ £ Í £ 4 ^ . (5-40) 
PR(I) 
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In view of Eq. (5-4), it is evident tiiat the present approach is simply the generaUzation 

of the multiple-hypotiiesis testmg approach to the continuous case. The evolution of an 

a priori PDF into an a posteriori PDF is shown for the Gaussian case in Figure (5-4). Our 

hope is to have 

lim Ps(s\r) = ô(s-s), (5-41) 

Our aim, thus, is to exttact an optimal estúnate § for s from the information 

contained in Eq. (5-40). As mentioned in Section 5.3, in the Bayesian approach, the 

optimaUty criterion is the minimization of the risk, or the expected cost. Therefore, we 

start by deciding on the particular form of the cost as a function of the estimation error 

€ k \s - s (5-42) 

The two most popular choices are the mean-square error and the uniform cost functions, 

defined respectively as 

X(€) = ê  and X(€) = 1 - r ec t í -^1 . (5-43) 

We observe that for very smaU A, the uniform cost function is analogous to the 

symmetrical cost function of Eq. (5-11). The minimization of risk for the former cost 

function leads to the minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) estUnate 

^MMSE 
= j sps(s\r)ds, (5-44) 

and the same calculation for the latter cost function yields the maxUnum a posteriori 

probabiUty (MAP) estimate 
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Figure (5-4) Typical Bayesian evolution of the PDF of a random parameter with 
observations. 
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dhips(s\r) 

ds 
= 0. (5-45) 

5=Í; 'iiAP 

We tiius see tiiat the estimates SMMSE and ÊMAP are sUnpIy the mean and the location of the 

maximum of the a posteriori PDF, respectively. 

We shaU now refer these general concepts to our specific problem. The formal 

setting is identical to that of the previous subsection, with the only added feature here 

being the a priori PDF ps{s). A ttivial and convenient choice would be the Gaussian PDF 

N{mQ, oj). In a practical situation, for instance, we can use the first observation (sample 

0) as mQ, and set o j = (T (̂mo). The a posteriori PDF thus becomes 

Ps(s\^) = 

N 

n 
Pv(^ n = l y[2^ 0(S) 

exp 
(Vn - ^)' 

2 6^(s) yfTnOr 
exp 

(s - m^f 

2ol 

a 
a^s) 

exp 
_ 1 |^go[(^jy - sf + ol\ + (p-(s)(s - m^A 

o\cP-(s) 

(5-46) 

where a is a constant independent of s, and m^ and ã j again denote the sample mean and 

variance, respectively. 

Once again, we fîrst consider the signal-independent noise case where 0^(5) = cŷ . 

In this case, reorganizing the argument of the exponential in Eq. (5-46), we observe that 

the aposteriori PDF is Gaussian, and therefore the MMSE and MAP estimates are identical 

in this situation, both corresponding to tiie a posteriori mean 

^MMSE ^MAP ^s 

2 
NOn -

m 
Nol + (P 

N 
NOr, + CP 

mr (5-47) 

This expression is nothing but a linear combination of the a priori information regarding 
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s, represented by rriQ, and the mformation gatiiered from the data, represented by /%, and 

thus shows how these two sources of mformation should be used to obtain an optimal 

estUnate. We also see that as the number of samples increases, the effect of the a priori 

information on the estimate becomes negUgible, which is mtuitively satisfying. 

MeanwhUe, tiie variance of tiie estimate, which can either be deduced from Eq. (5-46) or 

computed directiy from Eq. (5-31), is given by 

^ 2 2 2 OQ(f r:: AQ\ 
OA = OS = 0,r = , ( 5 - 4 8 ) 

Non + cr 

which, as in the case of the ML estimate, exhibits the desired property of being inversely 

proportional to the number of samples. 

Arguing as before, we observe that the accuracy problem could be solved again 

by an optimal partitioning of the estimate space into L equally spaced signal levels. Here, 

the optimal size 2d,„,„ of the decision regions is to be found from 

P. = 1 - erf 
N 

2 
NOQ + (P d (5-49) 

OQO 

The corresponding maximum number of levels L^ can then be found again from Eq. (5-

21). For a given set of variables P^, CT^, aj, and N, the accuracy enhancement potentials 

of the Bayesian approach can thus be conttasted with those of the multiple-hypotheses 

testing and maximum-Ukelihood estimation techniques. We shaU retum to this point in 

Section 5.6. 

Unfortunately, the solution of the problem for the case of signal-dependent noise 

is again inttactable. SpecificaUy, the calculation of the MMSE and MAP estimates, which 

respectively correspond to the mean and the location of the maximum of the a posteriori 

PDF, is severely impeded by the s dependence in both of the denominator terms in Eq. (5-

46). Indeed, no analytical solution can be obtained for either of the estimates, and hence 
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designing a reasonably sUnpIe Bayesian estimator is even more hopeless than the sittiation 

we faced in the maxUnum UkelUiood approach. This very observation, in fact, provides 

the motivation for our work m the next section. 

5.5 NormaUzing Transforms 

We have seen so far that tiie classical detection and estúnation techniques lead to 

inttactable classifier designs for tiie case of signal-dependent noise. On the other hand, 

we have been able to find relatively simple expressions that yield optUnal results for 

signal-independent noise. If, therefore, we can devise a technique to convert signal-

dependent noise into signal-independent noise, we can apply our detection and estimation 

methods in this new signal space in a relatively simple fashion. Then retuming to the 

original signal space would thus yield the optimal estimate for the underlying signal of 

interesL 

In search of such a technique, we propose using the concept of normaUzing 

ttansforms, which were originaUy developed by statisticians to remove mean-dependent 

variations in their data,̂ ^^ and were subsequentiy appUed to problems in image processing 

and photon counting with considerable success. In particular, we envision the processing 

sequence depicted in block-diagram form in Figure (5-5). Every component of the 

observation vector v is ttansformed as w„ = g{vj, thus creating the ttansformed 

observation vector w. Since the noise in the new signal space 5* thus obtained is signal 

independent by design, we can employ any one of a host of optimal detection and 

estimation schemes in an attempt to obtain the estUnate û in the ttansformed estimate 

space. This optimal estimate is then referred back to the original estimate space via the 

inverse ttansformation s = g'^{û). Under a one-to-one ttansformation, the maximum 

number of levels in this space wiU be the same as that in the ttansformed space, which 

is given by Eq. (5-21) as 

max 2d • 
mui 
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Figure (5-5) The normalizing-ttansformation approach to optimal detection 
estimation in signal-dependent noise. 

and 
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where the mimmum size of the decision regions wUl be found from Eqs. (5-20), (5-38), 

or (5-49), depending upon the scheme of choice. 

The task thus remams to determine the exact form of the normalizing 

ttansformation g{'). Assuming that the observation variance can be expressed as a 

function of its mean in the form 

c'y-fHmy), (5-51) 

we wish to have a constant a^, which we choose, without loss of generality, to be unity. 

MomentarUy discretizing the problem, we contemplate a Unear ttansformation of the form 

w = a„v„ (5-52) 
n n n 

from the original to the ttansformed signal levels. The variances of the ttansformed 

signal levels are simply 

4 = a^^, = «„y(v„), (5-53) 

which reveals that if we choose the scaling to be of the form 

'•'ft>-

then the variances associated with the ttansformed signal levels wUl aU be unity, as 

desired. Now dropping the indices to return to the continuous form, we have from Eq. 

(5-52) 

^-a(v) = ^ . (5-55) 
dv f(v) 
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which leads us to the desired ttansformation 

>v =^(v) = f - i - d v . (5-56) 
•̂  f(v) 

Substituting from Eq. (5-3), we thus find tiie optimal normaUzmg ttansformation for our 

case to be 

w = g(v) = j dv 

= —In 2\/a^v^ + abv + ac + 2av + b\. 

That the ttansformation of Eq. (5-56) indeed yields a unity variance can be seen 

by expanding it into a Taylor series in v around my. For v sufficiently close to m^, we 

can discard the quadratic and higher-order terms, thus obtaining 

w ^ g(my) + g(my)(v - my). (5-58) 

Starting with the mean, we take expectations on both sides, which yields 

^w ^ 8(^y)' (5-59) 

Next considering the variance, we subttact g{mv), then square, and finaUy take 

expectations on both sides of Eq. (5-58), thus finding 

Ow = Í(^v^ ^v = - r ^ / ' ( ' " ) = 1' (5-60) 
r(my) 

as was promised. We note in passing that ttansformations that stabiUze higher-order 

moments, most importantiy the skew, of the underlying observations can also be designed 
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along these Unes. However, in view of the Gaussianity of the output voltage in most 

practical cases of interest in Chapter 4, we shaU not pursue this subject any further. 

5.6 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we have examined the various detection- and estimation-theoretic 

approaches to the solution of the accuracy problem. In particular, after clearly defining 

the concepts of accuracy and precision, we first proceeded to formulate the accuracy 

problem in the context of multiple-hypothesis testing. We were able here to devise a 

simple iterative procedure to determine the optimal partitioning of tiie observation space. 

The derivation of the maximum UkeUhood, minimum mean-square error, and maximum 

a posteriori probabUity estimates, however, was seriously hindered by the signal 

dependence of the noise. In each of these cases, therefore, we have formaUy derived the 

optimal sttategies for the signal-independent noise case. These tools were then rendered 

appUcable to our problem by providing a normaUzing ttansformation scheme which helps 

aUeviate the difficulty due to this signal-noise dependence. 

Before closing, we would Uke to provide a critical comparison of the performances 

of the three schemes suggested here for accuracy enhancement. Our discussion wiU be 

based on the signal-independent noise case since we are able, via the use of a proper 

normaUzing ttansformation, to cast any situation into this form. The quantity of interest, 

of course, is the maximum number of signal levels L ^ discemible at the processor 

output, which is a direct measure of the system accuracy. In aU cases, we have 

max x(N) 
(5-61) 

where we defined the normaUzed dynamic range 

V - V 
^ ^ ^ '^ ^ (5-62) 

n _ 
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Usmg the approximation 

erf(A:) - i - _ l_exp( -a :2) ^^_^^-^ 
yjnx 

for large x m Eqs. (5-20), (5-38), and (5-49), we find that ;c(AO is given as the solution 

of the ttanscendental equations 

x^ + hî ^ + h i ( | [ i - 7 r ^ f j = o, (5-64) 

JC^ + -^hijc^ + ^hii^Np] = 0 , (5-65) 
N N \2 ') 

and 

jc^ + —!—hijc^ + — î _ h i í - ( 7 V + l ) P ^ 
^ + l N+1 12 e 

= 0 (5-66) 

for the multiple-hypothesis testing, maximum-Ukelihood estimation, and Bayes estimation 

approaches, respectively. We observe that the performances of the Bayesian and the 

maximum Ukelihood sttategies should become identical for 7V > 1. For a given dynamic 

range, P^, and a ,̂ the precise value of L^ can thus be computed numericaUy from these 

equations. 

For purposes of iUusttation and to gain some practical insight into the general 

behaviors of these methods, we plot the number of bits n = log^^L) as a function of the 

number of sampIesTV in Figures (5-6)-(5-8) for V ^ - V^„ = 10 and for various typicaUy 

encountered values of P^ and a .̂ We see that whUe aU techniques start out at 

approximately tiie same level of accuracy, the performance of the multiple-hypothesis 

testing approach remains almost constant, exhibiting an exttemely sUght deterioration with 
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increasmg N. MeanwhUe, the performances of the two parameter estimation techniques, 

practically mdistinguishable from each other, Unprove considerably as Â  is mcreased. 

The constancy of the performance of tiie multiple-hypothesis testing approach can 

be atttibuted to tiie foUowmg fact. In this approach, the number, as well as the positions, 

of the aUowable signal levels are determmed and fixed prior to the experiment. 

Consequently, no matter how large the number of observations is, the achievable accuracy 

cannot possibly increase. The sUght decrease observed, meanwhUe, can be explained by 

notmg that tiiese predetermined signal levels form a finite subset of S with measure zero. 

More precisely, the probabUity that an experimental outcome may coincide witii one of 

these signal levels is identically zero, meaning tiiat in aU situations, the favored decision 

level wiU always be off from the exact value of the underlying signal level. Making 

further observatíons only reinforces our conviction of this fact, hence leading to a 

graduaUy diminishing accuracy. 

On the other hand, both of the parameter estimation methods exhibit a desirable 

monotone increase in the accuracy that they afford. SpecificaUy, in these approaches, the 

estimate is free to take on a continuum of values, thus being able to explore the entire 

parameter space without restriction. This is precisely what takes place at the early stages 

of the experiment, as depicted in Figure (5-4). Once the estimate decides on the correct 

value of the underlying parameter, its mean remams locked on this value. Further 

observations then serve to reduce our uncertainty about the correctness of this value by 

diminishing the variance of the estimate. Consequently, the increase in the accuracy 

settles down to a uniform pace, as evidenced in Figures (5-6)-(5-8). We further observe 

that this approach has the inherent abUity to offer a ttadeoff opportunity between accuracy 

and speed, as mentioned m Chapters 1 and 6. 

We also observe that the amount of accuracy enhancement is rather insensitive to 

changes in the probabiUty-of-error criterion whUe it exhibits high sensitivity to changes 

in the variance of the observations. In particular, we observe that relaxing the 

requUement on the probabiUty of error by six orders of magnitude results m only one 

additional bit of accuracy. On the otiier hand, a reduction in the sample variance by six 

orders of magnitude leads to a ten-bit improvement in the accuracy. It is clear, therefore, 
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tiiat the key to achieving superior accuracy is to reduce the variance of the underlying 

observations. 

We therefore conclude that the detection-theoretic approach is suitable for use with 

a low number of samples and where a low-cost and fast classification scheme is desirable. 

On the other hand, the estimation-theoretic approach should be used when a large number 

of samples is avaUable and the speed and/or cost of the classifier is of Uttle concem. 

FinaUy, we should wam that the accuracies indicated in Figures (5-6)-(5-8) are not related 

to a particular optical processor. Indeed, though the numerical values used for the 

probabUity of error, sample variance, and output signal dynamic range are not at all 

unreaUstic, exact accuracies should be computed by using typical device parameter values. 
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CHAPTER6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Overview of Results and AccomnUshments 

We now would Uke to briefly recapittUate the technical conttibutions and 

accompUshments of this dissertation. The breakdown with respect to mdividual chapters 

is as foUows. 

In Chapter 2, we carried out a comprehensive statistical analysis of a generic 

three-plane optical processor. The analysis accounted for aU noise sources of interest, and 

produced the output signal statistics in terms of those of the mput signals. The generaUty 

of the approach here makes this analysis widely appUcable to processors with 

fundamentaUy different architectures and devices as weU. In particular, we derived the 

means, MCFs or ACFs, and PDFs of the optical and electrical signals of interest. The 

analytical form of the signal dependence of the noise at the processor output was 

estabUshed via the variance expression. The most important technical result here 

pertained to the PDF of the output voltage. We provided an integral equation, with a 

corresponding series solution, and a convolutional series for the voltage distribution. We 

also examined, in detaU by using Chemoff bounds, the conditions under which this 

distribution becomes Gaussian. The abUity to invoke this assumption played a centtal 

role in our subsequent work. 

ITie goal in Chapter 3 was to bring together results scattered across the Uterature 

on the statistical and deterministic characteristics of popular optoelecttonic devices. We 

provided fairly rigorous derivations for aU the results included. Unique technical 

conttibutions here were the rederivation of the laser Ught statistics, which provided the 

corrections for some of the erroneous expressions found elsewhere, and the derivation of 

the impulse response of separate-absorption-multipUcation APDs. WeU-known results on 

thermal Ught, PINPDs, post-processing electtonic circuitry, and simple imagmg systems 

were also rederived in the present notation and formaUsm. These results were intended 

for use in conjunction with tiie general analysis of Chapter 2 to investigate certain special 

casesL 
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In Chapter 4, the generic formalism of Chapter 2 and the device models of 

Chapter 3 were combmed to produce results pertaming to specific device combmations 

withm a three-plane configuration. The work was done m a gradual fashion, starting from 

the smiplest possible configuration, and slowly buUdmg up the system to its most general 

and compUcated form. Consequentiy, a host of output signal statistics were obtained for 

certain special cases that are of mterest to a number of different problem areas witiiin 

optics. Results mvolvmg reaUstic SLMs are particularly new. Limitmg forms of aU the 

results were provided for added insight. We also had the opportunity to criticaUy 

examine the vaUdity of the Gaussian approximation of Chapter 2 in the context of these 

special cases. This coUection of output signal statistics then served as the reference frame 

for our accuracy considerations. 

On the heels of our work in Chapter 4, we proceeded in Chapter 5 with the 

formulation of the accuracy enhancement problem in optical information processing. 

SpecificaUy, a phUosophical as weU as operational definition of accuracy was provided 

first. The concept of precision was also inttoduced, and its role in relation to accuracy 

was highUghted. Based on these definitions, we examined the use of detection- and 

estimation-theoretic tools in search of optimal schemes to enhance the processor accuracy. 

We first considered a multiple-hypothesis-testmg approach. We were able here to develop 

a sUnpIe algorithm for tiie optimal signal space partitioning. Next, tuming to parameter 

estimation techniques, we investigated the maximum lUcelihood and Bayesian sttategies. 

Derivation of classifier sttucttnes proved inttactable here owing to the signal dependence 

of the noise. Consequentiy, we considered a normaUzmg ttansform that can potentially 

remove this dependence, and hence enable us to use the rather simple results obtained for 

the signal-mdependent noise case. For the first tmne, equations determining the accuracy 

bounds were derived, and potentials of these opthnal techniques were assessed. 

Thus, we have provided a formal framework for the analysis, modeUng, and 

performance assessment of a wide variety of optical processors. As sttessed in Chapter 

1, we beUeve that m a field that has generaUy failed to address these difficult problems 

at the necessary level of rigor m the past, the powerful analytical solution approach 

demonstt^ted here is the most important conttibution of this work. 
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6.2 Future Research Directions 

WhUe many tfieoreticaUy Unportant and practicaUy useful results have been 

obtained from our work, tiiere remams a number of additional problems which can be 

easUy investigated witiún tiie present framework. In this section, then, we shaU suggest 

a number of dnections along which further research should be performed m order to gam 

more msight mto the accuracy, throughput, and paraUeUsm potentials and Umitations of 

a wide class of optical processors. By conductmg research on these proposed problem 

areas, we should be able to make quantitative statements regarding tiie performance 

ttadeoffs in both cuirent and future optical information processing systems. This wiU 

provide the research and development community with valuable insights into the sttengths 

and weaknesses of optical processors. 

Our future goals, as detailed below, are three-fold. We propose to start by 

formalizing the relationship between the accuracy, throughput, and paraUeUsm of optical 

processors. We then intend to move on to studying, in more detaU, various processors, 

providing, for each case, quantitative results on performance ttadeoffs. FinaUy, we aim 

to assess the performances of these processors with the inttoduction of additional exotic 

features, and evaluate the potential improvements or degradations in the accuracy, 

throughput, and paraUelism of optical processors as a result of these modifications to our 

original work. Some of these features are related to the more intriguing and subtle 

aspects of existing devices while others involve the original application of ideas and 

principles that were initiaUy developed in other contexts. The rapid advances in 

technology indicate that these novel concepts may soon, and, in some cases, aheady have, 

become appUcable to practical situations. Therefore, we beUeve that system-theoretic 

research mvolving these ideas wUI be very significant, tUnely, and msightful for the 

research and development of optical mformation processing systems. 

We start with the issues of accuracy, throughput, and paraUeUsm. As we 

mentioned in Chapter 1, tiie atttibutes of accuracy, throughput, and paraUeUsm are 

intimately related in optical processors. Specifically, there is an inverse relationship 

between the accuracy of a processor and its throughput and paraUeUsm potentials. This 

can be seen from tiie foUowmg arguments. The faster the processor is operated, the fewer 
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photons the decisions at the system output wUl have to be based on, leadmg to an mferior 

accuracy. SUnUarly, the more paraUel tiie processor is made, the more channels wUI 

conttibute, presumably mdependentiy, to the system output, leadmg to a higher signal 

uncertainty, and hence a lower processor accuracy. 

It is evident, tfierefore, that our results on accuracy Umitations can be readily 

ttanslated into bounds on processor tíiroughput and paraUeUsm. Specifically, we shall 

evaluate tiie general analytical expressions for system output signal statistics in the Umit 

of low photon numbers. Then, for a specified degree of accuracy, the corresponding 

maximum processor throughput wUl be deduced quantitatively. Similarly, we shall repeat 

our accuracy calculations, this time based on multifold self-convolutions of our origmal 

PDFs. Then, for a desired level of accuracy, we wUl be able to quantify the corresponding 

maximum number of channels. 

Clearly, in systems where throughput and paraUelism are more vital than accuracy, 

these calculations can be carried out in the opposite direction, that is, for a given 

processor throughput and desired number of channels, the corresponding maximum 

attainable accuracy can also be computed. 

The next step is the investigation of certain special-purpose processors. Up to this 

point in our work, we have based our analysis and modeling efforts on the generic three-

plane processor of Figure (2-1). In particular, we have assumed that the propagation 

stmctures perform a one-to-one mapping of channels from the source to the SLM, and then 

to the detector planes. This assumption helped us avoid the unnecessary compUcations 

arising from fan-in and fan-out issues. We were thus able to concenttate on a single 

channel, and study the statistical flow of information in this channel, knowing that the 

results would be identical for aU other channels of the processor. In order to produce 

results that are directly appUcable to real-world processors, and to make our research 

more accessible and useful to scientists and engineers who may not be so analyticaUy 

incUned, it is imperative that we explore the impUcations of our work for some specific 

processors.*"*'̂ '̂̂ " 

The point of departure among the various three-plane processors we propose to 

consider is the choice of the PSFs /(^, Tl; a, p) and k{x, y; ^, r|) m Figure (2-2). For 
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mstance, for correlators and imaging systems, the system consists of a single channel, and 

spherical lenses comprise the propagation sttiicttires; for Imear-algebra processors, one has 

a multichannel processor with cyUndrical/spherical lens systems and lenslet arrays to 

perform tfie proper fan-in and fan-out operations; for mterconnects, one typically has 

prisms or difíractive or holographic optical elements to accompUsh tiie desUed routing 

scheme for the channels. We thus propose to study the accuracy, throughput, and 

paraUeUsm performances of these popular processors, aU in the context of our original 

work with proper PSF expressions in place for each case, witii the goal of gaming insights 

into the performance ttadeoffs involved for each processor. 

A radicaUy different direction would be to carry out a quantum-mechanical 

reformulation of our work.^^^'^^^^^ Our tteatment up to this point has been completely 

semiclassical whereby fields were tteated classically and matter was tteated quantum-

mechanicaUy. While the considerable simpUcity and insight afforded by this approach is 

invaluable, there are a number of interesting situations whose correct analysis requires a 

fuUy quantum-mechanical tteatment. In order to faciUtate the inclusion of these cases 

into the present study, therefore, a quantum reformulation of the preceding analysis is 

necessary. 

Since the phase information is discarded upon dhect detection, an analysis in terms 

of photon-number densities wiU be sufficient. SpecificaUy, we shaU define the source 

fields in terms of their photon number states. The diffraction pattems of the classical 

fields wUI tiien become, after proper normaUzation, the spatial PDFs giving the probabUity 

of finding a source photon within a given region across the SLM plane. The effect of the 

SLMs can be satisfactorUy tteated as BernouIU deletion of photons, that is, random 

thinning of a photon stteam. The analysis of tiie photodetection process, which is the 

only fuUy quantum-mechanical part of our previous formulation, wUl also be quite 

sttaightforward since our tteatment of the fields is aheady in the normally ordered form. 

Although our initial analysis aUowed for deterministic spatiotemporal signal 

modulation, the subsequent derivations were carried out under the assumption that the 

signals were unmodulated. The primary reason for mvokmg this assumption was tiie fact 

tiiat the presence of deterministic temporal modulation in the information-bearmg signals 
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serves to deteriorate the performance of the processor from an accuracy perspective, 

which is our mam focus here. SpecificaUy, the PDFs of the output signals tend to get 

broader and cusped (usuaUy bimodal) upon modulation, which leads to an mferior 

accuracy.''̂ '*^^^^^ Therefore, deUberate modulation of signals m a processor is not 

advisable if the primary concem is the system accuracy. 

A number of SLMs that are currently avaUable and widely used, such as the LCTV 

device, however, admit temporaUy modulated drive signals, which affect the optical 

characteristics of these devices in a nonttivial fashion. Analytical results that are 

avaUable in the Uterature for the cases of square-, ttiangular-, and sinusoidal-wave 

modulations can be used to advantage here for a precise analysis of processors 

incorporating such SLMs. Furthermore, it is common practice to use heterodyne detection 

in an effort to avoid 1/f noise in the subsequent electtonics. This situation, again, can 

only be properly analyzed in the context of deterministic signal modulation with the help 

of weU-known results on radiation statistics from modulated sources. Fundamental 

accuracy and throughput limitations can be inferred from such a study. These results wUI 

not only fiU the long-existing gap in our knowledge on SLMs as computing devices, but 

wUI also provide useful guideUnes for the design of future devices. 

In recent years, ttaveling-wave optical ampUfiers, such as Er^^-doped siUca fibers, 

have received considerable attention.̂ ^^^^^ With the maturation of this technology, it is 

anticipated that SLMs can eventuaUy be replaced by a dhect hardwUing of source and 

detector ceUs in appUcations where SLM information need not be updated, also eUminating 

in the process the need for propagation stmctures. SimUarly, advances in tiie smart-pixel 

technology also promise SLMs with ampUfication capabiUties. Therefore, it is of value 

to consider this possibiUty as a part of our investigation. 

The photon statistics in a ttaveling-wave ampUfier are affected by three processes, 

namely stimulated emission, absorption, and spontaneous emission. Thus, the evolution 

of photon-number statistics can be properly modeled as a bkth-death-mrimigration (BDI) 

process govemed by a forward Kolmogoroff differential-difference equation. Noise in 

these systems can be modeled as a distributed version of the Neyman-Scott cluster 

process. Analytical results for tfie output statistics for certain interesting mput statistics 
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and arbittary BDI rates are avaUable for our use. MeanwhUe, smart-pixel devices are 

essentiaUy deteetor-source paUs, whose statistical characteristics are very weU understood. 

Thus, únportant system-level results pertammg to the use of such devices m optical 

processors can be obtamed witiiout much difficulty. Promismg resuUs obtained along 

tiiese Unes wUI atttact the attention of the optical computing community to these new and 

significant technological developments. 

Dead time (xj refers to a characteristic túne interval after each photon registtation 

during which the detector cannot respond to further mcident photons.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^^^^^ It is 

clear in our earUer study, where semiconductor detectors are employed, that dead tUne is 

not expected to play a role since, excluding the possibUity of saturation leading to a 

space-charge limitmg, there is never a shortage of charge carriers for incident photons to 

excite. Our interest in dead time is, however, due to its potential as an accuracy 

enhancement scheme. 

FormaUy, modifications to our analysis due to the inttoduction of dead time come 

in the expressions for the PDFs of the numbers {K, L) and occurrence times of photoevents 

and dark events. The recursive form of these modified PDFS desttoys the analytical 

ttactabUity of the problem; however, satisfactory (tmncated) series expansions can be used 

in the (common) case of dead time being much less than the integration time (x̂  < Tj,). 

Specifically, deUberate inttoduction of dead time, possibly via a fast switching circuitry, 

wUI serve to regularize the doubly stochastic point process describing the photoevents, 

thus reducing the effects of shot noise. In terms of moments, dead time reduces the 

variance of the output signal more than it reduces the mean, thus decreasing the output 

fluctuations below the shot-noise limit, which clearly leads to an improved accuracy. In 

view of these observations, it seems worthwhile to study dead-time effects further as a 

promising technique for accuracy enhancement. 

By definition, radiation whose statistics do not obey weU-known classical 

mequaUties is termed nonclassical Ught.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ °̂ '̂ *̂ ^̂ ^ After its theoretical conception and 

experimental reaUzation, nonclassical (squeezed and antibunched) Ught quickly became 

an atttactive means for pushing accuracy above and beyond classically unbeatable limits. 

Today, whUe the problem of contamination upon propagation remains to be solved, 
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generation of nonclassical Ught with semiconductor sources is a ttivial matter, mdicating 

that tfiese sources wiU soon find thek ways mto practical systems. The relevance of this 

issue to our investigation is obvious. 

Many schemes for tiie generation of nonclassical Ught, as weU as precise quanttim-

statistical formulations for its theoretical sttidy, can be found m tiie Uterattire. Our 

mterest m tiie use of nonclassical Ught stems from tiie possibUity of increasmg tiie 

accuracy of our processor beyond the shot-noise Umit. In particular, nonclassical sources 

can be easUy incorporated into our general framework via a quanttim-mechanical 

reformulation of our analysis. As mentioned above, satisfactory results along these lines 

seem readUy obtainable. It wiU be interesting, specificaUy, to assess the value of the 

accuracy and throughput enhancements promised by this approach. System-theoretic 

insights into the use of nonclassical sources wUI also help this concept make the ttansition 

from a novel idea to a practical tool for the optical computing community. 

Some algorithms of interest, such as neural network implementations and solutions 

of partial diflerential equations, require iterative computations, which are reaUzed in 

optoelecttonic hardware by estabUshing feedback paths from the detector outputs to the 

source and/or the SLM inputs. The principle of feedback is also at the heart of adaptive-

optics systems. Therefore, system-Ievel results on the performance of optical processors 

employing feedback would be most welcomed by the many researchers working on these 

systems. 

The proper mathematical analysis of this situation involves the use of the theory 

of self-exciting stochastic point processes.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ '̂̂ ^ It has been shown that feedback 

configurations can be analyzed semiclassicaUy to satisfaction; however, in the case of the 

use of nonclassical Ught, a fuUy quantum-mechanical tteatment is requUed. Extension of 

our work to account for the possibiUty of feedback seems chaUenging yet feasible. In 

particular, we hope to provide insights into the accuracy and throughput impUcations of 

feedback configurations, which would be helpful m estabUshing stabiUty and convergence 

properties of algorithms implemented with such configurations. Such rigorous results wUI 

also help place the implementations of these algorithms on much-needed fUm analytical 

grounds. 
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6.3 EpUogue 

This concludes our investigation of the problem of accuracy enhancement in 

optical information processing systems. We plan to continue our research in this area, 

particularly along the lines of the future research directions described above. We also 

sincerely hope that other researchers in this area wiU find our work useful and applicable 

to their own processors. Indeed, we would very much Uke to see the optical information 

processing commuiúty start to approach the problems that Ue ahead with the same kind 

of analytical formalism and style of solution approach that we have presented in this 

dissertation. 
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APPENDIX A 

GAUSSLWITY OF THE SYSTEM OUTPUT SIGNAL 

In tiUs appendix, we shaU present two additional approaches, besides that of 

Section 2.7, to demonsttate tiie Gaussianity of the detector output voltage. These proofs 

wUI be based on tiie formal solutions of Eq. (2-55) tiiat were given m Section 2.6, and 

wiU thus serve to show the consistency of our expressions. 

Starting first with the integral-equation solution, we retam the first two terms m 

tiie Taylor expansion of Eq. (2-56), yieldmg 

Pv,\ p[vr eqf(t - T)\r, p-\ - Py^\^p(v,\r, p) - eq f(t - T)py^^^p(v.\r, p) ,{A-1) 

Inserting this approximation into Eq. (2-55), we readUy obtam tiie mtegrodifferential 

equation 

^iPv,\R,p(Vi \r,P) = em^ j [ar(T) + p]f(t - r)dr Py_|^p(v. |r, p) 
0 

- e^(ml + OQ) j [ar(T) + p]f^(t - T)áTpy^^j^p(v,\r, p), 
0 

(A-2) 

which can be put in the form TD 

V. - em^ ( [ar(T) + p]f(t-T)dT 
Pv,\R^p(^i\r^P) ^ _ _ L _ _ _ o 

Pv,\R,p(^i\'^ P) , 2 2 ? 
eHml + OQ) j [ar(T) + p]fHt-r)áT (A-3) 

0 

_ V, - my^^j^p(r,p) 

<^Vi\R,p(^^ P) 
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Upon sttaightforward integration of this equation, and subsequent normalization, we 

readUy obtain the Gaussian PDF of Eq. (2-65). The choice of the mean and variance in 

Eq. (A-3) is also seen to be in agreement with Eq. (2-66). 

Proof of Gaussianity via the convolutional-series solution is less natural and 

somewhat tricky. Here, we start by expressing the multifold convolution in Eq. (2-62) 

in the form 

®P,(Vi|r) 
m 

0 ^P2(Vi\p) = / * * ' Í PQ(^1^ ' ' 'PQ^^m^n) 

1 r ~ r (^-'^^'^D] 
-L ' . . j r(t,)TCCi\-^—^ 

r(tjTGCt 
L-'^^T^^ 

m 

X \ ' ' ' \ ^^^ 
Tj) 

(L.^-y^T,]...^('.^.-''^-^o^ 

\ 

• • • 

D ) D ) 

D ) 

(A-4) 

X ô 
m 

V,- - « E 9/(í - í*) - « E 9,f(t - í,) 
k = l 1 = 1 

X díi • • 'dt^^^dq^ ' • 'dq„,„. 

Defining the auxiUary function 

m 
x(t) â e y ; qj(t - í̂ ) + ^ E ^if(^ - /̂) 

kTi / = i 

(A-5) 

for convenience, we have 

m 

Vi- eT ^kf(^-h) - ^ E ^//(^-^/) 
tT\ /=1 ik = l 

= Ê ^[*(í)]''5®(v,).(A-6) 
i=o t\ 

Insertmg this expansion into Eq. (A-4), and then substituting the resulting expression into 
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Eq. (2-62), we obtain the series expansions 

00 

Pv,\R,p(y,\r, P) - E í ^ £ {[;c(í)]'>,p}<5«(v,) 
1=0 í! 

P ,|«.p(v,-\r,p) = Y, ~EQ{[x{t)]>\r,p) á»*')(v,), (A-7) 

i = 0 í ! 

aa 

\Pv,\ Á^,\r,P) = £ ^£e{[ :c ( í ) ] '* 'k ,p} '5< ' ' ' (v , ) . 
i = 0 í î 

Now, ttuncating aU three series after the first-order-derivative terms, we obtam tiie 

eq ialky 

''iPv.^R^P^Vi k, P) = EQ[x(t) I r, p]py^,^^(v. Ir, p) 

- E^^xHt) - El[x(t)]\r,p}py^^^p(v,\r,p). 
(A-8) 

Noting that 

E^[x(t)\r,p] = my^^^p(r,p), 

EQ{x\t) - El[x(t)]\r,p] = o^^\j^p(r,p). 
(A-9) 

we immediately observe that Eq. (A-8) is identical to Eq. (A-2), and hence we conclude 

that the convolutional-series solution also leads to the Gaussian PDF of Eq. (2-65). 
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APPENDIX B 

SPECTRAL MODELS FOR OPTICAL FIELDS 

We shaU derive, in this appendix, the specttal models used for the stochastic 

processes representing the source field ampUtudes and the SLM ampUtude ttansmittances 

in Chapter 3. For purposes of discussion, we shaU concenttate on an atomic, or 

molecular, gas of N particles, each with diameter d and mass m, in a volume V. This wiU 

yield the weU-known specttal models for coUision- and Doppler-broadened media, though 

our derivations wiU be in an optical, rather than a thermodynamical, context. ' ' ' 

Starting with a situation where the particles are confined in a high-pressure 

chamber and hence suffering frequent coUisions, as would be the case for He-Ne 

molecoles or Ar atoms in a laser tube, the PDF of the time between successive coUisions 

is given by 

P(T) = — exp - — 
ô [ h) 

(B-1) 

as dictated by the kinetic theory of gases. Here, the mean coUision time is 

nkT (B-2) 

m 

Assuming that the colUsions are elastic in nattire, the effect of these colUsions on a 

radiating particle is a series of abrupt changes m the phase of the emitted radiation. 

Confinmg our mterest to temporal flucttiations, the total field emanating from this 

coUection of particles then has the form 

u(t) = E A^cxp\j27tvt ^j(t>,(t)]. (^-3) 
n = l 

where A„ and <^„{t) represent the random amplittides and phases of individual emissions, 
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which we shaU assume to have independent and identical disttibutions. The MCF of the 

field amplitude thus becomes 

r^,(t„t^) ^ E[u\t,)u(t^)] 

N 

= E £[KP]£[exp(7- [*„( í , ) - *„(í ,)]}]exp[;2;r7(f,-í ,)] 

(B-4) 
eo 

= NE[\A\^]cxp[j2 7rv(t^-t^)] j p(T)áT 

h-h 

= ^ £ [ | A p ] e x p ( - | í 2 - í J / T o ) e x p [ j 2 ; r v ( Í 2 - í i ) ] , 

where we assumed uniformly disttibuted phases. We thus conclude that the complex 

degree of temporal coherence for a coIUsion-broadened source is 

rjj(T) = exp( - | r | / r^ )expO'2 ; rvT) , (B-5) 

corresponding to the Lorentzian temporal specttum 

2 ^ . 
S(v) = —j — , (B-6) 

1 + AT^TI^V-V)^ 

where \ = (TTAV)"̂  = XQ is the coherence time of the field. 

Although we derived this result for a gaseous active medium, in fact any 

homogeneously broadened medium exhibits a Lorentzian specttum regardless of the 

particular broadening mechanism. For instance, for semiconductor light sources, such as 

the LED and LD, where specttal broadening is caused by spontaneous emissions, the 

Lorentzian Une shape (B-6) can be deduced readily from the Kramers-Krônig relations 

governing the susceptibUity of a resonant dielectric medium. Therefore, we use 

Lorentzian spectta to model the temporal fluctuations of both gas and semiconductor 

thermal and laser sources in our work. 
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Now tuming our attention to a situation where the particles are in a low-pressure 

environment and hence experiencing infrequent colUsions, as would be the case for LC 

molecules in a modulator ceU, we start with the distribution of the velocities of the 

particles along a particular direction, which is given by 

P(v) = — ^ e x p ( - v 2 / 2 a , ^ ) , (B-7) 

where 

Oy = , 

m 
^'^ (B-8) 

m accord with the kmetic theory of gases. The velocity and emission frequency of a 

particle are related, however, via the Doppler effect as 

V = " . V 1 + ^ , (B-9) 
1 - v/c l c 

leading to the frequency disttibution 

p(y) = _ E _ e x p [ - ( v - f)^/2a,'], (B-10) 
J2 n o.. 

where 

a^ = hl l . (B-11) 
^ 2 

mc^ 

Writing the overaU field once agam as the sum of mdividual emissions, we have 

the form 
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N 

u(t) = Y^ A„exp[j2;rv„í ^ J4>„(t)], (B-12) 

noting tiie added feattire of frequency flucttiations. The MCF of the field ampUttide thus 

takes the form 

r^,(t„t^) ^E[u*(t,)u(t^)] 

N 

= E ^[KI']^(exp[J2^v„(f,-t,)]}£[exp(7-[^„(í,)-^„(í,)]}] 
0 = 1 

«> oo 

= ^ £ [ | A p ] Jp(v)exp[72;rv(Í2-íi)]dv j p(T)áT 
h-h 

= NE[\A\^]txp[-2 7?ol(t^-t,f]txi^(-\t^-t,\lT^)txi^[j2nv(t^-t,)] 

^NE^^A^'^txip^-^T^ol^t^-t.f^^xip^j^nv^t^-t,)], 

(B-13) 

where we made use of the fact that XQ > (271̂ )̂"̂  which is a consequence of the 

infrequent-coUision assumption. We thus conclude that the complex degree of temporal 

coherence for a Doppler-broadened source is 

Yu(r) = &xp{-7:T^/2T^)cxpU27rvT), (B-14) 

corresponding to the Gaussian temporal spectmm 

^(v) = ^/2r ,exp[-2;rr , ' (v- ÍT)'], (^"15) 

where x, = (l/Av)>/[2hi(2)/7c] = {^noX^ is the coherence time of the field. 

We use this specttal model for both spatial and temporal fluctuations in the 

ampUtude ttansmittance of the reaUstic SLM in our work. Admittedly, this is an 
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oversimpUfied model for an LC which fails to account for many significant features of the 

device operation. An important step toward a more reaUstic model would be to 

incorporate the polarization fluctuations by working in the rotational aspects of the 

molecular motion. Unfortunately, in view of the large number, as well as the complicated 

nature, of the optical and electrical processes taking place in such a device, an accurate 

phenomenological model seems almost out of reach for most SLMs. 
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APPENDK C 

SOLUTION OF THE VAN DER POL EQUATION 

We shaU now show how the statistics of Eq. (3-18) for laser Ught can be derived 

from the rotating-wave van der Pol equation (3-16). Although there is nothmg 

fundamentaUy new or tricky about our derivation, it wiU, nevertheless, serve the purpose 

of revealing the assumptions and approximations involved in arriving at Eq. (3-18), 

estabUshing the values and/or the statistics of the model parameters, and reconciUng some 

minor discrepancies found in the existing Uterature on this subject.^^^'^^"^ 

For the sake of completeness, we shaU start by summarizing the more rigorous 

Fokker-Planck approach. Here, the derivation starts by expressing the time rate of 

change of tiie ampUtude PDF in terms of the "drift" and "diffusion" in the ampUtude 

statistics. More precisely, we write 

f • - E, ã4l̂ ""''l • 3 .S.. ãsákil'""'''!-'"" 
where the drift and diffusion coefficients are given by 

A = Um -^E\(As),(t^At) - (A,),(í)] 
4í - 0 ^ í 

= P(d- \As\')(AMt) 

(C-2) 

and 

B,,= Um -^E{[(A,),(t + At)-(AMt)][(A,),(t + út)-(A,\(t)]} 
4 Í - 0 At ^Q_2,^ 

4 
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respectively. Now, substituting A^̂ í) = rexpO**) and inttoducing the normalizations 

r = 
\ 

— r, I = 
\ 

fí * 
— I,t = yfpqt, and û = . ̂ d. (C-4) 

Eqs. (C-l)-(C-3) lead to tiie Fokker-Planck equation 

dt r df' ^J r df[ dfj f a ^ 
(C-5) 

The stationary solution can thus be found by setting 3/3í = 0 and 3/9(() = 0 to be 

p(f,(l>,i) = p(f) = Ncxp ( f f' 
-— + a — 

[ 4 2j 

(C-6) 

The MCF can also be found from the nonstationary solutions of Eq. (C-5). The 

most convenient way to do this is to consttuct a Green's function for Eq. (C-5) as 

' ^ \ oo 

G(f,4>,^,(l>'\i) = 1 ip,,(r) ^ ^ í^„Jr)í^„J^exp[/n(0-øO]exp(-^„„í) 
2^^ il^Ur') « = 0 n = -00 

with the basis functions satisfying the Schrôdinger equation 

(C-7) 

^nm(r) ^ [Km " ^„('')] ^nm^^) = 0 (C-8) 

where the potential is given by 

^^''' '- 7^ ' Wi^ ^oo(r)-^rcx,[-rl.arl (C-9) 

Thus, the statistics of the laser Ught mtensity under this model take tiie form 
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/w, = 
1 + erf j? j 

a, = /n r̂ _ _^p(V) í ^ ^ : ^ P ( ^ 
2 1 + erfp (̂"̂  ^ 1 + erf/? 

r,̂ (T) = (m,̂  + o]^[l + e x p ( - 4 / . v / ^ | r | ) ] , 

P(/) = 

£[/«] = 

1 
exp 

TZl^ 1 + Cjfp 

2 cxp(-p^/2) 
JT/Q 1 + erfp 

_ [/ - v^p/p 

jr/n 
/ 

n! 
9 \ -%(n + l) 

" —> D.,,^„(-^/>), 
;r/n 

J 

(C-10) 

where /)„(•) is the paraboUc cylinder function, and we used the threshold intensity 

^ = 2 (C-11) 
N TJ8 

and the new pump parameter 

^ = 2 N 
(C-12) 

We now tum our attention to the solution of Eq. (C-5) in tiie quasilinear regime 

far above threshold. We find it more convenient here to base our discussion on the 

electtic field e{t), rather than its complex analytical signal s{t) or its complex envelope 

As{t), Noting that 

e(t) = - {As(t) expO'2 T: vt) + A*s(t) exp( -J2 ;r ví)}, (C-13) 

we pass from Eq. (3-16) to the origmal form of the van der Pol equation. 
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—I - 2p[d - 2e^(t)]^ + (27:v)'^e(t) = 47tvRG{jw(t)} = -47tvw(t), 
oí út 

(C-14) 

where w{t) is the cUcular complex white Gaussian Langevin force representing the effects 

of the spontaneous emissions, the subscript r refers to real part, and the caret " denotes 

HUbert ttansformation. Since the operation of the laser is sttictiy, and preferably far, 

above threshold, we propose a solution of the form 

e(t) = SQCOs[27tvt + 0(t)] + n^(t), (C-15) 

where the first term is the coherent phase-diffused component, and the second term 

represents the residual chaotic fluctuations. Our task, then, is to determine SQ and the 

statistics of the random phase 0(í) and the narrowband noise term nXt). 

Toward this end, we start by inserting Eq. (C-15) into Eq. (C-14). Simplification 

of the formidable equation that results is afforded by noting that both 0(í) and nXt) vary 

slowly compared to the center frequency v". We thus neglect those terms that contain Ô, 

Ô ,̂ and terms with Ô unless they are multipUed by v". We also neglect terms containing 

n h and n. h , which finaUy yields r r r r 

4jcvS^ — co&(2i:vt) + 2itvpSa\2d - 4£{n,^} - So]sin(2ffv() 

+ ^"^-2pld-S'o)^^(2,:vf„, (C-16) 
d r 

L .2p[d-Sl)-^ +(27:vfn^ 

= -47tv(A^).(t)cos(2 7tvt) - 4;rv(A^)^(í)sin(2;rví), 

where the subscript i refers to hnagmary part, and we also made tiie slow-varymg-

envelope approximations 
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^ } [ 2 ; r v l . e ( 0 ] . { ^ } ( 2 ; r v - í ) . (C-17) 
sm 
cos 

Matchmg the left- and right-hand sides of Eq. (C-16), we first consider the 

periodic terms. Since there are no such terms on the right, we conclude that the 

coefficient of the sin(27uv"0 term on the left must be identicaUy zero. This requirement 

leads to 

S^=2d-4E{n^}. (C-18) 

Now tuming to the nonperiodic terms, we start by matching the coefficients of the 

cos(27CVí) terms on either side. This leads to a first-order differential equation for the 

phase of the coherent component of the field, whose solution yields 

t 

6(0 = \ f (AMOáC. (C-19) 
^o 0 

FinaUy, matching the coefficients of the remaining sin̂ T̂CVí) terms, we obtain the second-

order differential equation 

^ . y ^ ,^27rv)'n,=z(t), (C-20) 
át^ dí 

for the thermal component of the field, where we inttoduced the definitions 

r^-2p{d-S'o)=2p[d-4E{nj}], ^^_^^^ 

Z(t) â -4;rv(A^).(í)sm(2;rví). 

We can now evaluate the statistics of 0(r) and n^t) with the aid of Eqs. (C-19) and 
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(C-20) and 

m^(t) = 0, 
(C-22) 

r^(T) =QÔ(T). 

Starting witii Eq. (C-19), we see that the phase is a Wiener-Lévy (Gaussian) process with 

zero mean and variance 

^̂ (̂ ^ = 4 / / ^(^w)i(0(AMO]dCá^ 
SQ 0 

2í t 

= —2 / / ^(n)d^dP =—t^ 
4Sl Íit 2Sl 

We shall also need the statistics of the phase change 

(C-23) 

í -» -r 

Á 0(t, r) â Oit + r) - e(t) = - i / (A^).(0 dC, (C-24) 
^o . 

which, too, is a zero-mean Gaussian process. Its variance is readily found, by foUowing 

same steps as above, to be 

^Ae('^) = - ^ k l - (C-25) 
^SÍ" 

Finally, the PDF of tiie phase is simply 

Pe(0) = " 7 = -, p — : ^^P (- ^ ' /2 4), (C-26) 
v/2^ OQCTÍI 7:1^2 o^j 
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|01 <Tí, which approaches 1/27C (uniform disttibution) in the steady state (t -> ©o). 

Now tuming our attention to the statistics of n^t), we first note that 

/n^ = 0 , 

FJT) = 4 ; r ^ v 2 Q í ( r ) 
(C-27) 

Since nXt) and z{t) are related Unearly through Eq. (C-20), we conclude that n^t), too, is 

a zero-mean Gaussian process whose PSD can be found readUy to be 

GA^) = 
1 

.Tl2 |4;r2(v2 - v^) + 7 2 ; r v | 
GJv) = (27ivfQ 

[(2;rv)2 _ {271:vfY + y^(27zvf 
(C-28) 

Fourier ttansformation of Eq. (C-28) then yields the ACF 

^N(^) = : ^ e x p ( - / | r | / 2 ) 
2 / 

cos(2 ;r VQ I TI) + — ^ sin(2 ;r VQ | T |) 
4;r Vr 

(C-29) 

where we defined the damped frequency VQ Å \/[V - (Y/47C)^]. We thus find that 

_ <? _ ^{^r) = r,(0) = ̂  = 21 ' 2 / 4pd - 16 pE{nf} 
(C-30) 

which yields 

^K} = i 1 ± 1 - 4<? 

N Pd') 4pd' 
(C-31) 

where we used tiie positive root and retained the first two terms m the series expansion 

of the radical. The two fundamental parameters of our model thus become, from Eqs. (C-
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18) and (C-21), 

5n =2d - •^ ^2d and Y = 2pd - ^ - 2pd 
pa d 

(C-32) 

under the assumption d > 0. FmaUy, the statistics of the complex analytic signal n{t) 

become, in the rotating-wave approximation v = v" > y. 

mfi = 0 , 

rff(T) = -2exp(-/ |r | /2)expO"2;rvT), 

PN(r^^ = - ^ e x p 
7r{J 

-^(r^ + i^) 
Q 

(C-33) 

With these statistics at our disposal, the laser light statistics of Eq. (3-18) can be 

immediately obtamed by sttaightforward averaging using the expression (3-17). The 

important assumptions made in the derivation were the rotating-wave approximation, 

which provided a simpler form for the ACF, and the steady-state limit in which the 

random phase attains a uniform distribution, thus expediting the calculation of the PDF, 

as weU as our basic premise of operation far above threshold. 
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APPENDIX D 

IMPULSE-RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR PHOTODIODES 

Our aim in this appendix is to derive the form of the photon-to-current impulse 

response h{t, q) for PlNPDs and APDs resultmg from a smgle photon absorption under side 
mumination.^ '̂̂ '̂ ^^^^23 

We start with the simpler case and concenttate on the PINPD structure shown in 

Figure (3-5). We assume that a single photon is absorbed inside the i layer (the 

absorption region) at a position x - x^, and that an electton-hole pair is generated as a 

result. Under the influence of the uniform electric field E_ in this region, the electton and 

the hole then proceed to move in opposite directions with respective velocities v^t) and 

v^(0, thus giving rise to a current pulse in the extemal circuitry. This pulse lasts untU 

both charge carriers leave the depletion region, upon which they are neuttaUzed via 

recombination in the n^ and p" layers. (It is impUcitly understood that the electric field 

is too weak to accelerate the charge carriers enough for impact ionizations.) 

Using Ramo's theorem, we can write the electton and hole currents as 

K(^.^Q) = - ^ [ - V e ( í ) ] = -—V,[W(Í) - W(í-VVe)] 
^d' ' ^d (D-1) 

h(^^^o) = - ^ v , ( í ) = - -^^, [« (0 - u(t-(y^,-Xo)lv,)] 
^d ^ á 

Here, w^ denotes the width of the depletion region, and v, and v̂ , are the (constant) 

electton and hole velocities. The final step in the derivation is to randomize XQ, and then 

to average k out of Eq. (D-1). SpecificaUy, we assign a uniform PDF to x^, that is. 

/':^(^o) = ^ . (D-2) 

{)<XQ< W^. (More rigorously, the PDF of x^ should foUow the intensity profile incident 
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on the diode surface, which may not necessarUy be uniform; however, our derivation here 

is detached from tiie particulars of the excitation. Also note that, for mathematical 

convenience, we are takmg the absorption region to have tiie same width as the depletion 

region, though the latter is typicaUy wider than tiie former.) Thus, the impulse response 

is arrived at by sttaightforward averaging as 

•̂ d 

1 r . 
^^ '̂̂ ^ = / ;7[ '̂«( '̂̂ o) ^h(t.x,)]áx. 

0 ^d 

V. / V ^ 
= -e-^\l - - i í 

^ d l y^d 

^hl, V, ^ 

/ 

[u(t) - u(t-wjv^)] - e-^\l - -^t\[u(t) - u(t-wjv,)], 

(D-3) 
^ A "^d ) 

We note in passing that the total charge is 

/ h(t,q)åt = -e, (D-4) 

as expected. 

We now tum to the more difficult problem and consider the APD sttucture depicted 

in Figure (3-8). In conttast to PlNPDs, in APDs an absorbed photon results, through the 

avalanche effect, in a random number of electton-hole pairs. Consequentiy, the impulse 

response h{t, q) for this case will be a random function indexed by the parameter q, For 

purposes of discussion, we shall concenttate here on a side-iUuminated reach-through 

separate-absorption-multiplication (SAM) APD. Separating the absorption and 

multiplication regions helps meet the confUcting requirements of a wide surface area for 

absorption and a narrow zone for multipUcation, whUe the reach-through structure helps 

deplete both regions of excess charge carriers. Furthermore, we shall assume a single-

carrier-initiated single-carrier muItipUcation (SCISCM) avalanche process by assuming that 

aj^x) > o,h{x), where a^ and â , are the electton and hole ionization coefficients, taken in 
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the sequel to be constants. TechnicaUy, tiiis means that only a single type of charge 

carrier (electtons m our case) is mjected mto the multipUcation region, and that only the 

charge carriers of this type are aUowed to ionize upon impact within this region. This 

eliminates the possibiUty of a potential feedback mechanism leadmg to a perpetual charge 

cairier generation in this region, which may cause instabiUties in the device as weU as 

resulting in an unacceptably long duration for the impulse response. 

Referring to Figure (3-8), the operation of the diode proceeds as foUows. A single 

photon, incident from the side, is absorbed inside the 7C layer (the absorption region) at 

a position X = XQ, and the original electton-hole pair is thus generated. WhUe the hole 

moves toward the left under the uniform field E_ and enters the p* region to be annihUated 

upon recombination, the electton moves toward the right and gets injected into the high-

field Ê' multipUcation region around the p-n* junction. Here, the primary (mother) 

electton gives rise to a random number of secondary (daughter) electton-hole pairs via 

impact ionizations. The daughter electtons then proceed to contribute their own offspring 

to the pool of electton-hole pairs whUe aU the daughter holes share in the fate of the 

mother hole. This process continues, resulting in a potentiaUy high number of 

generations, untU aU electtons and holes eventually reach the n* and p* regions, 

respectively, and recombine. 

The overaU result is a current pulse affected by a total (random) number r of 

charge carriers generated at the set of random space-time points (^, t) = {{XQ, 0), (x^, t^ 

I it = 1, 2, ..., r}. Since the rate of charge carrier generation at any point is directiy 

proportional to the number of charge carriers in existence at that point, we conclude that 

these space-time points comprise a pure bUth process with rate 

X 

Hx) = / a^(^á^= a^x. (D-5) 

In order to make this description more precise, we start our derivation, as before, 

by writmg the total electton and hole currents using Ramo's theorem as 
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Íe(t^X^,t) = -T-^e^^^O - w(í-VVe)] 

r 

e 
w 

ê E [«(í-(^0->^«)/Ve-g -«(í-(^o->^«)/Ve-íit-VVe)]. 

h(^.XQ, t) = --v^[u(t) - w(í-(w-V/Vyi)] 

r 

e - -^'"'^^^ [«(í-(^0->^m)/Ve-íit) - W(í-(^0->^m)/Ve-íit-(>^-^ik)/VA)]' 

(D-6) 

Here, w„ denotes the width of the multipUcation region, w = w^ + w„, jĉ  = vv̂  - vj,^, XQ 

is uniformly distributed over w^ < JCQ < w as 

Px,(Xo) = — » (D-7) 
^ w^ 

and {íjt} are independent and identically distributed random variables having the PDF 

a,v, exp r- a, (w^ - VJL)] .^ r.. 
*̂ * 1 - txp(-a^wj 

0 < 4 < w^v .̂ The impulse response of the APD can now be obtained by averaging out 

XQ and l from Eq. (D-6). For convenience, we inttoduce the definitions 

v Vt 
V Ê _ £ J L _ (D-9) 
"̂  v̂  -̂  v, 

and 

/?(.)(0 á[l - exp(-ûr,V(.)í)(l + a^v^.^t)]u(t), (D-10) 
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with which the impulse response becomes 

^ml'^e W 

h(t,q) = (•'•(( _1 f f ^eVeexp[-^,(>v,-v^g] 
0 w, ^dkA 1 -cxp(-a^wj 

X [íe(í, J^o'í) + h(t> XQ, t)]áxQá't 

Ve + V;̂  

-e-5^ '-u(t) 
w 

^ ^ ^ K [ ( ^ ~ ' ^ ' « / ^ « ) « ( ^ " VVe) - (Í-WV,)«(Í-W/V,)] 

2 
+ v;,[í«(0 - (t-wjv,)u(t-wjv,)]} 

^ ^ ^ { ^ ' [ ( ^ - V ^ e ) w ( í - > ^ « / V e ) - (t-W/v^)u(t-w/v^)] (D-H) 

_ (Ve -̂  v^)exp(-tf^w^) 

û^e[l - exp(-ûr,wj] 

X (exp(ûr^v^0[i5,(í) - Pe(t-^JVe) 

- cxp(-a^w^){P^(t-wJv^) - P,(t-w/vJ}] 

- cxp[a^v^(t -wjv,)][p^(t -wjv,) - P,(t-wjv,-wjv^) 

- cxp(-a^w^v^/v^){p^(t-wjv^) - P,(t-w/v^)}])}, 

where we used the fact that q = r + 1. The total charge is found to be 

eo 

f h(t,q)át = -eq, (D-12) 

as we should expect. The average impulse response is then given by a final averaging 
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of Eq. (D-Il) over the gain variations, which amounts to replacing ^ in Eq. (D-11) with 

its mean value exp(a^wj. 

FinaUy, we would like to give the expUcit expressions for the parameters related 

to the post-processing electtonics in order to faciUtate their numerical evaluation from 

fundamental device parameter values. 

Starting with the circuitty that foUows tiie PINPD, shown m Figure (3-4), the 

equivalent resistance and capacitance seen by the detector current are 

^- - R, . RAAU ^ 1] - » ^e, = ^. ^ C, . C,[A(v) . 1]. (D-13) 

where C^ is the capacitance of the photodiode and Ry^ and Ĉ  are the input resistance and 

capacitance of the op-amp. Meanwhile, the characteristic frequencies of the overaU 

baseband system are given as 

= -^ ± \/b^ - 4ac (D-14) 
'̂̂  2a 

where, with 

Ro * ^e, L(v) .0 and Co Ê C., U(„ . 0, (D-15) 

the coefficients are 

a = 27TRQCQRPÍ 

b = -R,[l + 27:V^RQ(C, + A,C,)], (D-I6) 

c = v^(Rj, ^AQR^). 

For the APD, aU we need are the equivalent resistance and capacitance of the 
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cUcuitty around the diode, shown in Figure (3-7), which are simply 

R = LJ^ and C , = C . + C. . (D-17) 
«̂ R,R, + R,R^ + R,R^ ^^ ^ ^ 
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APPENDIX E 

EXACT OUTPUT SIGNAL PROBABILITY DENSITY 

In this appendix, we shaU give the exact form of the ampUtude PDF of fUtered shot 

noise for the case of exponentiaUy decaying impulse response.̂ ^ Specifically, we consider 

the voltage waveform 

v(t) =Jlf(t-t,). (E-1) 
k 

We have shown in Section 2.6 that the PDF of v{t) obeys the integral equation 

vP (v) = P í f(t)Pv[^ -f(t)]dt, (E-2) 

where p is the constant rate of photoevents. 

As discussed in Section 4.4, the form of the Unpulse response in our case is 

/ (0 =exp(-í)w(0. (^-^) 

With the change of variable z = /(0 in Eq. (E-2), we obtam 

1 V 

vPv(v) = P j /' ív -z)dz = p j Pv(x) dx. (E-4) 
0 v - 1 

Differentiating both sides, we find the differential-difference equation 

vpv(v) - (P - ^)Pv(^) = - M M V - 1 ) ' (^-^) 
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In order to solve this equation, we first note that for 0 < v < 1, py{v - 1) =0 . 

Hence, we obtain from Eq. (E-5) the solution 

Pv(v) =cv^-'. (E-6) 

0 < V < 1. For larger values of v, we can convert Eq. (E-5) to the mtegral form 

Pv(v) = V = v í^-1 ^ - P f Pv(x-l)x-''âx (E-7) 

1 < V, which expedites the calculation of py{v) for the mterval [n, n + 1) since the 

integrand in Eq. (E-7) is known for [1, /i). Thus, the output signal PDF is generated in 

an iterative fashion for n = 1, 2, ... . For instance, for p = 1, we obtain 

Pv(^) = 

c(l - hiv) . 

1 - h i v . ( ^^í^áx 

0 < v < 1 

1 < v < 2 

, 2 < V < 3 
(E-8) 

The final task is to evaluate the constant c by imposing the normaUzation condition 

f Py(v)áv = 1, (E-9) 

which, with Y denoting Euler's constant, yields 

c = 
e x p ( - / i / ) 

A/i) 
(E-10) 
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As we elaborated in Chapter 4, this form of the output signal PDF is not conducive 

to obtaining analytical expressions from our statistical analysis and modeling efforts, and 

consequently the Gaussian approximation, as developed in Section 2.7 and Appendix A, 

is used throughout instead. 
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APPENDIX F 

OPTIMAL LINEAR FILTERING APPROACH 

We would like to present here the method of waveform estimation as an 

altemative to the parameter estimation schemes of Section 5.4. Our discussion wiU be 

based on tfie Wiener tiieory,^^'^'^'"^^ and foUow the tteatment of Van Trees.̂ ^^ 

Our observation model is identical to that of Section 5.2, of course, and has the 

form 

v(0 = v^(0 + ^"(0 = s(t) + n(t), (F-1) 

where s{t) is an asymptoticaUy Gaussian marked and filtered doubly stochastic Poisson 

point process comprising the signal portion of the output signal, and n{t) is a zero-mean 

colored Gaussian noise process. As before, the parameter of interest is the mean 

intensity, which is related to the mean voltage in a trivial manner. In order to avoid 

confusion, this parameter wiU be denoted a in this appendix. 

A considerable simpUfication results if the additive noise in our model is white. 

For this purpose, we make use of the innovations principle, which states that for aU 

rational spectta, there exists a causal, linear, time-invariant, "whitening" fUter whose 

output w{t) is a white process when the input n{t) is a colored process and whose inverse 

is a causal, Unear, "innovations" filter. The frequency response of the innovations filter 

Hi{v) is obtained by factoring the colored noise PSD Gj^{y) and assigning all the poles and 

zeroes in the upper-half v plane, and half of aU the zeros on the axis, to H/v). AU the 

remaining poles and zeros wiU then correspond to the conjugate frequency response 

Hi\v) such that G^(v) = \Hj{v) |̂ . The fact that every rational PSD can be partitioned 

in this manner is a direct consequence of the conjugate symmetry and nonnegative 

definiteness of PSDs. 

The whitening filter that we seek tfius has the frequency response H^^v) = Hj-\v), 

and our new observation model becomes 
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r(t) = z(t) + w(t), (F-2) 

where z{t) is a Gaussian process with the mean and ACF 

^«2(0 = / h^(T)ms(t- T)áT = m^(0, 
0 

ao 

^z(h^h) = ff M^i)M^2)^s(^i - h^h - h^áT^áT^, 

(F-3) 

and w{t) is a zero-mean white Gaussian process with specttal height ¥LNQ. 

Our approach to the problem of estimating the parameter a wiU be essentiaUy 

identical to that of Section 5.4. Specifically, we shaU again find the Ukelihood function 

PR(L\^)- Then, depending on the nature of the parameter a, or equivalentiy our choice 

of estimation sttategy, we shall consttuct the function 

1^PR(1 \a), a nonrandom (ML) 
L(a) ^ \ . (P-4) 

hiPj^(r\a) + ln/?^(a), a random (Bayes) 

The optimal ML and MAP estimates wiU then be that value â for which L{a) is maximum 

while the MMSE estimate will be given by an averaging of the form £{exp[L(û[)]}/p^(r). 

We thus see that the only difference here is in the consttuction of the Ukelihood function. 

The derivation of L{a) is sttaightforward yet tedious. The basic approach is to 

expand the observation r{t) into a Karhunen-Loêve series conditioned on a, retain the first 

Â  terms of this expansion to calculate the conditional PDF PR{r\a), divide out terms not 

involving a, and finaUy pass to the limit N ^ 00, We thus state without proof that 

^PR(r\ci) = lR(a) + li,(a) + l^s^a) + lf(a), (F-5) 
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where the individual terms take the forms 

TD 

lR(a) = -J7 ff r(t,)h(t„t^)r(t^)át,át^, 
^o 0 

TD 

lo(a) = f r(t)g(t)át, 
0 

TD 

Is^a) = -1. f $,(t)át. 

(F-6) 

0 0 

TD 

lB\a) = - - i / m^(t)g(t)át. 
2 0 

Here, the optimum nonrealizable filter h{t^, t^, which solves tiie MMSE estimation problem 

of Eq. (F-2), satisfies the Wiener-Hopf equation 

TD 

-^h(t„t^) + f h(t„T)r^(T,t^)áT = r^(t„t^), (̂ -7) 
2 0 

0 < íj, Í2 ̂  Tj), g{t) is given in terms of the inverse kemel 

QÁtv h) = ^ [̂ (̂ 2 - ^i) - h(t„ t^)] (F-8) 

as 

TD 

g(t) = / QR(t,.t2)m^(t^)át^, (F-9) 
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and ^p(í) is the reaUzable mean-square filtering error for the estimation problem of Eq. 

(F-2). Finally, the Cramér-Rao lower bound on the estimate variance can be evaluated 

fromEq. (5-31) as 

a? á E[(a - âf] ^ 
0 

TD 

dmJt.) dmJt^) 
QR(tvh)—^^t,át, da da 

dri,(t„ t^) dQj,(t„ t^) 

da da 
díj dÍ2 

-1 
(F-10) 
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